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Abstract

Graphs are powerful mathematical structures that pose deep theoretical questions and
adapt to fascinating applications. Simple graphs have a rich history and many important open
problems, but contemporary research in graphs now involves a wide range of extensions: hy-
pergraphs, attributed graphs, graph neural networks, graph algorithms, network analysis, and
more. Each of these topics is its own active research area. This dissertation focuses on dy-
namic graphs, namely graphs whose structure depends on time. We will study traditional
simple graphs, as well as some of these extended graph structures, but all through the lens of
dynamical systems, where our state space is of graphs or their many variations.

To properly study dynamic graphs, we have to leverage techniques from graph theory, algo-
rithms, probability, machine learning, topology, geometry, and other mathematical and com-
putational disciplines. Part of the excitement of dynamic graphs comes from the seemingly
unlimited connections to other important areas of study. As an opus of applied mathematics,
this work will cover dynamic graphs that arise naturally from a wide range of applications in
virology, sociology, sports, biology, electrical engineering, satellite communication, and more.

While no document can be complete, this dissertation furnishes a survey on innovative
ongoing research in dynamic graphs, insight into their key constructions, a presentation of
our contributions to this area with collaborators, strong evidence for their utility in a wide
range of applications, and a hint at possible future directions for these elegant structures.
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The more I think about language, the more it amazes me

that people ever understand each other at all.

Kurt Friedrich Gödel

1
Overview

U
nsurprisingly, the roots of graph theory can be traced to Leonhard Euler, the bril-

liant and indefatigable mathematician, who solved the famous Bridges of Königsberg

problem40. This problem concerns itself with seven bridges in the city of Königsberg and

their particular arrangement around the Pregel River.

14



1.1. Euler and the Origins of Graph Theory

Figure 1.1: Königsberg and its layout when Euler would have seen it. The Pregel River weaves
throughout the city and has seven bridges that cross it. The bridges are highlighted in green. This
figure is reproduced with permission from102.

In Figure 1.1, we see the location of the seven bridges in and around the city, with their respec-

tive crossings over the Pregel. The key problem posed: is it possible to take a walk through the

city and cross each of the seven bridges exactly once? Being the astute problem-solver, Euler

solved this problem, but more importantly than efficiently sightseeing the bridges of a tran-

quil albeit obscure European city, he generalized his technique via defining the first recorded

instance of a graph.
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Figure 1.2: A graph that represents the bridges of Königsberg. Each vertex is a landmass within the
city and the edges represent a bridge between two pieces of land. While it would not be unusual
to see such a figure today, this 18th‐century abstraction was a novel idea by Euler. This figure is in
the public domain and reproduced from91.

By removing all irrelevant structures and focusing on the topological properties of the prob-

lem, Euler was able to conceptualize the problem as a graph, as seen in Figure 1.2. Putting this

together, Euler proposed the following theorem87:

Thus for any configuration that may arise the easiest way of determining whether a

single crossing of all the bridges is possible is to apply the following rules:

If there are more than two regions which are approached by an odd number

of bridges, no route satisfying the required conditions can be found.

If, however, there are only two regions with an odd number of approach

bridges the required journey can be completed provided it originates in one of

the regions.

If, finally, there is no region with an odd number of approach bridges, the

required journey can be effected, no matter where it begins.

These rules solve completely the problem initially proposed.

We can rewrite Euler’s observations in contemporary graph theoretic language.

Definition 1.1.1 (Euler Path). Given a (simple, undirected) connected graphG, an Euler

path is a path that contains each edge in the graph exactly once.

16



With this definition, we can write the Euler Theorem, as Theorem 1. (For further defini-

tions, see Chapter 2.)

Theorem 1 (Euler Theorem). A (simple, undirected) connected graphG has an Euler path

if and only if it has exactly zero or two vertices of odd degree. Additionally, for graphs with

exactly two vertices of odd degree, every Euler path inG has to start from one of these vertices

of odd degree and end at the other.

This neat historical problem illustrates the motivation behind graph theory. By excavating

the core structure to a set of vertices and edges, we can deftly analyze our situation. In his case,

Euler was dealing with ancient bridges in a static city, but our modality is a bit different.

1.2. Moving Bridges

Euler’s key innovation was the construction of a graph, but three hundred years or so later,

we will now update his problem and allow the bridges to move. One obvious case is the road

network in a city. Consider someone living in Manhattan, New York, NY: roads are contin-

ually closed, the city places haphazard pedestrian detours, and there are accidents among the

cyclists, taxis, and tourists all the time. We are faced with a wider class of graph problems, but

our accessible routes are constantly shifting over time. We are thus not just interested in the

topological insights of a static graph, but rather the abstraction of a dynamic graph.

To motivate why this abstraction is needed, we consider a simple example that became

the thorn in my side that motivated this entire thrust of research. In Figure 1.3, we see an

example of an alternating graph. For a formal characterization, we define the graphsG =

17



(V,E), G′ = (V,E ′)where

V = {A,B,C,D}

E = {(A,B), (B,D), (D,C), (C,A)}

E ′ = {(B,A), (D,B), (C,D), (A,C)}

A B

C D

A B

C D

Figure 1.3: A simple, alternating graph sequence: G is the graph on the left andG′ is on the
right. We imagine that at odd timesteps, the graph goes clockwise (left), while at even timesteps,
the graph goes counterclockwise. There are a variety of real‐world edges that behave this way,
e.g. roads that switch direction depending on the time to account for rush hour traffic. Electrical
current can also alternate within a wire. In both cases, violating the direction of flow can have
catastrophic results.

From here, let us consider the “alternating” discrete-time graph sequence, where we switch

from the left graph,G, to the right graph,G′, at every timestep. More precisely, we can define

the sequenceG = (Gt)t∈N, where

Gt =


G t is odd

G′ t is even

From here, we can define a simple dynamical system. We will place a particle on nodeA at the

first timestep and force this particle to move across an edge at every timestep. Mathematically,
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we define xt to be the position of our particular at every timestep with the following restric-

tions. We can write xt ∈ V with our positional sequence being x = (xt)t∈N. We then can

define the rules of our dynamical system as

xt =


A t = 1

∈ N t−1(x) otherwise

where we define

N t−1(u) ≜ {v : (u, v) ∈ Et−1}

Now, we can ask the natural question: how does this dynamical system behave? As a static

graph theorist, we could invoke a simple lemma: each graph in the sequence is strongly con-

nected. The maximum possible diameter of a graph of n nodes is n − 1 and we are thus

tempted to conclude that we will start and return toA inO(n) time. Of course, we would

be baldly misapplying this fact; simply looking at this sequence tells us that we will never move

pastA andB.

Admittedly, there may be a simple way to convert this dynamic sequence into a static one.

Figure 1.4: The time‐extended version of the alternating sequence from Figure 1.3. The first
column of nodes representG, while the second column representsG′, and so on and so forth.
Between the columns, we draw the edges of the former column to the matched vertices of the
latter column. For example, edge (A,B) is represented by the edge from the top vertex in the
left‐most column to the second vertex in the second column.
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One possible resolution is the creation of the time-extended graph, which we can see in Fig-

ure 1.4. This graph “unrolls” the alternating sequence into a larger graph with copies of each

node for each timestep. From this, we can see that we have four disconnected components,

which suggest to us that perhaps a disconnected time-extended graph implies a dynamical sys-

tem that is disconnected. (n.b. time-extended graphs are inherently directed because of causal-

ity, so they can never be strongly connected, though they can be weakly connected.) However,

this proposition is blatantly false.

To see why this is false, let us consider the sequence of justG, i.e. we repeat the same graph

over and over again as our sequence, which is perhaps not an interesting sequence.

Figure 1.5: The time‐extended version of the trivial sequence of repeatingG over and over again.
This graph is constructed in the same way as Figure 1.4, but with a different underlying graph.

In Figure 1.5, we see the result of this process and we get another disconnected time-extended

graph, but our sequence will allow our particle to move across it without issue. Time-extended

graphs are certainly a useful analytical tool, but static notions of connectivity cannot and do

not fully characterize the dynamic case. Moreover, we have some obvious issues with this

construction: if we have T total timesteps and n original vertices in our graph, our construc-

tions will operate overO(n · T ) total vertices, which is unsatisfying for the theorists (because

T = ∞ in many cases) and impractical for the realists (because nmay already be somewhat

large). Looking at even this simple example, we start to see the shortcomings of our tools from

static graph theory. While these tools may have helped Euler solve the problem of bridge cross-
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ings, our contemporary world is full of dynamical systems that require much more sophisti-

cated tools.

So what do we do from here? It is not a trivial task to extend static notions to their dynamic

counterparts, which is what we endeavor to do in later parts of this dissertation. We will in-

deed see a solution to our problem and it involves the construction of novel results with associ-

ated proofs.

1.3. Key Themes and Contributions

Even in this overview, we can see a hint at what is on offer to us by studying dynamic graphs.

There are three key themes that recur consistently throughout the study of dynamic graphs

and will be highlighted throughout this dissertation.

1. Non-locality: traditional static properties that may explain a local part of a dynamic

graph do not trivially extend to global properties. We can already see this in our exam-

ple of the simple alternating graph in Figure 1.3.

2. Naturalness: dynamic graphs arise naturally in a wide range of contexts. As we pursue

the various applications and future directions for this work, we will see many examples

of life modelled crisply by dynamic graphs.

3. Tractability: while there are many benefits of purely theoretical areas of study, dy-

namic graphs are practical. When we define certain algorithms over them, they are in-

deed tractable and computationally feasible. We can also apply cutting-edge techniques

in machine learning to them to find interesting and surprising results.

1.3.1. Structure of this Dissertation

In this dissertation, we will cover a variety of theoretical tools, applications, and techniques

in machine learning that help uncover this rich area of study. Chapter 2 gives an outline of
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the mathematical notation and concepts that are invoked throughout this work and Chap-

ter 3 provides a survey of the state of affairs as of the time of this writing. In the second part of

this dissertation, Chapters 4, 5 & 6 cover dynamic graphs in a wide variety of settings: Chap-

ter 4 describes traditional discrete- and continuous-time models with dynamic graphs and

uses analytical and agent-based techniques to characterize these systems; Chapter 5 provides

mechanisms for dynamic graphs in extracting the embedded geometric information within

basketball games and leverages techniques in applied topology, algorithms, and machine learn-

ing; and Chapter 6 uncovers the main theoretical results (directly addressing our alternating

sequence), as well as a plethora of applications to space networks using exotic mathematical

structures found in algebraic topology and tropical geometry. Finally, Chapter 7 ties together

the value of dynamic graphs and Chapter 8 looks ahead to future research directions. This dis-

sertation has been completed under the Program in Applied and ComputationalMathematics,

so many of the results are powered by code, which is described in Appendix A.

1.3.2. Main Contributions

In this work, as indicated by the title, we contribute both theoretical and practical results.

From a theoretical perspective, even with existing tools, we aggregate several areas of mathe-

matics in novel ways, provide a detailed review of relevant literature, and demonstrate novel

connections between different constructions within mathematics and computer science. We

also contribute several novel ideas, mainly:

1. In Section 4.1, we define a feature-based dynamic network model that captures the

propagation of viral data across a population. While we use this model for viral in-

formation, this model can handle any viral particle spreading through any notion of

a connected population. We give a sketch of a theoretical analysis of this model and

construct both a differential and agent-based version of this model.

2. In Section 4.2, we define a dynamic network model, TraSIR, that captures viral spread

across a population with a binary separating class. The particular application is for
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asymptomatic and symptomatic spread in COVID-19. This model can also capture

feature that induces a binary partition the population. We also give a theoretical analy-

sis of this model.

3. In Section 5.1, we define the novel concept of a “crossing” and connect it to important

definitions with geometry and topology. We demonstrate its capacity to serve as a met-

ric space with appropriately chosen metrics and connect this to the existing literature

on clustering.

4. In Section 5.2, we construct a novel pipeline for analyzing geometric data using dy-

namic networks and machine learning. We use this in the context of basketball, but

this pipeline is generic enough to handle many different types of geometric data that is

tractable for “semantic” analysis.

5. In Section 6.1, we provide a robust set of definitions for dynamic networks. We pro-

vide a translation of common static graph definitions (e.g. connectivity) and elevate

them to the dynamic setting. We prove several results about these constructions. We

also introduce the notion of summary graphs, describe their utility in the general case,

construct two examples, and provide some results about our constructions. Finally, we

also make connections to zigzag persistence, algebraic topology (through sheaves), and

game theory.

6. In Section 6.2, we provide an overview of tropical geometry and max-plus algebra in

the context of graphs. We also construct the notion of parameterized graphs, a notion

of tropical graphs, a notion of optimality, and demonstrate the utility of optimization

problems in this setting with relevant connections to existing graph algorithms. We

prove results about these tropical graphs and some results with respect to well-known

graph centrality measures, which we define later on. We finally show stability results of

these optimization problems.

From a practical perspective, we give concrete implementations of important classes of al-
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gorithms, write code to simulate our ideas, analyze data, and demonstrate several empirical

results. We connect our ideas to fun and important applications areas, namely sociology, epi-

demiology, sports, and satellite networks. Our main contributions are as follows:

• In Section 4.1, we simulate our differential feature-vector model and provide a thor-

ough sensitivity analysis. We then take real network data from Facebook and simulate

the spread of viral information. We demonstrate the ability of our network to capture

viral spread and its invariance to different network topologies. We also have a codebase

for this model in MATLAB.

• In Section 4.2, we run simulations of our TraSIRmodel against real COVID-19 data.

We display the results of our simulation and demonstrate the ability of our model to

capture real-world data. Finally, we perform parameter estimation and derive a first-

principles estimate of the asymptomatic COVID-19 spread rate that we validate from

the literature. We also have a codebase for this model in python.

• In Section 5.1, we deliver a pipeline to cluster basketball plays based on the underlying

basketball player trajectory data. We performmanual review to demonstrate that our

clustering technique is correct and we have code to support this technique.

• In Section 6.1, we construct some useful notions of graph summarization that are com-

putationally tractable and we maintain an open-source codebase that implements these

ideas for general use.

• In Section 6.2, we use our theoretical contributions to generalize shortest-path algo-

rithms in the context of dynamic satellite networks. We run simulations on synthetic

satellite data (n.b. real satellite data is restricted by International Traffic in Arms Regu-

lations (ITAR) and illegal to distribute in many cases, so we do not provide real data) to

demonstrate the utility of our work.
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The science of operations, as derived frommathematics

more especially, is a science of itself, and has its own

abstract truth and value

Augusta Ada King, Countess of Lovelace

2
Mathematical Introduction

D
efinitions are the foundation of any mathematical theory. In this section, we provide

a set of definitions, basic results, and constructions that are pervasive throughout this

work. We strive to balance formal rigor and practical working results.

2.1. Graphs and their Variations

For completeness and as an homage to the roots of this dissertation, we start with our first

definition.
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Definition 2.1.1 (Graph). Given a (finite) vertex set V , a graphG is at tuple

G = (V,E)

whereE ⊆ V × V . We generally say this is a simple graph.

Additionally, if (u, v) ∈ E ⇐⇒ (v, u) ∈ E, then we say the graph is undirected

and directed otherwise (we also say digraph). We can also construct undirected graphs by

lettingE ⊆ P(V ) : ∀e ∈ E, |e| = 2whereP is the power set. In other words,E is some

subset of the set of all subsets of size two. This second definition aligns well with the notion of

a hypergraph.

Definition 2.1.2 (Neighborhood). Given a graphG = (V,E), the neighborhoodN(u) ⊆

V of a vertex u ∈ V is defined as

N(u) ≜ {v : (u, v) ∈ E}

For a directed graph, we may have the inbound and outbound neighborhoods defined as

NOUT(u) ≜ N(u)

NIN(u) ≜ {v : (v, u) ∈ E}

Definition 2.1.3 (Degree). Given a graphG = (V,E), the out-degree and in-degree of a

vertex are defined as

degOUT(u) = |{v : (u, v) ∈ E}| degIN(u) = |{v : (v, u) ∈ E}|

In other words, the out-degree (in-degree) of a vertex is simply the number of edges that start

from (resp. end at) a given vertex. In an undirected graph, the out-degree and in-degree are

equal for every vertex, so we unambiguously just say the degree and define it to be the out-

degree.
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Definition 2.1.4 (Path). In a graphG = (V,E), we say a path P is a sequence of vertices, i.e.

P = (vi0 , vi1 , . . . , vik), such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, (vij−1
, vij) ∈ E. In other words, a path is

a sequence of vertices where each consecutive pair of vertices in the sequence forms an edge in

the digraph. P has length k.

Definition 2.1.5 (Shortest Path Length). Given a digraphG, letP be the set of all finite

paths andP(i, j) be the set of all finite paths where the first vertex is vi and the last vertex is

vj . We define the shortest path length SP(i, j) as

SP(i, j) = min
P∈P(i,j)

length(P ).

Definition 2.1.6 (AdjacencyMatrix). Given a graphG = (V,E), we can define its adjacency

matrixA, which is an |V |-by-|V |matrix satisfying

Aij ≜


1 (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise

Definition 2.1.7 (Graph Diameter). Therefore, we can now define the diameter of G as

diameter(G) = max
i,j∈|V |

SP(i, j).

Notably, SP(i, j) can be∞, so the diameter can be, too; in particular, this happens when no

path exists.

Definition 2.1.8 (Connected Graph). A graph is a connected graph if its diameter is finite.

A directed graphG = (V,E) is strongly connected if it is connected and weakly connected if

G′ = (V,E ′) is connected, where

E ′ = E ∪ {(v, u) : (u, v) ∈ E}

Definition 2.1.9 (Weighted Graph). A graphG = (V,E) can be promoted into aweighted
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graphwith a weight function ω where

ω : E → R

We generally writeG = (V,E, ω).

From here, we can define the core object of study quite quickly.

Definition 2.1.10 (Dynamic Graph). Given a (finite) vertex set V and a totally ordered in-

dexing set T, we define the sequence of edge sets (Et ⊆ V × V )t∈T. We can then define the

dynamic graph G as

G = (Gt)t∈T

whereGt = (V,Et). If for all t, (u, v) ∈ Et ⇐⇒ (v, u) ∈ Et, then the dynamic graph is

undirected, and we define directed analogously to a simple graph.

2.2. Applied Topology & Geometry

2.2.1. Simplicial Complexes

Definition 2.2.1 (Convex Hull). A set of points in Euclidean space (or any real affine space)

is convex if for every two points in the set, the line segment between the two points is also in

the set. Given a setX of points in Euclidean space, its convex hull is the (unique) minimal

convex set that containsX . See Figure 5.6 for a real example of two convex hulls we produced

from data.

Definition 2.2.2 (Simplex). Given a set of k + 1 points V = {v0, . . . , vk}, the k-simplex is

the k-dimensional convex hull of V . We write this simplex σ as σ = [v0, v1, . . . , vk]A simplex

is thus a combinatorial geometric object for a set of points within a geometric space and is

generalization of our natural notion of a “point,” “line segment,” “face,” or “polytope” for a

set of points. For example, a tetrahedron has several simplices:
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1. Each point of the tetrahedron is a 0-simplex.

2. Each line segment connecting two points is a 1-simplex

3. Each triangular face defined by three points is a 2-simplex

4. The whole tetrahedron is itself a 3-simplex.

Definition 2.2.3 (Face). A face τ of a simplex σ is a simplex formed by a non-empty subset of

the vertices of σ, i.e.

τ ⊆ σ

Definition 2.2.4 (Simplicial Complex). A simplicial complexK is a finite collection of sim-

plices such that:

1. Every face of a simplex inK is also inK .

2. The intersection of any two simplices inK is a face of both simplices.

2.2.2. Computational Geometry

Definition 2.2.5 (Triangulation). A triangulation of a set of pointsX inRd is a subdivision

of the convex hull ofX into a set of non-overlapping simplices, such that each vertex of the

simplices belongs toX , and the intersection of any two distinct simplices is either empty, a

shared vertex, or a shared edge.

Formally, given a set of pointsX = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, a triangulation T is a collection of

simplices {σ1, σ2, . . . , σm} satisfying the following conditions:

1. The union of all simplices in T is equal to the convex hull ofX . In other words, if we

combine all of the simplices, then we recover the convex hull of all points.

2. The intersection of any two distinct simplices in T is either empty, a shared vertex, or a

shared edge, i.e., σi ∩ σj = ∅, a vertex, or an edge for all i ̸= j.
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Definition 2.2.6 (Voronoi Diagram). Given a set of (distinct) pointsX = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}

inRd, aVoronoi diagram is a partition of the space into cells, where each cell corresponds to

a point inX . The cell associated with point xi consists of all points inRd that are closer to xi

than to any other point in P .

Formally, the Voronoi cell V (xi) corresponding to point xi is defined as:

V (xi) = {x ∈ Rd : ∀j ̸= i, ∥x− xi∥ ≤ ∥x− xj∥}. (2.1)

To create the Voronoi Diagram, we draw the set of Voronoi Cells for each point x, which is

defined to be the locus of points closest to p (usually using the Euclidean distance, though any

metric will suffice).

Definition 2.2.7 (Delaunay Triangulation). Given a set of pointsX = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}

inRd, a Delaunay triangulation is a triangulation ofX that satisfies the empty circumcircle

property, i.e. the circumcircle (or circumsphere) of each simplex in the triangulation contains

no other points ofX in its interior. Formally, a triangulation T ofX is aDelaunay triangula-

tion if for each simplex σ ∈ T , the open ball circumscribing σ contains no points ofX .

Notably, a Delaunay triangulation can be constructed using Voronoi cells for a set of (dis-

tinct) points: we construct the Voronoi diagram for our points and then we draw a straight

line segment between every pair of points whose Voronoi cells are adjacent or “touch.” In

other words, we connect points whose Voronoi cells are next to each other. This set of points

and line segments forms the Delaunay Triangulation, since the set of line segments will in fact

be a triangulation over the convex hull of the set of points.

See Figure 5.5 for a real example of a Delaunay triangulation.
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2.2.3. Persistent Homology

Definition 2.2.8 (Filtration). A filtration of a simplicial complexK is a nested sequence of

subcomplexesKi such that:

K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Kn = K

Definition 2.2.9 (Persistence Module). A persistence module V is a collection of vector

spaces Vi and linear maps fi,j : Vi → Vj such that:

1. fi,i = idVi for all i.

2. fj,k ◦ fi,j = fi,k for all i ≤ j ≤ k.

Definition 2.2.10 (Simplicial Homology). Given a topological spaceX , the kth homology

groupHk(X) is a group that captures the k-dimensional “holes” or “cycles” in the space. In-

tuitively,H0(X) represents the connected components ofX ,H1(X) represents loops or

one-dimensional holes,H2(X) represents two-dimensional voids, etc.

The k-th chain group, denotedCk(K), is the free abelian group generated by the set of k-

dimensional simplices inK . Elements ofCk(K) are called k-chains and can be represented

as formal linear combinations of k-simplices with integer coefficients. The boundary operator,

denoted ∂k : Ck(K)→ Ck−1(K), is a linear map that takes a k-chain and returns its (k − 1)-

dimensional boundary. The boundary operator is defined as follows:

∂k(σ) =
k∑
i=0

(−1)i[v0, . . . , v̂i, . . . , vk]

where σ = [v0, v1, . . . , vk] is a k-simplex and v̂i indicates that the vertex vi is omitted from

the sum.

The kth simplicial homology group, denotedHk(K), is defined as the quotient group of
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the kth cycle group by the kth boundary group:

Hk(K) = Zk(K)/Bk(K)

whereZk(K) = kernel(∂k) is the k-th cycle group (chains with zero boundary), andBk(K) =

image(∂k+1) is the kth boundary group.

Definition 2.2.11 (Persistent Homology Groups). For each dimension k, the persistent

homology groups are the homology groups of the filtered simplicial complex.

Hk(Ki)
fi,j−−→ Hk(Kj)

Definition 2.2.12 (Persistence Diagram). A persistence diagram is a multiset of points in

R2 that represents the birth and death times of topological features in the filtration.

D = {(b1, d1), (b2, d2), ..., (bn, dn)}

Definition 2.2.13 (Persistence). The persistence of a topological feature is the difference

between its birth time and death time, i.e. pi = di − bi.

2.3. Basic Graph Operations

Given a graph, one classical algorithm to find the shortest path from one vertex to the others is

Dijkstra’s Algorithm, see in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Require: A connected, weighted graphG = (V,E, ω) such that ω ≥ 0 and a source vertex s

Ensure: A list of shortest path distances d from s to all other vertices

procedureDijkstra(G, s)

Q← V , d[s]← 0

for v ∈ V \ {s} do

d[v]←∞

whileQ ̸= ∅ do

u← argminv∈Q d[v]

for v ∈ N(u) do

alt← d[u] + ω(u, v)

if alt < d[v] then

d[v]← alt
return d
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My brain is open.

Paul Erdős

3
Brief Survey

A
s with many other fundamental mathematical structures, graphs have found utility

across the scientific and literary disciplines. Without exaggeration, graphs have be-

come a defining mathematical structure in nearly all science, engineering, mathematical, and

computational disciplines. Part of their usefulness comes from the ease of visualization: graphs

are simple and quick to draw. While we cannot cover everything in our survey, we touch

upon the important foundations of our work: we are but people standing on the shoulders

of giants and here, we try to cover the giants standing right below us. More precisely, we con-

sider a brief range of other topics that directly entertain dynamic networks.

In this survey, we look at:

1. Graph dynamical systems: dynamical systems that are defined with respect to a graph
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structure.

2. Applied topology: we consider the foundational tools of applied topology (and topo-

logical data analysis) with respect to dynamic networks.

3. Machine learning: we look at graph neural networks and what we can say about them

with tools frommachine learning and, appropriately, graph neural networks.

3.1. Graph Dynamical Systems

Graph dynamical systems (GDS) are mathematical models that describe the evolution of the

state of a graph over time. They have become a powerful tool for modeling complex networks

in various fields, including biology, social sciences, and engineering. This survey aims to pro-

vide an overview of the key concepts, methods, and applications of graph dynamical systems,

with a focus on the different types of dynamical systems, their properties, and their relevance

to real-world problems. The cited works cover a wide range of topics and offer a comprehen-

sive view of the field.

3.1.1. Continuous‐Time Dynamical Systems

Continuous-time dynamical systems describe the evolution of the state of a graph as a contin-

uous function of time. Examples of continuous-time GDS include the Kuramoto model160,

which describes the synchronization of coupled oscillators, and the Lotka-Volterra model129,

which models the dynamics of interacting populations.

3.1.2. Discrete‐Time Dynamical Systems

Discrete-time dynamical systems describe the evolution of the state of a graph as a discrete

function of time, with updates typically occurring at fixed time intervals. Examples of discrete-
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time GDS include cellular automata297, which model spatially distributed systems, and the

Ising model138, which describes the dynamics of magnetic systems.

3.1.3. Stability, Controllability, and Observability

Stability is a crucial property of GDS, as it determines the long-term behavior of the system.

Lyapunov stability180 is a common concept used to analyze the stability of GDS, while more

specialized stability notions, such as synchronization stability225 and consensus stability217,

have been developed for specific classes of GDS.

Controllability and observability are fundamental concepts in the study of GDS, as they

describe the ability to manipulate and monitor the state of a graph. The structural control-

lability and observability of GDS have been extensively studied171,176, with applications in

network design and control.

3.1.4. Biological Systems

GDS have been widely applied in the study of biological systems, such as gene regulatory net-

works151, metabolic networks219, and neural networks131. These models have provided valu-

able insights into the mechanisms underlying various biological processes and have guided

experimental research in the life sciences.

3.1.5. Social and Economic Systems

GDS have been used to model social and economic systems, such as opinion dynamics125,

spreading processes223,222, and traffic flow66. These models have helped researchers under-

stand complex phenomena in these fields, such as the emergence of consensus or polarization,

the spread of information or diseases, and the optimal management of transportation net-

works.
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3.1.6. Engineering and Technology

In engineering and technology, GDS have found numerous applications, including power

grid stability203, communication networks86, and robotic swarms31. These models have been

used to design more efficient and robust systems, as well as to develop control strategies for

their optimal operation.

Graph dynamical systems provide a versatile and powerful framework for studying the

behavior of complex networks in a wide range of domains. This survey has presented an

overview of graph dynamical systems, with a focus on their properties and relevance to real-

world problems. The cited works offer a broad view of the field, and future research is ex-

pected to continue expanding our understanding of GDS and their applications.

3.2. Applied Topology

As a subfield of computational topology, applied topology and topological data analysis

(TDA) provides a framework for studying the multi-scale topological properties of real-world

datasets. In particular, persistent homology and related techniques, enables the detection and

quantification of topological features in networks and other complex systems. It has become

a powerful tool for analyzing dynamic networks in various fields, including biology, social

sciences, and engineering. This survey aims to provide an overview of the key ideas, construc-

tions, and uses of applied topology in dynamic networks, with a focus on their potential to

uncover hidden structures and properties in complex systems. The cited works cover a wide

range of topics and offer a comprehensive view of the field. Notably, this is a robust and ex-

citing area of research with many active researchers. Future research is expected to continue

expanding our understanding of applied topology and its applications in the analysis of dy-

namic networks.
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3.2.1. Simplicial Complexes and Persistent Homology

Simplicial complexes are combinatorial structures used to represent the topology of a net-

work81. They provide a natural framework for studying topological properties, such as con-

nected components, loops, and voids. Persistent homology, a method developed by (among

others) Edelsbrunner and Harer80,82, is a technique for quantifying topological features in

simplicial complexes and their persistence across different scales. This technique has been

widely applied to the analysis of dynamic networks, providing insights into their structure and

evolution.

3.2.2. Mapper Algorithm

TheMapper algorithm, introduced by Singh, Mémoli, and Carlsson261, is another technique

in applied topology that has been used for analyzing dynamic networks. The algorithm con-

structs a simplified representation of the network by clustering nodes based on a given func-

tion and then connects these clusters to form a topological graph. This method has been em-

ployed in various applications to reveal the underlying structure and organization of dynamic

networks.

3.2.3. Biological, Sociological, and Economical Systems

Applied topology has been used to analyze dynamic networks in biological systems, such as

protein-protein interaction networks229, gene regulatory networks46, and brain networks103.

These techniques have been successful in identifying topological features associated with spe-

cific biological functions and processes, as well as revealing the organization and dynamics of

these networks.

In social and economic systems, applied topology has been used to study the structure and

evolution of social networks300, collaboration networks224, and financial networks235. These

analyses have provided valuable insights into the formation and stability of communities, the
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impact of network topology on information diffusion, and the identification of critical nodes

and links.

3.2.4. Sensor and Transportation Networks

Applied topology has also been employed in the analysis of dynamic networks in engineering

and technology, such as sensor networks68, communication networks30, and transportation

networks168. These applications have led to the development of new methods for network de-

sign, optimization, and control, as well as improved understanding of the impact of network

topology on system performance and resilience.

3.3. Machine Learning with Graph Neural Networks

Machine learning techniques, particularly graph neural networks (GNNs), have emerged as

powerful tools for learning complex patterns and making predictions in dynamic networks.

Machine learning is a truly enormous area of study, representing some of the most cited sci-

entific works of all time. No person (but perhaps well-trained neural network) could hope to

keep up with the literature in this area. The term itself has many different meanings and cov-

ers everything from neural networks to Bayesian learning, genetic algorithms, and so much

more. Even restricting our scope to GNNs in the context of dynamic networks provides a vo-

luminous literature, so we present a small sampling to address both theoretical and practical

aspects, and highlighting the potential of these techniques to advance our understanding and

analysis of complex dynamic systems.

As a general matter, machine learning is moving towards large, pre-trained networks and

then constructing task-specific fine-tuned, zero-shot, or few-shot networks. This paradigm

would be the gold standard for dynamic networks, but this setup does not yet exist in this

area: it would require the training of a large-scale general network for extracting features from

dynamic networks.
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3.3.1. Machine Learning and Dynamic Networks

Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence that focuses on developing algorithms

capable of learning patterns from data and making predictions or decisions. In the context of

dynamic networks, machine learning techniques have been employed to address various tasks,

including link prediction318, community detection304, and anomaly detection233. These tech-

niques have been successful in uncovering hidden structures, predicting network evolution,

and identifying critical events in dynamic networks.

3.3.2. Graph Neural Networks

Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a class of machine learning models specifically designed

to handle graph-structured data299. GNNs combine node features with the network’s topol-

ogy to learn powerful representations capable of capturing complex patterns in the data.

GNNs have been employed to address a wide range of tasks in dynamic networks, including

node classification108, link prediction310, and graph generation306.

GNNs have been adapted to handle dynamic networks through several approaches, such

as recurrent graph neural networks (R-GNNs)255, spatio-temporal graph convolutional net-

works (ST-GCNs)302, and temporal graph attention networks (TGATs)301. These models

incorporate temporal information into the graph learning process, allowing them to capture

the evolution of the network’s structure and features over time.

3.3.3. Scientific Systems

Machine learning and GNNs have been applied to dynamic networks in biological systems,

such as protein-protein interaction networks93, gene regulatory networks182, and neuronal

networks220. These techniques have contributed to the identification of novel biomarkers, the

prediction of disease progression, and the understanding of the dynamic processes underlying

cellular functions.
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In social and economic systems, machine learning and GNNs have been used to analyze

and predict the behavior of dynamic networks, such as social networks282, financial networks309,

and online user behavior319. These techniques have enabled the identification of influential

individuals, the prediction of market trends, and the understanding of user preferences and

interactions over time.

Dynamic networks are also prevalent in various engineering systems, such as sensor net-

works170, transportation networks313, and communication networks50. Machine learning

and GNNs have been employed in these systems to optimize network design, improve system

performance, and enhance resilience against failures and attacks.

3.4. Dynamic Networks So Far

As a general matter, there is no unified framework for studying dynamic graphs. Instead, we

have piecemeal techniques in tackling specific tasks or applications. In conferences like Com-

plex Networks or through the use of graph tools like graph motifs and kernels, we have made

much progress in the past decade in analyzing dynamic networks. This work seeks to provide

a unified view on the subject.

Dynamic networks go by many names: temporal networks, spatiotemporal networks,

graph dynamical systems, etc. As a class of complex systems where nodes and edges may change

over time130, we provide a survey with an overview of networks from a dynamical systems and

complex systems perspective. We discuss their characteristics, modeling approaches, analysis

methods, and various application domains.

3.4.1. Characteristics and Challenges

Dynamic networks capture the evolving relationships between entities over time. These net-

works are characterized by time-varying structures and properties38, which pose unique chal-

lenges in their analysis, such as handling incomplete data, scalability, and the detection of

temporal patterns1.
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Several approaches have been developed to model dynamic networks, including time-aggregated

graphs206, time-varying graph models273, and continuous-time models105. Time-aggregated

graphs represent networks as a sequence of static graphs, while time-varying graph models

consider discrete time steps with varying node and edge sets. Continuous-time models use

mathematical frameworks, such as stochastic processes or differential equations, to describe

network evolution.

Methods for analyzing dynamic networks range from traditional graph analysis techniques

to more recent machine learning-based approaches121. Techniques such as temporal cen-

trality154, community detection115, and link prediction292 have been adapted to handle the

temporal nature of dynamic networks. Additionally, machine learning methods, particu-

larly graph neural networks, have shown promising results in tasks like node classification and

graph generation318.

3.4.2. Application Domains

Dynamic networks are present in various domains, including social networks263, biological

networks21, chemical networks, financial networks187, physical networks, transportation net-

works313, sociological networks, communication networks50, etc. Analyzing dynamic net-

works in these domains has enabled insights into network resilience, influence maximization,

trend prediction, and the identification of hidden structures. While there is no comprehensive

technique for analyzing all of these different network types, dynamic networks arise naturally

in nearly every scientifc (and many non-scientific) domain. As systems become more compli-

cated with long-range interactions and as we continue to generate massive datasets in our era

of Big Data, we have more and more opportunities to analyze real-world systems through the

lens of dynamic networks.
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Part II

Main Results
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Rumor, that which no other evil thing is faster.

Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil)

4
Tracking Virality in Connected Populations

V
irality is an informal and formal emergent property in a wide range of dynamical

systems. This chapter covers two studies of viral systems over dynamic graphs. Each

study involves a collection of people, connected in various ways, with some “viral” element

traveling across this population. In both studies, we construct a parametric model to track this

spread and then we answer several typical questions about each model:

1. What does the theory predict for the dynamics of these models?

2. How well do these models explain real-world data?

3. Given real-world data, what are our estimates for the underlying model parameters?

While no model can capture the world around us with perfect fidelity, each model contributes
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to our understanding of dynamical systems, especially where there is an underlying dynamic

network. Each model builds upon existing literature to capture some novel or unexplored

element of viral spread. While each model has increased computational costs, mathematical

operations over networks can be vectorized and dispatched on specialized computing devices,

e.g. a GPU.Moreover, each model as implemented uses a simple notion of dynamic networks;

while there are certainly additional dynamics that could be incorporated into each model, the

main contribution for each study is the introduction of a dynamic network.

The first study examines the nature of viral information propagating through a social net-

work with constantly shifting connections and interests. In it, we provide a flexible framework

that has both global model parameters and local model parameters that are specific to the

“people” within our system, all sitting on top of a graph that can also be controlled through

additional parameters. Then, for practical purposes, we further constrain our system under

certain regularity assumptions and select base model parameters based on real-world observa-

tions. The second study takes a similar approach, but for analyzing an actual virus (COVID-

19) spreading through a country. Just as with the first study, we create a flexible framework

that has global model parameters and local control parameters for the specific graph struc-

ture, which we initialize with real-world data and certain simple assumptions. Taken together,

these studies provide two different but related models on studying viral spread throughout

a population, each providing a different set of control parameters. Arising from particular

applications in mind, we test each model on a paragon example and demonstrate the capac-

ity to capture salient properties of real-world data, the first hinging on Facebook data and the

second predicting asymptomatic spread characteristics of COVID-19.
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4.1. Information as a Virus

This project focuses on the spread of viral information in a dynamic social network, as if it

were a virus being transmitted through a population. Based on the Daley-Kendall model from

1965, this study provides an updated perspective in this setting. The key innovation is the

introduction of personalized feature vectors that control spread in an ever-changing social

graph based on Facebook data. We provide both a differential and agent-based model, perform

some analysis typical of dynamical systems, and then provide experimental evidence of the

model’s ability to capture a real information system. Building upon a previous publication,

we extend these ideas by providing a more detailed theoretical analysis and then extending

these ideas in Section 4.2.

4.1.1. Introduction

Background

A rumor is defined as a “proposition for belief of topical reference disseminated without offi-

cial verification,”155 a notion that lends itself quite well to the imagination of applied mathe-

maticians. The mathematics of rumor spread is somewhat explored, beginning with the epi-

demic model applied to information spread in a population by Daley and Kendall in 196567.

This model’s assumptions of homogeneous interactions and its lack of well-defined param-

eters likely caused “the superficial similarity between rumors and epidemics to break down

on closer scrutiny”67. Nonetheless, the similarities of knowing and spreading a rumor, and

having and spreading a disease, share parallels that only deviate in some of the intricacies of

their mechanism. In both, an “infected” individual in a network desires to (or inadvertently

spreads) their “condition.” With disease, one of the mechanisms of suppressing spread is vacci-

nation; with rumors it is an individual’s eventual boredom and desire for novel information.

More recent models of rumor spread in a population examined the dynamics through ran-

domized networks150, examining the rumor transmission in exponentially distributed net-
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works197, and the time of rumor spread given contacts with the initial spreader in a regular

network92. There is increasing emphasis on the structure of networks themselves and how

this affects model dynamics312,228,227,18,317. Many of these models derive their structure and

dynamics from complex yet internally homogeneous simulations of how individuals interact

with rumors. However, with the advent of massive social media networks that allow sharing

of information on a large scale, more analyses are focusing on behaviors (such as rumors) that

are frequent in social media networks. Simulations of rumor spread through social media are

becoming increasingly realistic by including “forgetting” mechanisms typical of social me-

dia315, comparing time of rumor spread in random networks as compared to structured net-

works173, methods for combatting rumor spread in social networks281, and examining rumor

spread on gaming networks110.

The ISTK Model

In this work, we consider a stochastic rumor spread model with four categories of individuals:

the “ignorant” individuals, those who have never heard the rumor; the “spreaders,” those that

have heard the rumor and are actively spreading it; the “stiflers,” those who have heard the ru-

mor and actively suppress further transmission (either because they now consider the rumor

old news, or they never believed the rumor in the first place); and finally the “knowledgeable”

population, those who have heard, but have subsequently forgotten the rumor. The rumor

initializes in only a small fraction of the population, and spreads as the individuals interact.

The “ignorant,” “spreader,” and “stifler” populations were presented in the Daley-Kendall

model67, but we have added a “knowledgeable” population, which has been postulated before

as necessarily distinct from the ignorant population314,315. Assuming otherwise presumes that

the attitude of an individual who has forgotten a rumor is identical to the behavior of an in-

dividual who had not yet heard the rumor. We account for this distinction with the addition

of the knowledgeable population to the Daley-Kendall model. This model is henceforth re-

ferred to as the Ignorant, Spreader, sTifler, andKnowledgeable (ISTK) model. We use three

variations of this model: one differential, and two agent-based. The differential ISTKmodel
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simulates a homogenous group of people, and has no awareness of the concept of individu-

als; it simply “moves” proportions of the group of people from one population to another

over time. The first agent-based model, the “Simple model,” simulates individuals through

several iterations (rounds) over time. The model incorporates a network that represents the

connections between individuals, which in this case is based off of Facebook friends. The sec-

ond agent-based model, the “Feature-vector model,” incorporates demographic data of these

Facebook users.

In the “feature vector model,” we further consider 1. how a rumor might be targeted to-

wards a certain demographic, and 2. how the “similarity” between a rumor and an individual

affects a user’s behavior. The original social network dataset included many different types

of “features:” education level, gender, and language. Instead of assuming that every individ-

ual is equally likely to spread any rumor, we assumed that the rumor’s targeted characteristics

and the demographic information of each individual affected the likelihood of the rumor to

spread. In this way, we equipped the rumor with a personality. If the individual from whom

they heard the rumor was more similar to them, they were more likely to believe the rumor,

and if the rumor’s characteristics was more similar to theirs they were more likely to spread

the rumor. There is evidence to suggest that people are more likely to believe information that

comes from others with similar values100. The similarity of the rumor’s personality to that of

the individual’s influenced the individual’s probability to spread the rumor. The theory of

confirmation bias suggests this behavior, insofar as we are more likely to accept information

that confirms our previous beliefs293. The characteristics of the rumor itself contribute to

how the rumor is spread between individuals in the Feature vector model, Section 4.1.3.
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ISTK Model Equations

Figure 4.1: The ISTK Model. This network‐driven model is inspired by the
traditional SIR viral model and then Daley‐Kendall model. There are four
compartments: the Ignorant, Spreader, sTifler, and Knowledgeable classes.
The arrows in this diagram characterize the flow between the classes and
the relevant controlling parameters.

I , S, T , andK , represent the total Ignorant, Spreader, Stifler, and Knowledgeable popula-

tions respectively. We also designateN to represent the total size of the population and en-

force the invariant

N = I + S + T +K

(n.b. we assume no one dies or is born, so N stays constant, i.e. dN
dt

= 0).

There are several common parameters to all four differential equations, as follows:

• We represent the “credibility” of the rumor, expressed as a probability that the Ignorant

believes the Spreader, as c. Therefore (1 − c) the complement of c is equivalent to

being incredulous of the rumor.

• To represent the chance per day of interaction, l, we take the complement of the overall

probability that an individual does not talk with a single Spreader. It is computed by a

set of Bernoulli trials with success probability ρwhere ρ = 1− S
N
and number of trials

to be τ (i.e. l = 1− ρτ ).

• We use d to represent the number of days after which a population spontaneously for-

gets a rumor. Note that in our equations, we use 1
d
because d ∈ [1,∞), so 1

d
∈ [0, 1].
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We use α1 to describe the loss of novelty of the rumor and α2 to describe the chance

that the Spreader becomes a Stifler upon interacting with a Stifler.

The equations for each population follow:

dI

dt
= −clSI − (1− c)lSI (4.1)

In Equation 4.1, the first term describes the interaction between Ignorants and Spreaders.

It is dependent on both the size of the Ignorant and Spreader classes, and is proportional to

parameters c and l. The second term of Equation 4.1 accounts for the complement of “be-

lieving the rumor” (being “incredulous” of the rumor) and is proportionate to (1 − c). Both

terms remove some of the population from the Ignorant class and lead to the Spreader class

and Stifler class respectively. Although we can simplify this equation to (−lSI), we want to

distinguish the credulous (c) and incredulous (1− c) group of people.

dS

dt
= clSI − 1

d
S − 2α1lS

2 − α2lST (4.2)

The first term of Equation 4.2 is the addition of members from the Ignorant class who be-

lieved the rumor. The second term characterizes the population which spontaneously forgets

the rumor, and hence is inversely proportionate to the Spreader population and d. The third

term of Equation 4.2 accounts for two Spreaders who interact with each other and foster dis-

interest in the rumor (since the rumor has lost its novelty). When these two Spreaders interact

(S2), we account for the chance that each Spreader could become a Stifler by multiplying the

term by 2. The final term represents the disillusionment power of a Stifler when interacting

with a Spreader.

dT

dt
= 2α1lS

2 + α1lSK + α2lST + (1− c)lSI (4.3)

In equation 4.3, the first of which describes the removal of members from the Spreader

class into the Stifler as defined above. The second term describes the population of Knowl-
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edgeable individuals who become a Stifler, as described in Equation 4.2. The third and fourth

terms of Equation 4.3 describe the addition of members to the Stifler population from the

Spreader and Ignorant populations, respectively.

dK

dt
=

1

d
S − α1lSK (4.4)

Finally, Equation 4.4 describes the individuals in the Spreader class who forget the rumor

and become Knowledgeable; and the population which loses the novelty of the rumor and

become Stiflers.

In our model, we do not consider the interaction between a Stifler and an Ignorant because

neither one has a reason to broach the subject of a rumor (the Ignorant because they do not

know and the Stifler because they no longer care). Moreover, by a similar logic, when a Knowl-

edgeable and Stifler interact, there is no change in populations.

Our equation differs from the Daley-Kendall model67 primarily through augmenting the

system of the Knowledgeable class; individuals in this category would have been in the Igno-

rant of Stifler classes in the original model. The Daley-Kendall model also assumes all individ-

uals who hear a rumor will believe it, whereas in our case, this is not required to be true and

can be controlled through parameter c. Finally, note that in the Daley-Kendall model it is pos-

sible to become ignorant after hearing the rumor; in the ISTKmodel, this is not possible.

4.1.2. Differential Model

Modeling Applications

By solving the differential model, we can compare a continuous model to a stochastic agent-

based model. We can further how parameters based on face-to-face interaction had an impact

on rumor spread versus interaction over a network (described by an adjacency matrix). More

precisely, we examine how long it takes a rumor to reach a significant proportion (90%) of the

population and the effect on the amount of time until steady states were reached with pertur-
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bations in initial parameters. To do this, we leverage data on a model of consumer goods.

Estimating Parameters

The parameters necessary to estimate were credibility, the loss of novelty, and the number of

close interactions for an individual. Using consumer statistics on perceptions of reliability

of information from different sources, we initially estimated the credibility c = 2.8
7

149. Es-

timations in number of close contacts varied from 12–26 people per day, varying based on

age39,201,83. We took the average number of close contacts to be 22 (i.e. τ = 22, which de-

termines our parameter of interaction l). Although the differential model itself does not

change with the medium of Facebook, the meaning of τ changes. Instead of 22 close inter-

actions per day, we selected an appropriate analog, in that we assumed the average individual

reads approximately 22 posts per day. We estimated the value representing loss of novelty at

α1 = .01, and α2 = .02, since the spreaders will have a stronger effect on the stiflers. In

all cases, these were the “baseline” parameters, and were only modified for the Feature vector

model, in which case parameters c and α1 were based on the features vectors of agents, and

rumors. Sensitivity analyses for c, and δ were run on the interquartile ranges of the studies on

which they were based. α1 was an approximated variable, so we simply run as small of an α1

variable that the differential model was capable of processing, up to an α1 value of .25.

4.1.3. Agent‐Based Models

Simple Model Method

In order to incorporate a network into our model, we constructed an agent-based model (a

useful stochastic technique for modeling dynamics with graphs)264. We discretized the data

we used for the differential model, in essence using our parameterized proportions as the

probabilities that certain individuals would move between populations. Using data from the

Facebook network, we allowed individuals to communicate only with those to whom they

are connected. Since agent-based models are based on probabilities, and are inherently non-
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deterministic, we essentially have to performmany “trials” of the model. Each trial consists

of initializing a set of “agents” into one of the four populations: Ignorant, Spreader, Stifler,

or Knowledgeable. In each trial, there are several time-steps, at which point each agent has

a “turn.” At each turn, an agent can interact with other agents, and move from one popula-

tion to another. The rules that define what an agent can or cannot do on a turn are described

by the ISTKmodel. For example, in the differential ISTKmodel, an Ignorant becomes a

Spreader by the term clSI . Translating this term to the agent-based model: lSI represents

the chance that an Ignorant and Spreader interact (as characterized by the network), and c rep-

resents the credibility of the rumor, as expressed as a probability. We performed 400 distinct

trials, where each trial constituted 22 days.

Each person began as ignorant, except for a randomly selected subset of the population,

who became spreaders. The chance of becoming a spreader was set at 5% distributed ran-

domly (i.e. without considering the network). Because it is a large population (4 039 indi-

viduals), each trial would have had around 202 spreaders, but the actual number of spread-

ers varies from trial to trial. Additionally, it was possible for all of the spreaders to be concen-

trated in a subnetwork or a “pocket of friends.”

To begin each day, every user was assigned an amount of time logged in by picking ran-

domly from a normal distribution with a mean of 23minutes and a standard deviation of 4

minutes, bounded above 0. We made the assumption that the majority of people will proba-

bly be logged on during an 8 hour period of the day; therefore, we only modeled 480minutes

per day, within which the users select their logon time (n.b. users also could not log on in the

last 23minutes of the day, as 23minutes a day was set as the mean browsing time). Each user

had a probability of 14/365 to “post” in a given day. Then, based on the time that they are

“logged on,” users were assigned a “time” which they made their post form a uniform random

distribution. This occurred on each of the 22 days that constituted a trial.

Each “day,” after determining the logon time, posting order, and post time, the simulation

of rumor spread began. Every minute, each user could “view” posts written at that minute

from people to whom they were directly connected. Users were also capped at reading 10
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Poster State
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I — P(S) = c = 0.8

P(T ) = 1− c = 0.2

— —

S — P(T ) = α1 = 0.01 P(T ) = α2 = 0.02 —

T — — — —

K — P(T ) = α1 = 0.01 — —

Table 4.1: Next reader state for possible interactions between reader and poster. P(X) denotes
probability that reader changes to classX

posts a minute. If a poster was a spreader, they had chance δ = 1
d
= 1

22∗480 of forgetting

the rumor. Then, based off of the probabilities in Table 4.1, the state of each person was im-

mediately recalculated. Therefore, if a person changed state at a particular minute within a

day, then that person would interact as that state with other users in every minute after that.

Finally, after 22 days, the trial ended.

Feature Vector Model Method

This model followed a similar logic as the preceding agent-based model. However, the differ-

ent interactions accounted for the similarity between two agents or the similarity between

an agent and the rumor. First, a baseline feature space of dimensionD = 195was taken as

a subsample from the Facebook dataset190. Each feature corresponds to some data from the

original Facebook profiles, like language, identified gender, etc. Though we can access realis-

tic demographic data, the individual features are not particularly important. We are simply

finding a metric for personality similarity to demonstrate that we can model how targeted ru-

mors spread in the context of a (social) network. It is a reasonable assumption that a piece of

viral information can be in fact targeted with demographic information. We then examine

how assuming personality similarity influences credibility of rumors impacts rumor spread

in a population. Each feature is boolean, taking either “true,” “false,” or “N/A” if the value

is unknown. Any “N/As” for a given feature were filled in randomly with some probability
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p, where p = xt
xf+xt

, xt is the number of true values there were for a particular feature across

the population, and xf is the corresponding number of false values. The rumor itself was also

initialized with a particular feature vector, each term generated randomly. A “most similar”

rumor vector was generated, which was created by rounding every p to 0 or 1 for each feature.

The “most dissimilar” rumor vector was the logical complement of the “most similar” rumor

vector.

Next, pairwise angular similarity Sp,r was taken between the two interacting agents, poster

and reader, where

Sp,r = cos(θ) =
vr · vp

∥vr∥∥vp∥

where the poster has feature vector vp and the reader has feature vector vr. Angular similarity

between the feature and the reader was also determined, where

Fr = cos(θ) =
vr · f
∥vr∥∥f∥

and f is the feature vector of the particular rumor.

We also determined a “baseline” b = 0.5, which is the “influence” of an original parameter,

and where 1 − b = 0.5 represents the influence of the interaction of feature vectors; this base-

line is simply the expectation of the Bayesian uniform prior. This baseline determined how

much each parameter was affected by the similarity scores of feature vectors, and guaranteed

the values would be at least half of the original model values. The simple agent-based model

was run again, with bc+ (1− (bc))Fk substituted for c and bα + (1− (bα))Sp,r substituted

for the respective α values and agents i and j.

We tested 86 different feature vectors, with 100 trials each. In addition for our simulated

“most similar” rumor and the “most dissimilar” rumor, we ran 300 repetitions with each ru-

mor, of the stochastic agent based model, with the same population.
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4.1.4. Results

Differential Model and Simple Agent‐Based Model

Figure 4.2: The result of numerically solving the differential model over
22 days. Each line represents a particular population class, as indicated
by the legend. The total population does not change over time and is
normalized to 1.

For the differential model, as is demonstrated in Figure 4.2, the spreader and ignorant popu-

lations become negligible by the end of the 22 days, and the knowledgeable and stifler popula-

tions stabilize above 0. The ignorant population declines, as the spreader population initially

grows, and then declines as the stifler population grows. In the differential model, essentially

all individuals learn about the rumor. Varying the parameters impacts how quickly the popu-

lation hears of the rumor, but not the ignorant and spreader populations.
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Figure 4.3: Results of the sensitivity analysis of parameter α1 in the differential model. For each
value of α1 the time at which 75% of the population had been exposed to the rumor is recorded.

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity analysis of parameter c in the differential model. For each credibility value
the time at which 50% of the population heard the rumor.
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Figure 4.5: Results of the sensitivity analysis of parameter d (average days to forget) in the differ‐
ential model. The hour that 50% of the population heard the rumor is recorded for each value of
d.

Looking at Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, we can see that increases in credibility decrease the

amount of time until the rumor spreads to the majority of the population. The increase in

average days to forget increases the time by which half of the population has been exposed to

the rumor. The sensitivity analysis indicated that the time to reach the steady state depends

most heavily on the α values. As α increases, the time at which 75 percent of the population

hear the rumor increases. When varying parameters, the α2 value was a constant double of the

α1 value. (See Table 4.1 for definitions.)
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Figure 4.6: Results of the agent‐based model. Solid line indicates median proportion of population
across the 400 trials; shadow indicates IQR.

By comparison, in the analogous agent-based model (Figure 4.6) there are some individuals

who do not hear the rumor at all by the end of the simulation.

Figure 4.7: Box‐and‐whisker plot comparing the steady states in Figure 4.2 (differential model) and
the end states in Figure 4.6 (Agent‐based model).

In this agent-based model, as expected in a stochastic model, there are pockets of “igno-

rance” that remain. Additionally, the slopes of the population graphs are more gradual, rather
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than moving sharply, as in the differential model. While the dynamics of how the differen-

tial model and the simple agent-based model reached their steady-states is different, the end

states are generally similar, as seen in Figure 4.7. This shows a direct comparison of the steady

states from the differential model shown in Figure 4.2 and the stochastic end states from the

agent-based model in Figure 4.6. Though the differential model has no network, and is deter-

ministic, we find that the agent-based model ends with essentially the same steady states. Both

models seem to confirm that with the baseline α values we chose, most people end up as ru-

mor stiflers and, most people will be exposed to the rumor. Very few people end up forgetting

the rumor entirely.

Agent‐Based Model with Feature Vectors

Figure 4.8: Results of the most and least similar feature vectors to the population in the agent‐
based model (average across 300 trials).
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Figure 4.9: Density of the proportion of the population who heard the rumor after 22 days with
the most and least similar rumors (300 trials).

Figure 4.10: Linear model of the relationship between the final percentage of the population heard
rumor and average similarity score of the feature vector (r = 0.538). Shading designates the
95% confidence interval.

When the similarity score is added, even the most similar rumor dies out, as seen in Figure 4.8.

This plot is identical to Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.6, but is the stochastic agent-based case. How-

ever, the average similarity score of a rumor with the population does affect the spread (Fig-

ure 4.9). The most similar rumor to the population spreads to more of the population than
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does the least similar. The trend from the other feature vectors supports this claim, as demon-

strated by Figure 4.10. The predictive power of the similarity in predicting the number of

individuals who heard the rumor is decent where the bulk of the data lies. (n.b. the way that

we generated most and least similar feature vectors did not guarantee that they were the ab-

solute most or least similar to the population. To make the most similar vector, we rounded

the total proportion of each feature in the entire population to either 1 or 0 to make it binary.

The least similar vector is the logical complement of the most similar one. Therefore, in ran-

domly generating feature vectors, we ended up with a few that were less similar than the “least

similar” feature vector.)

4.1.5. Discussion

There was relatively little difference between the end states of the differential and simple agent-

based models, despite the fact that the former aggregates the population and the latter pro-

vides more granularity. As previously noted by Chierchetti et al.53, in a fully-connected net-

work with push-pull interactions, a rumor will spread to the majority of the population with

high probability. Though our model has a significantly different setup, we came to similar

conclusions as this previous study’s findings, though our model had a fully-connected net-

work and assumed different interactions: individuals only had the opportunity to interact

with the same individuals at every time step, as opposed to choosing new “partners” each

time53. In the agent-based model, not every individual learned about the rumor, and the ad-

dition of some structured social network causes a delay in rumor spread. That is to say, the

effects on one cluster are not immediately transferred to another cluster, as effects upon indi-

viduals must travel through the other individuals in a complex network in order to have large-

scale effects on the population. Thus, the curves are less dramatic, change more gradually, and

there is no guarantee every individual will hear the rumor: by the end of the 22 days essentially

none of the population remains ignorant in the differential model, whereas in the agent-based

model 2.8% of the population remains ignorant. However, the trajectories of the two models
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are qualitatively similar, suggesting that the agent-based model tends to a vanishing of an igno-

rant population, save for a small connected subnetwork. Just like the claim so well supported

in push models, eventually there is a high probability all individuals will hear the rumor230,8.

The incorporation of Feature vectors in the agent-based model changes the overall spread

of the rumor. Even in the case in which most people hear the rumor (the most similar feature

vector) there remains a significant population that never hears the rumor, a factor of the simi-

larity between individuals and the rumor. Facebook friendships are a relationship that we take

here to model real-world social networks. However, Facebook friends are likely to be more su-

perficial. In fact, the average number of Facebook friends is 338262, yet Dunbar’s number sug-

gests that humans cannot maintain more than 150 relationships due to neocortex size78. The

social network we use shows the spread of a rumor in people who are not necessarily close, but

do interact. Perhaps the feature-vector-based spread in a Facebook network is less effective in

spreading the rumor due to this superficiality of relationships. Perhaps if individuals in a Face-

book network cluster based on features, it would explain how a rumor could die out trying to

navigate a dissimilar subnetwork. As indicated by our results, even where the rumor spreads,

individuals become stiflers so quickly that the rumor dies out before reaching a large propor-

tion of the population. This behavior is familiar to anyone who has been on social media, and

had friends who relentlessly post stories that bear no significance to their personal beliefs or

preferences.

Perhaps networks with clusters of similar people (by their feature vectors) would aid in

the rapid transmission of a rumor across a network. In the feature vector model, spread of

the rumor is a factor of both the similarity of individuals to each other, and similarity of the

rumor to each individual. We speculate that in a community with many highly similar indi-

viduals one could much more easily engineer a rumor to spread through the whole network.

However, an individual hearing the rumor has less to do with their individual traits, than the

similarity of individuals to each other in the population. In Section 4.2, we explore this idea

further by considering a homogenuous group of people and exclude any considerations of

subtle individual variability; instead, we only consider one trait with a sharp difference: if
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someone is sick, do they have symptoms or not. In other words, we collapse the feature vector

into a single dimension with a binary value instead of providing multiple orthogonal features

with scalar values. This approach, called “TraSIR,” is well-supported by the observations and

results from the approach presented in this section.

Finally, this study also shows that there is nothing in the topology of the network that pre-

vents rumor spread in the simple agent based model, so inoculation against hearing the rumor

is a factor of the general dissimilarity of individuals to each other in the population. We sus-

pect that the inevitable “death” of our rumors may be due to a population of individuals with

a great variety of different feature vectors. Future models should investigate how the similarity

of individuals’ feature vectors impacts the spread of any rumor.

4.1.6. Conclusions

Since the rumor tends to spread rapidly at the start of the simulation (resulting in a corre-

sponding boost in the stifler population), our results inspire the consideration of different

network configurations. However, a rumor spreads rather more quickly in preferentially con-

nected real-world graphs than in common theoretical graphs74. In our case, even the “best-

performing” rumor—one that maximized spread—still died out, but it may be possible to

engineer a rumor that saturates the network. In all, it would seem as though our model, in

part thanks to the advent of increased computing power for simulations, can begin to unravel

the nuances and intricacies of information spread through a social network. By arriving at a

model that uses feature vectors and graphs, we have greater control and specificity in looking

at the spread of viral information, possibly leading us to mathematically “perfect” viral infor-

mation.
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4.2. Estimating Asymptomatic Viral Spread

This project focuses on the spread of COVID-19 in a dynamic commute network. Based on

the classical SIR model, this study incorporates a simple dynamic network to study the spread

of COVID-19. The key innovation is the introduction of an asymptomatic spread parameter

and fusing a commute network with several small SIR models at the county-level. The key

result is the estimation of asymptomatic spread in the New York City Metropolitan Area.

4.2.1. Introduction

At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the prevalence of asymptomatic cases among in-

fections was estimated to lie anywhere between 17% and 81%214. Given the importance of

this parameter for early health policy decisions213, such a high level of uncertainty was a major

roadblock. With testing now widely available, this issue has largely dissipated, with estimates

of asymptomatic rates between∼30% and∼40%181,256. To prevent such difficulties in fu-

ture epidemics, it would be highly beneficial to have computational tools for estimating the

asymptomatic rate of infected individuals right at the beginning of an epidemic.

Infectious disease spread is classically modeled using compartmental models. The popu-

lation is assigned to distinct compartments (for example, the susceptible, infectious, and re-

covered compartments in the widely studied SIR model)152, with rates at which individuals

move from one compartment to another. When applying these compartment-based epidemio-

logical models, it is impossible to predict the true prevalence of a virus early on in a pandemic

without widespread random testing: indeed, even a tiny fraction of a population showing

symptoms for the disease is compatible with a widespread infection. To estimate via com-

putational modeling the fraction of infectious individuals that are asymptomatic, known as

the asymptomatic rate ρ, requires additional information. Here, we show that considering in-

formation about how a virus spreads in a spatial manner—not just between compartments

at a single location—can be leveraged to estimate ρ. The intuition is that, while individuals
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travel between locations and this contributes to viral spread, individuals who feel sick (i.e., are

symptomatic) tend to curb travel, which in turn yields a distinguishing observable between

symptomatic and asymptomatic carriers.

Here, we introduce traSIR (pronounced “tracer”), a network traffic-based SIR model,

which combines the classic SIR compartmental model with network modeling. As with the

ISTKmodel introduced in Section 4.1, we incorporate a dynamic network to more precisely

model spread dynamics64. In traSIR, we have a network where each node is a location (e.g.,

a county or ZIP Code), each location is associated with a compartmental model, and edges

in the network represent frequent travel between the locations (e.g., commuting). TraSIR

additionally models asymptomatic and symptomatic infections, together with a dampening

effect on viral spread for symptomatic infections. Our primary contribution is to demonstrate

the utility of traSIR in estimating the asymptomatic rate of an infectious disease using only

knowledge about symptomatic infections across geographic locations, as well as information

about typical travel between locations.

We begin with theoretical results relating the asymptomatic rate of infection to other key

parameters of the model (e.g., infection and recovery rates). Since these key parameters are

not known a priori and must be estimated from the data, we next assess how well parameters

of a traSIR model can be estimated using only knowledge about symptomatic infections. In

particular, we simulate disease spread using traSIR, and then perform empirical parameter esti-

mation using the number of symptomatic infections over time across locations to estimate the

asymptomatic rate ρ. Across a wide range of parameters, we find excellent agreement between

the actual and estimated ρ values. Finally, we analyze the number of reported COVID-19 in-

fections across the New York metropolitan area during the first wave.

The method behind traSIR seeks to combine topological flow information with diagnos-

tic data and behavioral variations. It makes use of a number of observable nonlinearities: (i)

in the absence of public health measures, a multiplicative decrease in the symptomatic rate

causes a forward time-shift in the infection curve relative to its measurable baseline; (ii) detec-

tion of carriers grow superlinearly in the number of symptomatic cases; (iii) the number of
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newly symptomatic cases is largely determined by the asymptomatic neighbors in the network;

(iv) asymptomatic carriers have a different transmissibility rate169. Our platform, traSIR, is

the first of its kind to integrate heterogeneous data on a large scale to recover critical epidemio-

logical characteristics directly from network dynamics, in particular the asymptomatic rate.

Further Background

Standard epidemiological models have previously been extended to account for disease spread

across space, but the medium has typically been assumed to be homogeneous32,85, leading to

a diffusive process. Typically, the speed of a wave across the population grows in proportion

to the square root of the reproduction number and the diffusion coefficient. Epidemics have

also previously been studied in random graphs and scale-free networks3,22. Previous work has

also considered the correlation of viral spread with changing commuting patterns as well as

signals from social media or search engines35,169,231,268,269,308; other approaches have integrated

network effects into compartmental models7,20,73,76,174 and some models explicitly entertain

asymptomatic spread and vaccine dynamics164. However, our model integrates both network

dynamics and symmetry-breaking mechanisms to estimate ρ, which is what the traSIR plat-

form offers.

4.2.2. Methods

The Model

We show how to embed the classic SIR epidemiological model152 within a geographic net-

work with known travel rates. The networkG = (V,E) is a directed graph joiningN nodes

(typically, counties), whose edges are annotated with the corresponding mean traffic rates of

commuters. The edge setE includes all the pairs (i, j) such that residents of county i com-

mute to work in county j. We assume the availability of anN -by-N stochastic “commute”

matrixM , such thatMij indicates the probability that someone commutes from county i to

county j on a typical workday.
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On day t, we denote the number of susceptible and recovered individuals in county i by

si(t) and ri(t), respectively. Among the fi(t) carriers of the virus in the county, we distin-

guish between the ci(t) of them who show symptoms and the ai(t) = fi(t) − ci(t)who do

not. The population size in county i is denoted by ni = fi(t) + si(t) + ri(t) and is assumed

fixed over the period under investigation. For convenience, we may write the right-hand side

as
∑

x∈{f,s,r} xi(t).

The commute matrixM is insensitive to the health status of commuters. However, symp-

tomatic people tend to travel less and this change has great effect on contagion. To capture

this phenomenon, we introduce the decommute rate δ ∈ [0, 1] as a measure of the propensity

of people feeling sick to stay home:

M c = (1− δ)M + δ I . (4.5)

Note that, if δ = 0, being symptomatic has no bearing on commuting. The matrixM c is a

symmetry-breaking device which allows to distinguish between sick virus carriers and the rest.

This difference creates observable nonlinearities in the viral dynamics that we can exploit to

estimate the asymptomatic rate ρ.

The chronology of infection

Instead of stating the model all at once, we introduce it one piece at a time, following its

natural chronology. We fix a county i and trace the changes in the main state variables s, c, a,

r, f , and n. We use specific times for illustrative purposes only.

• Step 1 At 8am on day t, all commuters are ready to go to work. We have fi(t) =

ci(t) + ai(t) and
∑

x∈{s,c,a,r} xi(t) = ni(t) = ni.

• Step 2 At 9am, commuters are at work. This changes the local population into a

transient one, which we denote with a “hat.” By definition of the commute matrix,

x̂i(t) =
∑

jM
x
jixj(t) for x = s, c, a, r, with f̂i(t) =

∑
x∈{c,a} x̂j(t), n̂i(t) =
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∑
x∈{s,f,r} x̂j(t), andM

x = M for x ̸= c. The transient population at county iwill

now get to mix all day at work and spread the infection among itself.

• Step 3 At 5pm, commuters go home. The new population at county i is denoted

with a bar over the symbol. It consists of the same ni people present at 8am, but with a

different health status distribution. Take the set of infected individuals: it includes the

fi(t) carriers from 8am plus the newly infected. The latter consist of the subset of the

si(t) susceptible individuals who caught the virus by commuting to county j and got

exposed to a carrier in the transient population of j. Note that this includes the case

j = i of non-commuters who were exposed to infected visitors. The chance of anyone

getting sick in this fashion is φj(t) := βf̂j(t)/n̂j(t), where 0 < β < 1measures

the transmission rate: it is the average number of contacts per person per day times the

probability of transmission in a contact between an infected person and a susceptible

one.

The number of newly infected residents of county i is the sum, over all j, of the num-

ber of commuters who went to county j and got infected there: therefore, it is equal

to si(t)ψi(t), where ψi(t) :=
∑

jMijφj(t) < 1 denotes the worktime infectivity

rate: it is the probability that a commuter from i catches the virus at work. We have

f̄i(t) = fi(t) + si(t)ψi(t). Since a fraction ρ of these new infections are asymptomatic,

we have 
s̄i(t) = si(t)

(
1− ψi(t)

)
c̄i(t) = ci(t) + (1− ρ)si(t)ψi(t)

āi(t) = ai(t) + ρsi(t)ψi(t) .

(4.6)

• Step 4 At 8am on day t + 1, further mixing will have occurred in county i since the

previous evening. A fraction γ of the infected people will have recovered by then. Writ-

ing

ui(t) = βs̄i(t)

(
c̄i(t) + āi(t)

ni

)
,
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we have 

si(t+ 1) = s̄i(t)− ui(t)

ci(t+ 1) = (1− γ)c̄i(t) + (1− ρ)ui(t)

ai(t+ 1) = (1− γ)āi(t) + ρui(t)

ri(t+ 1) = ri(t) + γc̄i(t) + γā(t).

(4.7)

We note that traSIR involves two rounds of mixing: the first one in the daytime accounts

for inter-county infection (via commuting); the second one (nighttime) models intra-county

infection (within each county). For simplicity, we model recovery in the latter only. (For this

reason, our value of γ might differ from the standard one by a factor of 2. In our experiments,

we set δ to 8/9.)

Parameter Estimation

Given a commute network and daily symptomatic infections across each node in the network,

we develop an approach for estimating the asymptomatic rate ρ. The estimation algorithm

can be viewed as a two-player game in which participants take turns updating their current

estimates of (β, γ) and ρ, respectively. The updating is driven by grid search (and gradient

descent) with respect to a normalized mean-square loss function, which is computed for a

node k across all time points as follows:

L(c, ĉ) =
T∑
t=1

(
c(t)

∥c∥∞
− ĉ(t)

∥ĉ∥∞

)2

.

We slightly abuse notation and use c here to mean a vector in [0, 1]T . We write ck(t) to be the

recorded rate of symptomatic cases in the population in some given county k at time t. If the

county is clear from context, we just write c and c(t).

The normalization makes the loss invariant under scaling. This is a necessary feature given

the noise in the data. Of highest concern is the corruption of the official figures caused by the

inclusion of reported asymptomatic cases via testing and the exclusion of symptomatic pa-
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tients who do not seek a diagnosis. We assume that the signal-to-noise ratio remains constant

over time; hence that the time series c is available up to an unknown scaling factor. The nor-

malization factors out that uncertainty.

The vector ĉ = ĉ(β, γ, ρ) is the traSIR-predicted counterpart to the factual vector c; the

matrixM and the decommute rate, defined in (4.5), are treated as hyperparameters. We as-

sume that the infection is seeded at county i0. With ρ expected to exert a relatively minor in-

fluence on the transmission/recovery parameters at the seeded node, it is natural to base the

estimate of (β, γ) on the time series ci0 .

Algorithm 2

procedure Estimate(c)

ρ← 0.5

for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , jmax do

(β, γ)← argmin(x,y) L
(
ci0 , ĉi0(x, y, ρ)

)
[via grid search]

ρ← argminz
∑N

i=1 L
(
ci, ĉi(β, γ, z)

)
[via grid search]

g(x) :=
∑N

i=1 L
(
ci, ĉi(β, γ, x)

)
k ← 0; τ ←∞

while τ > τmin & k < kmax do

τ ← ε(dg/dx)(ρ)

ρ← max{0, ρ− τ}

k ← k + 1

return (β, γ, ρ)

We set jmax = 3 (convergence is quick). The grid search is over a discrete space of size 103

for ρ and 104 for (β, γ). The number of gradient descent steps is kmax = 103; the gradient

descent threshold is τmin = 10−12; and the learning rate is ε = 10−4/NT .
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Real Data

For the commute network and population data, we rely on the most recent (pre-COVID)

American Community Survey from the U.S. Census Bureau283,284. The nodes in the network

represent the counties; the edges are directed and weighted in proportion to the number of

residents who live in the source county and work in the destination county. We clean up the

data by removing all the edges associated with fewer than 10 000 commuters. This cutoff

threshold balances the need to make the graph more sparse to exclude trivial nodes and aid

in computational feasibility, while also still preserving the significant graph structures. It was

selected by looking at the node degrees and selecting a cutoff within a “gap” in these values.

Graphs are inherently compositional, which means that the behavior of a significant subnet-

work generally drives the behavior of a network as a whole; the formalities of this idea are be-

yond the scope of this work. We also performed some smaller-scale experiments to verify that

selecting a lower threshold for filtering would not meaningfully change the results.

From the resulting graph, we extract the largest weakly connected component, which in

this case corresponds to the New YorkMetropolitan Area. It consists of 44 counties: a visu-

alization of which can be seen in Figure 4.11. For the infection data, we use the New York

Times COVID-19 tracker and focus on the 200 days betweenMarch 1, 2020 and September

17, 2020277,276,61,283,284.

Figure 4.11: This network represents the counties of the New York City metropolitan area. Each state is colored differ‐
ently with Manhattan at the center in black. The node size corresponds to the population in that county. The nodes are
positioned according to the geographic center of each county.
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Simulated Data

We generate 481 low-discrepancy values of β, γ and ρ, where 0.2 ≤ β, ρ ≤ 0.8, 0.01 ≤

γ ≤ 0.7, using Sobol sequences from the SciPy package. For each of the 481 combinations of

parameters, we run traSIR with the corresponding parameters for 150 timesteps on the New

YorkMetropolitan area population and network data, assuming that there is a single infected

individual in New York County (Manhattan). We further corrupt the resulting symptomatic

population sizes by a fixed unknown scalar.

For validation, we run Algorithm 2 on the corrupted simulation to produce the estimated

parameters (β̂, γ̂, ρ̂). We evaluate the accuracy and tabulate the residuals between the estima-

tion and actual parameters (β, γ, ρ).

4.2.3. Results

The main contribution of this work is to demonstrate empirically that a network-based epi-

demiological model can uncover key parameters of a contagious disease. We provided an intu-

itive explanation for why this might be possible as long as a symmetry-breaking mechanism is

in place for distinguishing among different types of virus carriers. Before we discuss the empir-

ical evidence and validate our approach, we provide a succinct mathematical foundation for

our claim. (This next section can be skipped without affecting the readability of the rest of the

article.)

Theoretical Analysis

We fix the county i and the time t and we drop all mention of twhen it is understood from

the context. By (4.6, 4.7),
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fi(t+ 1) = (1− γ + βs̄i/ni)f̄i

= (1− γ + βsi(1− ψi)/ni)(fi + siψi)

= (1− γ + βsi/ni)fi

+ (1− γ + β(si − fi)/ni)siψi − (β/ni)(siψi)
2,

(4.8)

where

ψi =
∑
j

M s
ijφj(t)

= β
∑
j

Mij
f̂j
n̂j

= β
∑
j

Mij

∑
k(fk − δck)Mkj + δcj∑
k(nk − δck)Mkj + δcj

.

Recall that f̂i(t) denotes the number of infected individuals in the transient population at

county i at the end of the morning commute. Let f ′
i =

∑
k fkMki be the number it would

have been if we had δ = 0 and henceM c = M ; we derive n′
i =

∑
k nkMki from n̂i(t)

likewise. We have
f̂j(t) =

∑
k(fk − δck)Mkj + δcj = f ′

j − δ(1− ρ)gj

n̂j(t) =
∑

k(nk − δck)Mkj + δcj = n′
j − δ(1− ρ)gj,

(4.9)

where gj = f ′
j − fj . This allows us to rewrite ψi as

ψi = β
∑
j

Mij

(
f ′
j − δ(1− ρ)gj
n′
j − δ(1− ρ)gj

)
. (4.10)

The worktime infectivity rate ψi plays a key role in traSIR. IfM = I, then ψi = βfi/ni

is the usual infectivity rate in the classic SIR model. Take the case of an arbitrary matrixM

and set δ = 0. Denote byEj(i) the expectation operator indexed by i and defined byMij ,
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for j = 1, . . . , N . Likewise, we introduce the expectation operatorEk(j), indexed by j and

defined by nkMkj/
∑

l nlMlj , for k = 1, . . . , N . It follows that

ψ
|δ=0
i = β

∑
j

Mij

∑
k

(
nkMkj∑
l nlMlj

)
fk
nk

= β Ej Ek(j)
fk
nk

.

(4.11)

We conclude that, when decommuting is withheld (δ = 0), ψi is an average of infection ratios

fk/nk over counties adjacent to i or adjacent to the latter. This two-degree separation corre-

sponds to individuals from distinct counties meeting at work in a third county. The same idea

holds for δ > 0, but with corrective terms that we discuss below.

At the outset of the pandemic, we can use fi(t + 1)/fi(t) as a proxy for the reproduction

number associated with county i. It follows from (4.8) that

R0 = 1− γ +
βsi
ni

+

(
1− γ + β(si − fi)/ni

fi

)
siψi

− β

fini
(siψi)

2.

(4.12)

Note thatR0 does not have the usual form β/γ 59. Together, (4.10) and (4.12) form a system

S(ρ) = 0, which in theory allows us to recover the asymptomatic rate ρ from β, γ, andR0. It

is noteworthy that this requires decommuting. In fact, sensitivity analysis shows that its effect

cannot be negligible. The system S cannot be solved for ρ in closed form. Using traSIR for

estimation can thus be viewed as a numerical solver for S .

Simulations

We demonstrate that Algorithm 2 can accurately recover the infection rate β, recovery rate

γ, and asymptomatic rate ρ in simulated infections across a wide range of parameters, using

just knowledge about the network and the numbers of symptomatic infected individuals. For

each of simulations resulting frommany combinations of parameters (see Methods), we will

use the number of symptomatic individuals for each county over time. In practice, the actual
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Figure 4.12: This figure demonstrates the predictive power of our estimation techniques per parameter. Each plot com‐
pares the actual and predicted value of a parameter for many different combinations of the two others. As expected, the
estimation of ρ degrades as the actual value gets large. Ultimately, if no one feels sick, behavior does not change and the
method cannot pick up ρ.

number of symptomatic individuals is larger than the number reported, we multiply each of

the resulting symptomatic population sizes by a fixed unknown scalar, and then run Algo-

rithm 2 to produce the estimated parameters (β̂, γ̂, ρ̂).

We find excellent agreement between the actual parameters β, γ and ρ and their estimates

(β̂, γ̂, ρ̂) (Figure 4.12). Figure 4.12 shows a scatter plot of an estimated parameter against the

corresponding synthetic parameter for the New York area. The Pearson correlation coefficient

is 0.9996 between β and its predicted value. For γ and ρ, it is 0.9983 and 0.9915, respectively.

The absolute residual across all starting parameters has mean 0.023 and standard deviation

0.017. The absolute residual mean and standard deviation for β is 0.0032 and 0.00246; for γ

is 0.0065 and 0.0064; and for ρ is 0.0158 and 0.0163.

Applications to COVID‐19 Data

Having validated our estimation technique on simulated data, we now apply Algorithm 2 to

daily infection numbers from the New YorkMetropolitan area (see Methods), and estimate

the asymptomatic rate ρ, a parameter of critical importance to health policymakers. We find:

β = 0.320 ; γ = 0.046 ; ρ = 0.345 .
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Figure 4.13: This graph displays real COVID data against TraSIR‐simulated data. The blue ragged line is the reported daily
case count across the New York City metro area, summed across the 44 counties considered here. The orange smooth line
is the simulated daily symptomatic case count with our estimated parameters.

Using these parameters, we also compared the traSIR-simulated symptomatic infection

count with the real reported infection count across the New York metropolitan area (Fig-

ure 4.13), and find good agreement.

4.2.4. Discussion

We have shown via theoretical analysis and simulation that a network-augmented compart-

mental model can effectively estimate the asymptomatic rate of viral infections using only

data about symptomatic infections. We have applied this approach to actual COVID-19 data

and derived an estimate of the asymptomatic rate that matches well with the latest estimates

obtained via extensive random testing.

Our estimates for β and γ are sharper than for ρ. This is no surprise. Both the transmission

rate and the recovery rate have direct influence on the local shape of the infection time series:

the first one has a large effect on the ascent phase of the contagion while the other one’s im-

pact can be felt most acutely in the descent phase. The impact of the asymptomatic rate ρ is

more global and subtle. It can be felt in the speed of the traveling waves and generally operates

on longer time scales. TraSIR is able to leverage such information. Credit for our success must

also go to sheer luck: An asymptomatic rate of∼ 30% is almost ideally sized for estimation.

As we observed earlier, a rate close to 100%would make the task hopelessly difficult. This
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leaves open the possibility that other nonlinearities in the system can be exploited to boost ac-

curacy when needed. While fast-changing health policy measures and medical breakthroughs

(e.g., vaccination) can present traSIR with major challenges, they also create new windows

of opportunity for novel estimation mechanisms. We hope that this work will plant the seeds

for exciting new research on the messy, difficult, but fascinating subject of uncovering hidden

epidemiological parameters.
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4.3. Key Takeaways

This chapter on the spread of viruses and viral information over dynamic networks empha-

sizes the importance of understanding how these phenomena spread and can be controlled.

One key takeaway from the chapter is the critical role of network structures in the spread of

viruses and viral information. Different network structures can lead to different outcomes,

such as slow or fast spread, localized outbreaks or widespread pandemics. The behavior of in-

dividuals within these networks also plays a significant role in the spread, and factors such as

susceptibility, infectiousness, and adoption of protective measures can all influence it.

We have also discussed various models that have been developed to simulate the spread of

viruses and viral information over dynamic networks. These models provide insights into the

mechanisms behind the spread and can be used to inform public health policies and interven-

tions. Network-based interventions, including targeted vaccination, quarantine, and informa-

tion campaigns, are highlighted as effective strategies for controlling the spread of viruses and

viral information. However, their implementation requires continuous monitoring and analy-

sis of the dynamic networks to detect potential outbreaks early and take preventive measures.

Overall, these studies emphasize the complexity of the spread of viruses and viral infor-

mation over dynamic networks and the need for a multifaceted approach to control their

spread. By considering the various factors that influence the spread, and by using models and

network-based interventions, we can work towards reducing the impact of undesiriable viral

vectors: whether fake news or a deadly pathogen.
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Give me a place to stand, and I will move the earth.

Archimedes of Syracuse

5
Fast-Moving Natural Networks

D
ynamism is a term that usually captures the notion of movement over time. As a

heuristic, we tend to say that something is “more” dynamic if the underlying structure

changes more rapidly with respect to time. We can explore dynamical systems at the geological

and cosmic scale, all of which move slowly. At the other extreme of possible scales, we have

quantum systems that arise in statistical mechanics that move faster than we can make certain

measurements. At the human level, these other chapters in this dissertation consider systems

that operate on the scale of “days,” whereas this chapter focuses on what we can study on the

scale of “seconds.”

We will concern ourselves with a fast, rich, and ancient system of interest: sports. In par-

ticular, we turn our attention to basketball, which is both fast-moving and has a lot of player
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interaction. After all, we may not find so many dynamic networks in the context of running,

even if the sport moves quickly. There are a number of properties that make basketball inter-

esting beyond its dynamism: there is rich and accurate data; we have a prior understanding

of the intended dynamics (i.e. the rules of the game), and the network space is relatively small,

which makes it computationally tractable. Although there is certainly a rich geometry in the

dynamics of basketball, this chapter will demonstrate how the topological abstractions given

by dynamic networks can sufficiently capture essential elements of the game.

We will proceed with two studies, one focusing on techniques in topological data analysis

and the other leveraging statistical models and machine learning. Each study has a dynamic

network at its core, but they are fraternal twins: out of the same data, we produce completely

different types of dynamic networks and have two unrelated tasks that we excel in.
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5.1. Basketball through Applied Topology

Here, we lay the foundation for looking at basketball data, which naturally produces trajec-

tory data. While we could take typical geometric approaches to trajectory data, this section

provides a novel pipeline using techniques in topological data analysis. In particular, we con-

struct a dynamic network that represents how players are “connected” under some reasonable

notion of a metric. Then, we consider the simplices induced by the trajectories of players as

they cross these networks: in other words, we construct dynamic paths through our dynamic

graphs. From here, we can use various techniques in statistical learning to understand and

characterize these types of crossing sequences.

5.1.1. Introduction and Motivation

FromMarchMadness to the NBA, basketball is an incredibly popular sport in the USA. Part

of the excitement of basketball comes from how quickly the game moves: unlike American

football or soccer, points are scored frequently. Players move rapidly across the court, passing

the ball between each other. From a mathematical perspective, these players produce trajecto-

ries across a small bounded rectangle inR2. Of course, these trajectories are far from chaotic:

indeed, players move in particular ways to maximize their scoring potential or to prevent the

other team from scoring.

A discerning fan of the sport can also further tell which movements correspond with a

specific type of “play.” A play is a well-known pattern of player movement that is deployed

within a larger strategy within the game. However, one of the beautiful aspects of the sport is

that the boundaries between plays are loose: one play merges into the next without an obvious

delineation. Moreover, plays, though well-defined, can vary tremendously because a small ro-

tation, translation, or warping of player movements do not typically change the type of play.

Finally, plays are oftentimes interrupted, curtailed, or elongated with respect to time. In other

words, plays have fundamental structural properties that define them, but have a slew of in-
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variances that make them tough to capture precisely. In this study, we leverage techniques

in computational geometry to extract important features of player movements; then, in or-

der to handle these invariances, we use constructions from topological data analysis (applied

topology) to perform play classification based on topological (rather than strictly geometric)

properties.

Notably, basketball plays are not strictly invariant to typical transformations in the mathe-

matical sense. Shifting a play by one foot likely does not matter, but shifting by ten feet will.

Therefore, our setting sits somewhere in between geometry and topology; we have to perform

adept multi-scale analysis. In all, we construct a pipeline by defining a notion of “edge cross-

ings” that extract topological data from trajectories via the known geometry of a basketball

court. From there, we use spectral clustering to classify plays and validate our results using

manual review. To this, we use a variety of tools from analysis, geometry, and topology. We

being by rendering a set of useful definitions from the literature, then provide our construc-

tions, and finally display empirical results from the data alongside some concluding notes.

While not perfect, our overall aim of play segmentation and classification is somewhat success-

ful and we can distinguish between important types of plays.

5.1.2. Background

Trajectory

Trajectory analysis is a general problem that poses interesting applications in mathematics,

computer science, and electrical and computer engineering: from geometric approaches

to reconstruct flight paths of lost planes322, to tracking vehicles with heterogeneous sensor

data.280,24. In the context of this work, we will consider the trajectories of basketball players

that they make across the court. Moreover, we will attempt to uncover the underlying, salient

formations that arise from a game of basketball.

In general, we consider a “trajectory” as a continuous position function, mapping from

time to a plane or three-dimensional space. Moreover, “trajectory data” is collected as a dis-
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crete sample of points from an underlying trajectory.

Definition 5.1.1 (Trajectory). To formalize this concept, we can write a trajectory y as

y : R→ Rn

y : t→
(
y1(t), . . . , yn(t)

)

where the yi’s are some continuous scalar functions and t is the time variable. We may define

a trajectory y with an interval as its domain, rather than all ofR.

Remark (Applications). In our applications, n = 2, 3. When n = 2, we are considering

a trajectory on a plane, which results in a plane curve. For basketball, our principal dataset

provides mostly plane curves. When n = 3, we are considering a trajectory in space, which is

also called a space curve. Our dataset does include some interesting z-position data; we do not

explore data in this dimension in detail, but it could be salient with future study.

Typically, trajectory data is given as an ordered set of points inRn. In particular, we have

the position data for some object represented as a time series, which we can further formalize.

Definition 5.1.2 (Trajectory Data). A time series is an indexed set T such that

T = {t1, . . . , tn} ⊂ R : ∀ti, tj, i < j ⇐⇒ ti < tj

with the usual order on the indexing set and the real numbers.

Trajectory data, which we denote byX , is the image of a trajectory of some time series. Or,

symbolically

X = {x1 ≜ y(t1), . . . ,xn ≜ y(tn)}

for some trajectory y. Trivially, the indexing on the dataset is monotonic with respect to the

underlying time series.
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From characterizing an underlying trajectory for motion planning289 to predicting the tra-

jectory at future times54, there are many interesting questions we can ask with trajectory data.

Trajectory data also lends itself to interesting synchronization problems274. We focused on

computing meaningful similarities between trajectories, and using this to cluster trajectory

data.

Cluster

We now briefly review the definition of a cluster.

Definition 5.1.3 (Cluster). A cluster is a partitioning of some data, ideally in a way that

has some meaning or captures some essentially similarities within our data. Formally, given

{xi}ni=1, a clustering is a partition of the index set I ≜ {1, . . . , n}. In particular, we define C

as a set of clusterswhere C = {Cj : Cj ⊆ I}kj=1 with three important properties:

1. Disjoint: the intersection of two clusters is empty

2. Totality: the union of the clusters is the index set

3. Non-empty: no cluster is empty (we may sometimes relax this condition, but we will be

explicit when we do)

Intuitively, the definition of a cluster provides a formal framework over the idea of split-

ting our dataset {xi} into different clusters, where each element of our dataset is in a unique

cluster. Clustering data, however, is neither a general nor a precise process and requires an un-

derstanding of the underlying dataset. There exist a variety of techniques for clustering data,

but there are two broad approaches: We could start with some predefined clusters and some

paragon trajectory data that represents each cluster; this strategy is usually called “supervised”

learning. Alternatively, we could start with some notion of “similarity” and generate clusters

from this function; usually, we say this strategy is “unsupervised” learning.
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Toolbox

To aid us along our trajectory through trajectory clustering, we will record some other useful

concepts that will be helpful in different contexts.

Definition 5.1.4 (Metric). Ametric spaceM is a set with a function called ametric d such

that to each pair of elements ofM, the metric assigns a non-negative real number. More for-

mally, we write

d :M×M→ R+ ∪ {0}

Moreover, for all elements x, y, z ∈M, the metric must also satisfy

1. Positive Definiteness: d ≥ 0 and d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y

2. Symmetry: d(x, y) = d(y, x)

3. Triangle Inequality: d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)

Ametric permits us to measure “distance” between elements of a set. More concretely,

when considering the notion of “error” or “clustering,” we need to have a method to pre-

cisely quantify a notion of closeness, which a metric provides. While the class of functions

that are metrics certainly includes the familiar Euclidean distance, there are much more ab-

stract notions of metrics that are important in all areas of the mathematical sciences (and even

beyond).

Using the notion of a metric, we will mostly attempt clustering using various notions of

“similarity” between trajectories. Similarity and distance are closely-related, but distinct con-

cepts: both real-valued, positive-definite numbers, similarity takes higher numbers the “closer”

two objects are. Then, we can attempt to cluster objects based on their similarity with each

other. Though neither a perfect or fully formalized framework, the model of defining similar-

ity and using it to cluster is a powerful and practical technique in trajectory clustering.

Finally, at times we will also use the notion of a “minimum-cost matching” that provides a

mechanism to match elements between two sets, where matching two elements has a certain
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“cost.” For these purposes, we usually use a metric to define the “distance” or “cost” between

matching two elements, if the two sets we are matching between are both subsets of the same

space.

Definition 5.1.5 (Minimum-Cost Matching). Between two (finite) sets U and V , we define a

matching to mean a setM whereM ⊆ U × V and that for each u ∈ U there exists at most

one elementm ∈ M where the first term ofm is u and that for each v ∈ V there exists at

most one elementm ∈ M where the second term ofm is v. A perfect matching is a matching

where |M | = |U | = |V |.

We can also define a cost function c defined on the elements ofM such that

c :M → R≥0

Wewill also define thematching cost or cost of the matching (and abuse notation) by writing

c(M) ≜
∑
m∈M

c(m)

We letM(U, V ) be the set of all matchings for U and V and letMP (U, V ) ⊆ M(U, V ) be

the set of perfect matchings (which could be empty). IfMP (U, V ) is non-empty, then for cost

function c, theminimum cost matching* orMCMc(U, V ) is defined to be

MCMc(U, V ) ≜ argmin
M∈MP (U,V )

c(M)

5.1.3. Background

Wewill explore an existing technique for comparing trajectories, the Fréchet distance.

*There are diverse ways to define a matching, a cost function, and a minimum cost matching, so we pick a
definition that is convenient to our needs
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Continuous Fréchet Distance

One intuitive notion of distance between trajectories is the Fréchet Distance.123 The Fréchet

Distance, named after Maurice Fréchet, measures how close two trajectories are with two im-

portant properties:

1. Curves that are “spatially close” are considered close, i.e. a curve that is the result of an

affine shift of another curve will not be considered “close”

2. The “speed” at which we move along a trajectory is unimportant, i.e. the distance be-

tween times in the underlying time series is ignored

More formally, the Fréchet Distance is for curves defined over a metric space, of which trajec-

tories are a special case.

To formally define the Fréchet Distance, we will note that closed intervals of the real num-

bers are homeomorphic to each other. Therefore, the Fréchet Distance will consider all time

series data, as if the time series occurred over the standard unit interval [0, 1].

Then, we inspect, over all reparametrizations of the trajectories, the one that provides the

minimal distance. In that way, we try to consider the “best way” to write the trajectories that is

invariant to how “fast” a particle moves over a trajectory.

Definition 5.1.6 (Curve). For some metric spaceM, we define a curveC such that

C : [0, 1]→M

whereC is continuous.

Moreover, we define a reparametrization ϕ such that

ϕ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1]

such that ϕ is continuous, non-decreasing, and surjective.
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While a curve and a trajectory are related, we wish to formally distinguish the two concepts

by noting that the definition of a curve is in some sense more general, as it admits a metric,

rather than a trajectory, which relies on the geometry of the real numbers.

Definition 5.1.7 (Fréchet Distance). LetA,B be two curves in some metric spaceM with

distance d. LetΦ be the set of all reparametrizations of the unit interval [0, 1] and ϕ, ρ ∈ Φ.

Let t ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the Fréchet Distance F betweenA andB is

F (A,B) = inf
ϕ,ρ

max
t
{d [A (ϕ(t)) , B (ρ(t))]}

Given some set of curves, we can compute the Fréchet Distance between them in polyno-

mial time.6 Then, this distance can be converted to a measure of similarity or used directly in

the computation of clusters that are based on distance matrices, something we cover later.

Discrete Fréchet Distance

The Discrete Fréchet Distance is based on so-called polygonal curves. Given some trajectory

data, we connect each point with the one immediately following and preceding it with a

straight line. We call such curves “piecewise linear.” Then, we modify the Fréchet Distance

to consider matchings only at vertices84.

Clustering

Though we have covered only metric-based notions of similarity, there are other forms of sim-

ilarity that we can use to perform various clustering techniques. Examples include Spectral

Clustering, Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), and through the use of neural networks. Clus-

tering is a deep and rich topic in mathematics and computer science2. No doubt, any citation

or description of data clustering techniques would be outdated by the time of publication.
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Computational Geometry

Wewill use convex hulls (the unique minimal convex set that contains a set of points), a Voronoi

diagram (a partition of space into cells given points), and a Delaunay triangulation (a triangu-

lation that is the dual of a Voronoi diagram.) See Definitions 2.2.1, 2.2.6, 2.2.7 for formal

definitions of these concepts. Figure 5.5 has an example of a Delaunay Triangulation.

5.1.4. Basketball Trajectories

One interesting application of trajectory clustering comes to us from basketball.

Remark (Data Set). We are currently working with raw position data of basketball players,

sampled around every 5ms. We are focused on the Duke ’16-’17 basketball season. We also

have events data, which record fouls, scoring attempts, rebounds, etc. We use this data to de-

lineate possessions. We thank STATS and SportVU for providing this dataset under an aca-

demic license.

Each game is split into a series of possessions, which contains ten sets of trajectory data.

Definition 5.1.8 (Basketball Possession, Game). We define a team trajectory to be an indexed

set of five sets of trajectory data. In particular, we define one as the “defense”D and one the

“offense”O and write

D = {D1, . . . , D5}

O = {O1, . . . , O5}

We define a basketball possessionP to be pair of one defense team trajectory and one offense

team trajectory.

P = (D,O)
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We define a basketball game to be an ordered set B of basketball possessions

B = {P1, . . . ,Pk}

for some k ∈ N.

However, comparing sets of trajectories is difficult, i.e. it is computationally intensive and

can be too sensitive to noise. Therefore, the first step is to somehow reduce the density of

our data. Thus, for each possession, we compute some form of a gridding scheme (discussed

later) and fix the positions of the defense halfway through the possession; we take the position

halfway through because the defense has “settled” by this point. Additionally, we add the four

corners of the half-court and the basket itself. Therefore, we can write a functionG that takes

in a defense team trajectory and returns some gridding.

Next, given a particular gridding for a possession, we can then compute the edge crossing

that each offense trajectory makes. Using this pipeline, we can write down the “crossing map”

χG(D) which takes in trajectory data and returns us a sequence of edge crossings.

Definition 5.1.9 (Crossing). Given a set of pointsX and a set of edgesE ⊆ X ×X , we say

that a trajectory crosses an edge (x1, x2) if the trajectory intersects with the image of the edge

{λx1 + (1 − λ)x2 : λ ∈ [0, 1]}. We further say that a crossing sequence is the sequence

(ordered by time or, in the case that a trajectory crosses two or more edges at the same time,

we break ties arbitrarily but stably) of edges that a trajectory crosses. With trajectory data, the

crossing sequence is that of the trajectory created by linearly connecting the data.

We write

χG(D) : T → C

where T is the space of trajectory data and C is the space of crossing sequences. We can write

XG(D) = χG(D)(T ), i.e. the image under χG(D).

In sum, we first begin with some continuous trajectory created by ten players on a basket-

ball court. Using a system of cameras, we sample each trajectory and produce one trajectory
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data for each trajectory. These trajectory data can be grouped into an offense and defense,

which we denote asD = {D1, . . . , D5} andO = {O1, . . . , O5} respectively.

From some defense data, we define a gridding, namely through some gridding functionG

and we computeG(D). From this particular gridding, we generate a map χG(D) that can take

in trajectory data and transform it into a sequence of crossings: a map that we will use on the

trajectory data of the offense. For example, we can compute χG(D)(O1), which provides the

crossing sequence of the offense. In all, we can create

χG(D)(O) ≜ {χG(D)(O1), . . . , χG(D)(O5)}

whereby, we are taking the defense trajectory data for each possession to generate some sort

of gridding scheme, then using this gridding scheme to create a sparse representation of the

offense by creating a crossing sequence.

Since a possession is defined as a pair of offense and defense team trajectory data, given

someG, we can compute the crossing sequenceC of a possessionP = (D,O) by defining

it to beC ≜ χG(D)(O). We can also define a crossing sequence C to simply be some crossing

sequence for a givenG andD of some trajectory data.

Definition 5.1.10 (Crossing Similarity). Given two crossing sequences C1, C2 ∈ C, we can

define various notions of similarity σ. We can use the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)

for the foundation of a definition of similarity, such as a Smith-Waterman definition, or some

other sequence matching notion of similarity.17 We define σ such that

σ : C× C→ R+ ∪ {0}

Finally, given this measure of similarity, we can then further define a similarity between

possessions. We need to understand one more concept to do so.

Definition 5.1.11 (Frobenius Norm). Defining a norm over matrices is not as straightfor-

ward as over vectors. In some sense, we want to capture the magnitude of the matrix based on
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its entries. Therefore, we define the Frobenius Norm of a square matrixA as follows:

∥A∥F =
√

Tr (A⊺A)

whereTr is the trace and ⊺ is the matrix transpose.

Definition 5.1.12 (Possession Similarity). Given two possessionsP1 = (D1,O1),P2 =

(D2,O2) and someG, we define the similarity matrix Σ ∈ R5×5 as follows

(Σij) = σ(χG(D1)(Ui), χG(D2)(Vj))

for all Ui ∈ O1 and Vj ∈ O2.

Then, we define the similarity of two possessions as

S(P1,P2) = ∥Σ∥F

Given this definition of possession similarity, experimental results have so far validated the

use of spectral clustering. In particular, taking the pairwise similarity between all possessions

in a game has been successful and confirmed with video data of basketball games, as seen in

Figure 5.10 below.

Summary of Pipeline

We summarize our resulting pipeline for clustering basketball possessions:

1. Input: basketball trajectory data split by possessions

2. For each possession:

(a) grid the space by using some gridding technique

(b) compute sequence of edge crossings for each offensive player

3. For every pair of possessions
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(a) compute the similarity score between each pair of offensive players, this becomes a

similarity matrix

(b) compute the Frobenius norm of this matrix, this is the similarity score between

the pair of possessions

4. Cluster on this similarity matrix between possessions

5. Result: Clustered possessions

Gridding Techniques

Overview

One blackbox in the aforementioned algorithm is the use of a “gridding” method. The mo-

tivation of a gridding method is to reduce the density of the dataset; in other words, we can

take some trajectory data that may have hundreds of points and reduce it to some smaller se-

quence.

In other words, by fixing a new coordinate system on the basketball court, it is possible to

transform the trajectory data into a new trajectory data. Instead of tracking the position of

each basketball player at each timestep, though, we instead keep a list of “cells” each player is

in. A grid is simply a collection of these cells that partition the court, i.e. the cells have two

important properties:

1. The cells cover the entire basketball court

2. The cells are disjoint or, in other words, they do not intersect

Therefore, we can keep a track of the sequences of cells that each basketball player enters and

exits. Then, we can compare this sequence of cells for each basketball player across all of the

plays.

Importantly, the gridding for a particular play can be dependent on the position of the bas-

ketball players in the play itself. For the purpose of the gridding, the position of the basketball
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players in the play is frozen in the middle of the play. Naturally, we must then also consider

how we can compare sequences generated by these gridding techniques, especially when the

gridding may change per play. Thus, several gridding techniques that were considered are pre-

sented in the following section, each with an explanation of how the gridding in one play is

identified with the gridding in another play.

As a note, for the purposes of comparing a grid, we simply need to create a notion of an in-

dicator, namely we only track if two cells are the same across different griddings, rather than

trying to measure the “distance” between two cells. Therefore, we only define a way to iden-

tify if two cells are the “same” or “not the same” across two different griddings.

Several Gridding Techniques

Figure 5.1: A basketball court with with defense in blue and offense in orange. The court picture is
reproduced from http://printablediagram.co.

In the example presented in Figure 5.1, we see a basketball court with some sample player data:

the offensive players marked in orange with the defensive players marked in blue. Given this

data, we could consider several schemes for dividing the court into a grid: some that use the

data or some that do not.
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The first, and perhaps most simple gridding method, would be a regular rectilinear grid.

Figure 5.2: A basketball court with a regular rectilinear gridding. This figure is the same as Fig‐
ure 5.1 but has a regular grid on top of it. The defense is in blue and the offense is in orange.

As evinced in Figure 5.2, we see a regular rectilinear gridding where each cell has equal

area is spaced at regular intervals, thus the gridding does not change with each play. More-

over, each cell is easily identifiable by the row and column that it sits in and can be compared

quickly across the plays.

The next type of gridding is the position-based rectilinear gridding.
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Figure 5.3: A basketball court with a position‐based rectilinear gridding. This figure is the same
as Figure 5.1 but has a position‐based rectilinear grid on top of it. In particular, for each defense
player (in blue), we place a vertical and horizontal line at their position, e.g. for a player at (x0, y0),
we place the lines x = x0, y = y0 on top of the basketball court. We do not do anything for the
offense (in orange).

As picture in Figure 5.3, the position-based rectilinear gridding places a horizontal and

vertical line at each defender position. In this way, each (distinct) defender position creates

four quadrants of the basketball court.

This gridding changes with each play depending on the position of the defense, so we have

to somehow draw a correspondence between griddings for each play. Since the “area” of a line

is 0 using the standard Lebesgue Measure, we note that there is a 0% chance of five points cho-

sen uniformly at random from a rectangle inR2 (i.e. a basketball court) will lie on the same

vertical or horizontal line (i.e. either their x- or y-coordinate will coincide).

Next, we note that, by this result, we expect to have five distinct vertical and horizontal

lines. This selection of vertical and horizontal lines will create six columns and six rows, which

implies a total of thirty-six cells that will be created.

Finally, by taking the (somewhat imprecise) assumption that no two defenders will lie on

the same horizontal or vertical line (an assertion that is borne out experimentally, so we take

for granted theoretically), we know that this gridding technique will always produce thirty-six
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cells. Thus, we can identify the cells in the same way as a regular rectilinear grid by fixing an

indexing of the cells from left-to-right and then from top-to-bottom (sometimes called “raster

order”).

The next gridding method is a regular polar grid.

Figure 5.4: A basketball court with a regular polar gridding, emanating from the basket that the
offense (orange) is pursuing and the defense (blue) is defending. The polar grid image is from
http://etc.usf.edu.

In Figure 5.4, we have an example of a regular polar grid. In this case, a series of concen-

tric circles are drawn centered around the origin, with each circle increasing in radius by unit

length. The circle is partitioned into arcs of equal length by selecting some roots of unity for a

particular number of roots. In this way, a regular polar grid is created, with each cell represent-

ing a section of an annulus.

Again, since this is a regular gridding, in that it does not rely upon the position of the de-

fenders, it is trivial to identify each cell in the gridding with its corresponding cell in another

gridding.

Finally, we consider theDelaunay Triangulation gridding.
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Figure 5.5: A basketball court with a Delaunay triangulation gridding. We take the Delaynay trian‐
gulation of the players on the defense (in blue), along with points at each corner of the half‐court
and the basket. We do not compute a gridding from the offense (in orange).

The Delaunay Triangulation is a standard method of creating a gridding from a set of

points in the plane. In particular, to create this gridding, we first have to add five points that

represent the outer part of the half-court. Then, we compute the Delaunay Triangulation and

let this define a gridding.

To identify cells within each gridding with each other, we can use the five “fixed” points

as reference. In particular, we label each reference point as {A,B,C,D,E}. Then, using a

minimum-cost matching (with the cost function between points as the standard Euclidean

distance), we identify each defender with a fixed point and give the label {A′, B′, C ′, D′, E ′}.

In other words, we create a matching from the set of fixed points and the set of defenders

(both are just points in a plane) with the cost function as the standard distance function. We

can thus label each cell by its corresponding three points (a Delaunay Triangulation will al-

ways produce cells that are triangles) and equate cells from one gridding to the next by these

labels.

Importantly, we note that in this gridding scheme, the fixed points provide a mechanism

for comparing cells across griddings for each play. Namely, the fixed points provide a frame of
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reference and allow for a standardized way to label the defenders across plays. This technique

provides a principled way of determining which cells are the “same” across plays (since cells

that are the same are close to the same fixed points), while also providing the flexibility for the

cells to warp with the configuration of each defense.

Convex Hulls

Some prior art by Stephen Shea and Chris Baker suggests the use of convex hulls.257 In par-

ticular, they define the notion of the CHAD and the CHAO, or the Convex Hull Area of the

Defense and the Convex Hull Area of the Offense respectively.

Figure 5.6: A basketball court with the convex hulls of the defense (blue) and offense (orange).

These convex hulls as seen in Figure 5.6 are fairly easy to compute, along with their respec-

tive areas. The CHAD is the area of the convex hull of the defense (as seen in blue) and the

CHAO is the are of the convex hull of the offense (as seen in orange).

In particular, given that each possession is made of trajectory data, Shea et al. pick a sin-

gle moment in a possession defined by the first time that the ball was on the three-point line

above the break. For our purposes, we shift that moment in time to be consistent with the

computation of the triangulation, namely halfway through the possession.
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Shea et al. suggest that the ratio of the CHAD and the CHAO can be used to predict the

scoring potential for a particular possession. However, these results are preliminary and do

not take into account the dynamics of the game (e.g. they are based off of a single moment in

a possession). Moreover, even if their correlation is statistically significant, the correlation it-

self is weak and does not provide strong quantitative predictive power. Finally, the use of the

CHAD and the CHAOmay be misleading; the intuition is that a spread out defense is a weak

one, but the extreme example of all defenders standing in one corner illustrates a low CHAD

with a terrible defensive strategy. Therefore, we attempt to reproduce the CHAD/CHAO

method with an additional accounting for the dynamics of the game itself. However, we will

still mainly focus on classification.

Experimental Results

Wewill describe some of clusters and the similarities observed while watching videos of posses-

sions clustered together.
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Figure 5.7: The raw trajectory data of the ten basketball players in a particular play within a partic‐
ular Duke University basketball game.

Raw trajectory data, as seen in Figure 5.7, over a possession tend to look fairly chaotic and

incomprehensible. Even with some way to indicate the differences between players, visual

inspection of the data itself proved to be unfruitful.

However, watching video clips of the respective games has been the most salient way for

identifying a type of play or what makes a cluster similar. Subjective determinations of the

type of quality of the play are easy to make and fairly standardized in the basketball commu-

nity, e.g. there is a refereeing and commentating system.

Observations of Clusters

These clusters are created using spectral clustering and the Delaunay Triangle gridding method.
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Figure 5.8: A bar graph that displays the size of each of the clusters detected by the spectral clus‐
tering method.

Looking at the clusters we found in Figure 5.8, our pipeline works well for short plays

where there is a clear defining event. For example, we consistently found a cluster of five plays

in which every play was set up as a quick pull up and 3-pointer, these were all executed very

quickly. We were also successful in picking up a cluster of mostly drives—in which the de-

fense was set up and one offensive player drove into the paint to score.
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Figure 5.9: Dendrogram of the relationship between plays. Play indices are indicated along the
x‐axis, while relative similarity is indicated across the y‐axis. Clustering is based on Delaunay
Triangulation for gridding.

Wewere less successful differentiating long plays, which all tended to be placed in one mis-

cellaneous cluster. Manipulating the sequence similarity measure could change the overall

results. With our setup, any sequence alignment technique could work, which has a rich lit-

erature244. For example, switching from the LCS-based distance17 to Smith-Waterman may

improve cluster quality.

As seen in Figure 5.9, we were able to capture some interesting clusters. Most of the clusters

are around the same size, which we do not necessarily expect to be true all of the time. For ex-

ample, there could be one successful play (such as a player being “hot” from the 3-point line)

that the team runs more frequently, and others which do not get repeated. We suspect that

this uniformity in cluster size might be an artifact of our use of Spectral Clustering, but given

the size of the dataset, it is difficult to distinguish between certain biases by our techniques

and the underlying data itself.
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In all, this pipeline provided some interesting ways to validate the intuition on the classi-

fication of plays via their inherent geometry. By making dataset more sparse and extractign

salient information, the pipeline gave rise to some useful notions of comparing basketball pos-

sessions across four different games. The clusters pretty quickly break apart, though, which

we thought was expected. Overall our experiments have made us hopeful for the success of

this general pipeline, and they have left us with many questions which we hope to answer in

the future by running even more experiments and changing pieces of the pipeline.

Cluster Validation

Next, we are interested in howmuch clusters change across different experiments, as one form

of validation. We perform a cross-similarity analysis to show how often plays are clustered

together.
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Figure 5.10: Cross‐similarity matrix showing aggregate similarity across experiments. Play numbers
are reordered to correspond to the order in the dendrogram.

As shown in Figure 5.10, we have some plays which are almost always clustered together,

which we take to be a good sign. We originally thought that we couldn’t use more typical tra-

jectory similarity tools, such as finding the Fréchet distance, because the trajectories tend to

be chaotic, so we hoped converting to sequences would capture some of the relevant posi-

tion and movement data, but also remove some of the inherent noisiness of the trajectories. A

question we have continued to ask ourselves is whether we are looking at this position data at

the right resolution.

Finally, our most intriguing validation comes from subjective and qualitative analysis of the

plays.
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Figure 5.11: Cross‐similarity matrix with corresponding dendrogram along with a manual labeling
of possession clusters by well‐known play types.

Figure 5.11 provides insight into what these clusters represent. In particular, we can see

a correspondence between the cross-similarity matrix and the dendrogram generated from

this similarity matrix. Moreover, the qualitative assessment provides a classification of the

different play types, like “baseline drives,” “breakaways,” “drive and fouls,” and “3’s” (a play

where the offense focuses outside the three-point line and an offender attempts a three early in

the possession).

Gridding Techniques

Upon analyzing the four different gridding techniques, a slight bias towards the Delaunay

Triangulation gridding was exhibited qualitatively. However, not enough data (with labels)

exists in the dataset (i.e. there are only four games), so it is difficult to present quantitative

conclusions on the differences between the gridding techniques. However, it does seem that

the similarity scores, overall clustering, and classification component is somewhat sensitive to

the underlying gridding technique.

Since small perturbations in the trajectory data can cause dramatic changes in sequence, es-
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pecially for short sequences, it is possible that more theoretical guarantees need to be enforced

on the way in which crossing sequences are generated. For example, a more formal analysis

could be computed about the size of perturbation for any one point in the trajectory data and

the corresponding change in similarity score of that possession with any other possession.

Convex Hulls

Inspecting the convex hulls provided no additional insight in this context. In particular, the

ratios of the CHAD and CHAO did not give rise to any strong or obvious correlation with

other information about the play. The CHAD/CHAO ratios did not seem to give insight

into each cluster, possibly because each cluster is computed with dynamic data, while the

CHAD/CHAO ratio is a decidedely a static measure.

5.1.5. Future Work

We feel that we have a good framework for analysis of basketball data. The most important

aspect of future work will be the availability and coherency of the dataset, where many of the

techniques presented here could be experimentally validated with more comprehensive inspec-

tion.

Otherwise, many of the improvements in this data-driven report lie with the permutation

of several different techniques that may satisfy various definitions outlined here. For exam-

ple, different notions of metrics, clustering, or gridding could be use and cross-validated to

demonstrate a richer and more fruitful comparison among techniques. Changes in our se-

quence similarity technique could also provide another variable within this pipeline.

Moreover, the possession analysis techniques could be used to develop a more granular

notion of the “play” in basketball, where the trajectory data could be used to find the demar-

cation between them. While we have a subjective analysis of a “play,” a more quantitative ap-

proach to separating plays may provide new insights on their inherent structure.

The CHAD/CHAO ratio could be studied further, like by providing a way of dynami-
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cally recomputing this ratio in a possession and studying its behavior as an indicator over time.

With a definition of a play, it would be interesting to see the CHAD/CHAO ratio at the level

of a play, rather than a possession. Moreover, this ratio could demonstrate some high-level in-

formation on the geometry of a play that complements the more local geometry given from

the current pipeline.

The incorporation of scoring data would be an exciting innovation, not only to classify

possessions, but also to describe the inherent “success” or “failure” of a possession. In partic-

ular, the scoring data could be used as a quantitative way of adjudicating if a possession was

correctly executed and is consistent with the behavior of possessions that are indeed similar to

it. More tractable visualizations and ways to analyze our results would also be useful in this

context, as basketball is inherently discoverable and comprehensible. We also are interested in

comparing our results to those found under supervised learning, but this will require labeling

of datasets, which would be another leap in the quality of the dataset.
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5.2. Basketball through Geometry and Machine Learning

This section extends the topological approach in Section 5.1. We present a second perspective

on the same type of data given in Figure 5.7. Instead of using a gridding scheme to extract a

dynamic network, we explicitly take frame-by-frame networks based on passing opportuni-

ties. We then turn to a more sophisticated statistical model (a jumpMarkov model) and lever-

age the newer machinery of a Transformer neural network to study the passing dynamics. In

Section 5.1, our emphasis was on unsupervised play classification; in this section, we provide

experimental validation through a supervised trajectory prediction task.

One of the most salient results from this section is that we can leverage a pre-trained model,

namely the famous Transformer model287. We do not modify its architecture, nor are we

forced to construct our own complicated deep network architecture. Instead, by placing a

couple additional layers around Transformer, we can leverage it directly and immediately,

which aligns with the current pre-train/fine-tune approach to machine learning. More as-

toundingly, we repurpose a model in natural language processing for geometric data, which

is only possible through dynamic networks. By constructing a proper abstraction around our

data, we can harness the power of machine learning without much additional effort.
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5.2.1. Introduction

Figure 5.12: Overview of the data analysis pipeline presented in this section. First, the raw trajectory data is converted into
interaction networks. Then, by comparing graphs up to isomorphism, we can construct a “library” of possible configurations.
We can then construct a jump Markov model by taking the empirical maximum likelihood estimator with graphs as the state
space. Finally, we can feed in the raw trajectory data and the graph data from the jump Markov model into a Transformer
model for prediction. This article opens the door to future work on inferring game semantics and strategies from actual
games.

Multi-agent systems are fascinating both for their geometric properties and for their complex

interactions. In a variety of contexts, we would like to understand their underlying dynamics,

moving beyond the construction of black-box models that simply replicate their behavior.

Therefore, we strive to formulate a domain-specific, “semantic” understanding of a multi-

agent system that produces geometric data. In addition, we consider related modeling and

prediction problems. One paragon example of a multi-agent geometric system includes fast-

paced “invasion” sports like basketball, soccer, and hockey118.
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This chapter focuses on basketball for its relevance, availability of data, and the interest-

ing mathematical setting that it provides. In particular, basketball involves few agents, which

makes it more tractable for analysis, but agents are constantly in motion, with sophisticated

interactions, which provides a great variety of events to study.

We study the trajectories of players as they move across the court. To develop a rich under-

standing of the dynamics of basketball players, we develop a model with:

1. Formation discovery: a semantic understanding of the functional roles of players;

2. High compression: an efficient representation of a game, as player trajectory data is

large and difficult to interpret;

3. Predictive power: a mechanism for generating synthetic basketball data and predicting

trajectories of players.

To achieve these goals, we construct dynamic passing networks, from which we produce a

jumpMarkov model that provides formation discovery, high compression and—when cou-

pled with a Transformer model—predictive power. Our model is also simple and admits a rig-

orous theoretical analysis that can provide insight into the underlying dynamics of basketball.

Our pipeline is summarized in Figure 5.12.

By constructing a jumpMarkov model, we convert inherently geometric data into sequences

of symbols, which are ripe for lexical analysis akin to natural language processing. For this

reason, we can use a Transformer to better “parse” the underlying syntactical and semantic

features that exist within a basketball game. Thus our pipeline can perform downstream pre-

dictive tasks, like trajectory prediction, with both geometric data (which has been previously

addressed with varying success) and semantic data.

In summary, the synthesis of semantic and geometric data is the main contribution of the

work in this section. We propose a novel pipeline to convert geometric data from a complex,

interactive multi-agent system into semantic sequences. These two perspectives on the data

provide better insight into the underlying dynamics, as well as stronger results in important

applications like trajectory prediction.
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5.2.2. Related Work

The analysis of basketball player trajectory began shortly after cutting-edge technology was

developed that allowed for comprehensive player tracking 179. Early models did reasonably

well in role discovery and compression, but, over the past decade, predictive power has greatly

increased—especially for the most common prediction task, trajectory prediction.

Trajectory Prediction

Trajectory prediction focuses on forecasting the movement of players given their history.

Generically, trajectory prediction is a much broader discipline that has historic roots, but we

restrict ourselves to those that concretely involve sports245,199.

One state-of-the-art paper305 considers a combination of graph neural networks and re-

current neural networks to predictK additional frames of a trajectory, givenL initial frames.

Interestingly, the generative nature of the model also allows for the testing of counterfactual

claims, e.g. predicting player movement given alternative hypothetical histories. This work,

however, does not consider the adversarial dynamics, in that the model does not incorporate

data from the other team for a given player.

More recently, the Generative Attentional Multi-Agent Network (GAMAN) model, pro-

posed in167, and Dynamic Neural Relational Inference (dNRI), proposed in109, seem to at-

tain the state-of-the-art results in predicting trajectory data (though the latter has yet to release

full results of the model). Previous work includes a variety of other techniques in deep learn-

ing, but have been largely superseded by the aforementioned models. Newer models tend to

incorporate both more modern structural elements, e.g. attention, but also have better train-

ing mechanisms that render previous work obsolete.

However, whether or not explicit formation or role discovery is important to trajectory pre-

diction is not well-established. Trajectory prediction models must avoid sensitivity to specific

player identities, as each player can perform several different functions in a game that will af-

fect their movement patterns. Role discovery can aid in this process by assigning players to
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specific roles, which may improve trajectory prediction. Certain recent models avoid explicit

role discovery, however, and still seem to attain competitive results in trajectory prediction.

Role Discovery

Discovering the actual function that a player is performing can be per se useful. The naive

approach of tracking players by their personal identity across plays, games, seasons, and teams

may yield a more confused analysis. Therefore, one common approach to analyzing sports

data, especially with trajectories, is to develop some kind of “role” categorization, e.g. a point

guard. Of course, most sports and indeed basketball come with preconceived notions of what

a “role” is, but a first-principles approach to role discovery has yielded interesting results.

Work first done in179, extended in307, patented in26, and updated in128 proposes an exten-

sive set of efficient methods to classify roles, especially within field hockey. This work relies

on the creation of permutation matrices that induce a bijection between players and roles.

Through deep learning, the specific permutation matrices are learned given previous trajec-

tory information. The most recent model leverages deep learning to produce “formation tem-

plates” that provide standard arrangements of players, along with an assignment of functional

roles. In general, these role-based models support “permutation-equivariance” which are less

sensitive to the specific identities of players *.

Role discovery is an important strand of research, as it emphasizes semantics of the game.

While trajectory prediction is a compelling problem in its own right, role discovery highlights

the underlying structure of a particular game. Through role discovery, we can provide inter-

pretable labels or classifications to particular player formations and movements.

Role discovery has also garnered popular attention15,23,52,185,320, with a variety of approaches

in constructing and classifying roles.

*This research, as applied to sports, relies heavily on data from STATS, which is a company that has technol-
ogy to collect and analyze player position data.
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Network Analysis

Network analysis for sports data is comparatively old, with some early efforts in soccer begin-

ning in 1979107. The most relevant type of network analysis, however, has been on passing

networks and investigates the frequency with which players pass the ball221,106. This research

direction emphasizes the study of aggregate network properties, e.g. the centrality of a player

on a particular team118. Network analysis thus far has considered the network of passing fre-

quency over an entire game rather than the specific dynamics during the game itself.

5.2.3. Semantic Geometric Pipeline

Geometric Data

Our principal dataset contains the position of the offense, the defense, and the ball—expressed

as (x, y)-coordinates—across an entire game capture at 25 frames per second (i.e. 40ms be-

tween frames). Notably, basketball is divided into possessions, where the teams alternate

between the defensive and offensive roles. Consider five indexed points as the offenseO =

{o1, o2, o3, o4, o5} ⊂ R2 : |O| = 5 and five indexed points as the defenseD = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5} ⊂

R2 : |D| = 5. One frame F of data is the ordered pair (O,D). Each possession P is a se-

quence of frames of data and a game is a sequence of possessions Pl.

Dynamic Passing Networks

From this dataset, we construct dynamic passing networks. These networks are defined over

the offense (i.e. for basketball, there are five nodes); two players on the same team have an edge

joining them if there is no defense player in-between. Figure 5.13 provides some intuition for

this construction.

More precisely, given two sets of five members of the offenseO ⊂ R2 and five members of

the defenseD ⊂ R2, we can define a graphG over verticesO. For oi, oj ∈ O, edge (oi, oj)

is in the graph if there is no d ∈ D such that the line of sight l(oi, oj) intersects with occlusion
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field Fr(d). The line of sight between two points x, y is defined as

l(x, y) ≜
{
z ∈ R2 | z = x+ (1− λ)v, v = y − x, λ ∈ [0, 1]

}
and an occlusion field on point p and radius r = 3 as

Fr(p) =
{
x ∈ R2 | ∥x− p∥2 ≤ r

}

Figure 5.13: A deeper look at a snapshot of a basketball game. Green nodes with Roman characters are offensive players.
Red nodes with Greek letters are defensive players. On the left, we see player positions with occlusion fields. In the center,
we see all offensive lines of sight. On the right, we see the occlusion network with only the offensive edges.

For each frame, we construct these networks by starting with a complete graph with the of-

fense players as the nodes; we then remove edges from this graph if a defensive player occludes

the straight line of sight between a pair of offense players. Figure 5.14 depicts a passing net-

work for one frame.
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Figure 5.14: A frame of the basketball game with the constructed passing network. Green circles with Latin letters are the
offense, while red circles with Greek letters are the defense.

Thus, we can convert each frame of the basketball game from two sets of (x, y)-coordinates

to a graph. We further compress this representation by only considering graphs up to isomor-

phism, which allows us to store a label to a representative graph per frame. This procedure

thus converts a sequence of frames of position data into a sequence of labels.

Notably, this representation sheds the direct geometry of the basketball game. However,

this sequence of labels provides a purely semantic and highly compressible representation of

the game and is justified by three physical assumptions, which are validated by our results:

1. From one frame to the next, there can be at most one edge that changes and this edge

change can only occur as a result of well-behaved player trajectories;

2. While it is possible that two very different geometries produce the same graph, a se-

quence of graphs must come from a real play, and thus provide enough information on

the possession;

3. Basketball is “fast-paced” enough that it follows a Markovian property. Mainly, players

do not have time to consider the history of the game to factor into a future strategy, and
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instead either follow a set strategy or respond nearly instantaneously to their current

environment.

Jump Markov Model

We can construct the maximum likelihood estimator of a jumpMarkov model that character-

izes this sequence of labels. AMarkov model assumes that a sequence of labels exhibits the

Markovian property, namely that the label of one entry in the sequence is only influenced by

the previous entry, and no others. Such a sequence can be characterized by “transition” prob-

abilities: for every possible pair of labels (x, y), the frequency with which y appears right after

x in our sequences.

A twist on such a model is a “jump”Markov model that additionally assigns a hold time to

each state: namely, since a basketball game is a continuous-time process, we can also capture

the average length of time that our sequence of frames does not change.

More precisely, given an indexed state space S = {s1, . . . , sn} of some symbols and an

(n × n)-stochastic matrix P , we say that state si transitions to state sj with probability Pi,j .

This state space and transition matrix define a (time-homogeneous, discrete, finite) Markov

chain, which is a stochastic process that we write asEk with k ∈ N.

Next, consider a Poisson process, which is a continuous-time stochastic process with rate

λ and associated counting process {N(t)}. A Poisson process is a stochastic process that

“counts” the number of exponentially distributed events. More formally, given an i.i.d. se-

quence τk of exponential random variables with parameter λ > 0, we can construct the se-

quence Tk+1 = Tk + τk with T0 = 0. In short, these Tk variables give us the “time” that the k-

th event has occurred. The counting process {N(t)} is defined asN(t) = max {k : Tk ≤ t}

Overlapping the discrete-timeMarkov chain on the continuous-time Poisson process (where

the “events” that occur are transitions of the Markov chain) yields a jumpMarkov model, de-

fined as the continuous-time stochastic processX(t) such that

X(t) = EN(t)
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which is our stochastic process of interest250.

We use our passing networks up to isomorphism to define the state space of the Markov

chain. From here, we can construct the maximum likelihood estimator of the jumpMarkov

model that captures the behavior of the changes in state. Each state s in the state space can

also be associated with a jump time λs that defines the average time in each state.

A Transformer

Finally, to validate the empirically constructed jumpMarkov model, we can use a Transformer.

Transformer is a state-of-the-art deep neural network that excels at two tasks: sequence com-

pletion and sequence translation. Transformer is generally a staple of natural language process-

ing, but can work in a variety of different sequence-related tasks287, as detailed in Figure 5.15.

For our experiments, we retained all of the standard architectural elements of the out-of-the-

box Transformer, only making a mild alterations as necessary (described in the following sec-

tions). For our experiments, we divided the frames into short sequences of length 50; with a

standard 80-10-10 allocation, these sequences were then split into a training, validation, and

test set respectively.

Baseline: Sequence Completion

To establish a baseline, we first used Transformer for sequence completion: given 40 frames of

positional data, we used Transformer to predict 10 frames of positional data. For this task, we

removed the standard lookup embedding layer for transformer, and instead directly concate-

nated all player positions to construct a vector inR10×2 = R20 (10 players, each with an x and

y coordinate).

Then, we used only the Decoder part (i.e. right half) of Transformer to complete the se-

quence. Though a naive baseline, this setup provides insight into the raw performance of se-

quence completion using just the positional data. It provides insight into how well we can

predict the rest of a sequence from just the positional data, without any data manipulation or

enhanced insights.
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Comparison: Sequence Translation

For our second task, we leveraged Transformer to “translate” between the sequences pro-

duced in the state space of the Markov model to positional data. In other words, we used

the full Transformer system to convert graphs into position data. Notably, the output of

this sequence translation experiment is the same as the previous sequence completion exper-

iment. Therefore, we can directly compare the performance of the two experiments to mea-

sure how accurately we can predict 10 frames of positional data from 40 frames of given data.

In the previous completion experiment, the 40 given frames were also positional data; in the

sequence translation experiment, the 40 given frames are positional data, as well as graph data.

This setup corresponds directly to Figure 5.12. For inference, we:

1. Convert raw frames of trajectory data into frames of passing networks

2. Convert passing networks into a token, by assigning a label to each equivalence class of

graphs

3. Use the jumpMarkov model to predict the next token in a sequence

4. Feed the predicted tokens into a Transformer to predict frames of position data.

However, for training, we directly allowed Transformer to predict a frame of position data

from a token, which helps isolate the problem of translating tokens to positional data. Ad-

ditionally, we computed the transition matrix and hold times of the jumpMarkov model

during training. During inference (i.e. testing and validation), we use the predictions made

from the jumpMarkov model and then fed these predicted tokens into Transformer. This sec-

ond translation experiment thus highlights the importance of the jumpMarkov model in our

setup.

Each frame of the positional basketball data was therefore converted into a graph. Then, all

graphs were compared with each other up to graph isomorphism and a representative graph

was chosen for each equivalence class of graphs. Each representative was given an arbitrary
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label (token). Thus, each frame of position data was converted into a token. These token se-

quences, along with the associated position data were treated as the “input” sequence to the

Transformer and the positions as “output” data.

Since the input sequences were already tokens, we could use a standard learned embedding.

The output data, as raw geometric data, were treated slightly differently. To match the input

and output embedding dimension, we used a fully dense linear layer to further embed the

output sequence into the appropriate model dimension and then a used another fully dense

linear layer to convert the result of the decoders back into vectors inR20, in lieu of a softmax

layer. More precisely, our data is expressed as a sequence of vectors inR20, but the model op-

erates over vectors inRdmodel where dmodel is some learned hyperparameter and will not in

general be 20. Therefore, we used two dense linear layers at each end of the model to solve this

problem: L1 : R20 → Rdmodel and L2 : Rdmodel → R20.
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Figure 5.15: The architecture diagram of a Transformer, as presented in287. The Transformer has an encoder system (left)
and a decoder system (right) and uses self‐attention in three ways to accurately capture semantic information from both
sequences.
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5.2.4. Results

Figure 5.16: Sample library of graphs for a possession, descending in order of frequency from left to right and top to bot‐
tom.

Markovian Property

First, we consider the sequence of graphs that we construct from the geometric data. Under-

standing the dynamics of these graphs provides insight into the overall dynamics of the game.

It is paramount to find a model that captures these dynamics. Fortunately, our data seems to

express a Markovian property and we can therefore use a Markov model to capture the essen-

tial elements of our graph sequences. In this section, we provide empirical validation for this

claim.

To begin, we note our assumption that dynamic passing networks can only change by one

edge at a time. From a theoretical perspective, we study the case of a disc of radius r that is

full intersected by some line segment segment, as in Figure 5.17). If the ball is constrained to
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move some arbitrarily small distance ϵ, that this ball will continue to be fully intersected by

the line segment. This analogy extends to our basketball sequences: r is the radius of occlu-

sion for some defensive player; ϵ is the maximum distance a member of the defense can move

within one frame of data. Given that there is some universal constant v that defines the max-

imum speed a human can move, then we can arbitrarily increase our sampling rate to yield

some maximum ϵ distance. In our context, if we sample the basketball player positions often

enough, we have some intuition as to why it is unlikely for more than one edge to change at

a time. Moreover, we could enact some tie-breaking scheme to enforce that one edge changes

at a time. Empirically, 99.3% of changes in number of edges are within one edge, which we

could bring to 100% if we could sample more frequently. In fact, given that 99.3% is quite

close to saturation, we can conclude that our sampling frequency is nearly correct: neither too

often nor too sparse.

Figure 5.17: Two players on the offense (black points on either side of the line segment) with a member of the defense in
between them (large orange ball in the center).

This assumption, that only one edge changes at one time, is convenient, as it allows us to

study the change in number of edges of the graphs, which is much simpler to analyze. In other

words, we can convert a sequence of graphs into a sequence of number of edges and learn

much about our system without having to rely on a full classification of the graphs. It is possi-

ble to define a variety of partial and total ordering schemes on graphs and without a “natural”

method of comparing one graph to the next, we would require some additional assumptions

or constructions. Instead, we look at the number of edges, which is simply an integer, giving

us a natural order. We can also state a fundamental assumption: if the number of edges does
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not change in a graph sequence, then the graph (up to isomorphism) also does not change;

this fact follows directly from our assumption that only edge can change at a time. For exam-

ple, in Figure 5.18, we can see the number of edges in the passing network sequence over time

(i.e. per frame).

Figure 5.18: The number of edges for a particular possession in the game. Mathematically, the number of edges are a
random walk over the frames of data within a possession.

If we treat the number of edges as a Markov chain, we can verify the Markovian property

of our edge count data by checking how a change in edges predicts the next change. Table 5.1

gives, for an entire game, this edge change probability. This data for the game accurately re-

flects the distribution for each possession, as well, which obviates some concerns about vari-

ability within possessions.

The data in Table 5.1 thus shows us that the previous change in edges does not influence

a future change in edges, in that edge change increments are in fact independent. This data

therefore verifies that the number of edges over the course of a possession is in fact Markovian,

which is a surprising, but very useful property.
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- 0 +
- 0.07 0.87 0.06
0 0.05 0.89 0.05
+ 0.07 0.85 0.08

Table 5.1: Probability table for changes in number of edges. The first row indicates that if the previous change was a de‐
crease in number of edges, then there was a 7%, 87%, and 6% chance respectively that the next change in number of edges
was a decrease, no change, or increase. The second row follows the same pattern given the previous change was no change
in the number of edges. The third row is the same for an increase in number of edges.

Moreover, this suggests that the graph sequence itself is Markovian because of our under-

lying assumption that one edge change at a time can occur. Therefore, we can use a Markov

model to approximate the sequence of graphs over the course of a possession. Finding the

maximum likelihood estimator of a Markov chain is also quite simple, as it is the empirically

found transition probabilities.

Jump Markov Model

While interpreting the sequences of graphs as a Markov chain is a big step towards understand-

ing the underlying dynamics, we have some minor adjustments we can make to further refine

this model. In particular, we observe from Table 5.1 that the overwhelming behavior is for the

number of edges in the graph sequences to not change. Because of our assumption that only

one edge change can occur at a time, this suggests that the overwhelming behavior is for the

graphs to not change.
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Figure 5.19: Probability transition matrix for a sample possession. This transition matrix assumes a naive Markov chain and
therefore has most of the density for each row on the diagonal.

If we label the graph sequences up to isomorphism and construct the transition probabilty

matrix, we see that the majority of the density is placed on the diagonal, which indicates a

self-transition. Figure 5.19 provides a representative transition matrix for a possession. This

behavior warrants some additional investigation.

To wit, a basketball game is obviously continuous, but our Markov chain with a transi-

tion matrix is discrete. For this reason, we lift the Markov model into a jumpMarkov model,

which allows for different “hold times” per state, i.e. the distribution of time spent in a partic-

ular state before a transition occurs. In the naive Markov chain, these hold times are modeled

as self-transitions, whereas in a jumpMarkov model, these are modeled as occurring along

some exponential distribution.
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Figure 5.20: Sample hold time distribution as a cumulative density function of a representative graph in a representative
possession. The blue dots are the true data, which have an average of 5, giving an exponential distribution with parameter
1
5 The orange dots represent an ideal exponential distribution with the same parameter.

Figure 5.20 provides a sample hold time distribution for a representative graph in a repre-

sentative possession. In this case, we see the various hold times for the particular labeled graph,

and for reference, an ideal exponential distribution. Therefore, we can see that a jumpMarkov

model with explicit hold times per graph provides a more robust perspective on state changes.

By using a jumpMarkov model, we can actually see stable configurations of players through-

out the game. The probability transition matrix for the model suggests the “semantics” of the

dynamics, insofar as we can track likely changes in configurations for the players. The hold

times demonstrate the overall “stability” of a configuration, i.e. howmuch time is spent in a

particular conformation.

We also can generate a “library” of graphs that provide insight into which configurations

appear most often and what typical sequences of graphs look like. Figure 5.16 is such a rep-

resentative library of graphs presented in descending order by frequency of occurrence in a

possession.
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Translating with Transformer

Our final set of experiments comes from using a Transformer model. We attempt a standard

task in invasion sports, namely predicting the trajectory of player positions across the court.

We use a 40-10 split, predicting 10 frames of data from 40 given frames.

The first model is a naive setup where we attempt to predict trajectory data from the geo-

metric data present in a frame alone. Using the Transformer encoder, the position data is fed

as a sequence to just the encoder system (6 encoder layers) and a final linear layer to convert

the Transformer memory into a concatenated vector of position data.

The second model is the full Transformer setup as described in Section 5.2.3 where the

encoder accepts a full sequence of geometric data and the decoder operates on the geometric

data as described.

Holding all factors constant, such as learning rate (0.0001), optimization algorithm (Adam),

batch size (64), embedding dimension (200), number of layers (6), number of attention heads

(8), and all other hyperparameters, we can see the effects of translating from the sequence of

graphs through ablation.

The validation loss is set as the summean-square error of the 10 frames to be predicted.

Namely, when predicting frames x41, . . . , x50 with model output x̂41, . . . , x̂50, the validation

error is
1

10

50∑
i=41

(xi − x̂i)2

Importantly, this experimental setup provides us with direct insight into how useful and

fruitful the jumpMarkov model is. By using a naive baseline with Transformer, we essentially

are performing an ablation analysis, where we see the effect of our entire graph extraction

setup. In this context, the MSE score (i.e. the validation error defined above) provides us with

a useful quantitative result on the utility of our entire pipeline.

Over the course of several training runs that were run to convergence, the naive model

achieves anMSE score of approximately 280, while the translation model achieves a best

MSE score of 94 (lower MSE is better). This dramatic decrease in MSE through translation
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represents the effect of including the graph data, instead of attempting to learn position data

directly.

5.2.5. Conclusion

This work presents a semantic analysis of geometric data from sports. By converting geomet-

ric position data to graph data, we can leverage the gleaned structure to improve the overall ac-

curacy of downstream applications, like trajectory prediction. Additionally, the construction

of a jumpMarkov model provides clarity into the overall structure of a game through two im-

portant properties: first, a transition matrix that indicates which configuration of players lead

to others and second, hold times, which suggest the stability of particular configurations in

context. By constructing this jumpMarkov model, we can develop insights into our data that

goes beyond the geometry.

From our experiments, we can conclude that our pipeline, in incorporating the graph data,

does provide practical insight. Through the completion-vs-translation setup, we can quantify

exactly howmuch information is extracted out of this setup; the compelling drop inMSE gar-

nered by the use of graph data underscores the importance of extracting and using the graph

data.

Future work could use this structure to refine trajectory prediction, performmore sophisti-

cated “play” (strategy) discovery, predict in-game dynamics with speculative pairings of differ-

ent players, and much more. Plus, the jumpMarkov model could be used to create synthetic

datasets to either augment data for existing applications or to inspect the dynamics of hypo-

thetical situations.

In all, this work presents a model that discovers formations through the graph states of

the jumpMarkov model; that is highly compressible by requiring only a transition matrix for

states and a list of hold times; and has predictive power when used in a downstream applica-

tion. From geometry to semantics, we highlight the spectrum of perspectives through which

we can view our data.
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5.3. Lessons on Dynamism

There are four important lessons to be learned from this chapter. First and foremost, we can

see how powerful topological abstractions can be. Shedding away unnecessary geometric

structure provides a comprehensible and learnable set of features of our application domain.

We have philosophically extended Euler’s ideas in this way.

Second, we have demonstrated the computational underpinnings of even dense data with

high-fidelity sampling. Our data is produced at 24 frames per second, which results in volu-

minous information, since our system is fast-moving. However, we are still able to compute a

theoretically grounded set of features that assist in practical performance.

Third, just as with any data-heavy area, we provide multiple featurizations of the same data.

Dynamic networks are not a trivial nor obvious construction and there may not be a unique

and dominant way to extract dynamic networks from the same dataset. Instead, we provide

two primary different ways of extracting network information, each with further options and

variations. In this way, we demonstrate the capacity for dynamic networks to arise within a

variety of contexts, even in the same setting.

Finally, we studied the power of contemporary data analysis tools. While graph theory is a

historic discipline, it is still highly relevant today and will likely continue to be relevant for the

foreseeable future. We can use both topological data analysis and machine learning to study

our systems and by using dynamic networks, we improve on existing standard techniques to

study this data. In all, our abstraction of dynamic networks prove to be cutting edge tools that

can contend well with other methods from the age of Big Data.
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Modern science says: The sun is the past, the earth is the

present, the moon is the future. From an incandescent

mass we have originated, and into a frozen mass we shall

turn. Merciless is the law of nature, and rapidly and

irresistibly we are drawn to our doom.

Nikola Tesla

6
Final Frontier: Inspired by Space

S
pace has captivated humans and animals alike for our entire living memory. While

we have not yet conquered this marvelous, awesome void, we have made tremendous

progress in its exploration within the 20th and 21st centuries. We have much further to go, but

one of the greatest innovations of the modern era has been to extend the boundaries of usable

places well past the atmosphere and into the cosmos. While there have been several tangible

milestones in the development of space technology, progress is generally slow and iterative.

Fittingly, this chapter covers a set of studies conducted in collaboration with theNational

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

One particular area of study is our ability to communicate through space, whether it be to

the International Space Station or to our probes flying beyond the Solar System. Fundamen-
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tally, this setting contains an important dynamic network: the communication network as we

and many space objects hurtle throughout the galaxy. This chapter covers contributions to

space networking, with our dynamic networks providing a framework to studying the prob-

lem of communication in this precarious environment. We will first study the structure and

nature of these space networks by analyzing lunar networks, after which we focus on routing

problems in more general settings. More precisely, the first section provides a comprehensive

theoretical framework for studying dynamic networks, especially in the space-networking con-

text. The second section applies these contributions and provides examples, data, and other

empirical results on their utility.

Taken in concert, this chapter strives to provide a thorough and detailed exploration of

dynamic networks in the space networking context. By leveraging the theory and praxis of a

wide range of mathematical and computational tools, we can better understand long-range

communication and design the next generation of space networks.
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6.1. Temporal Graphs in Lunar Networks

In this section, we unpack the theory of dynamic networks. In particular, we construct a few

useful definitions and provide some foundational theoretical results (along with proofs) of

how these objects operate. We then provide an extension of these definitions through a tech-

nique called summary graphs, which also provides its own theoretical results. Finally, we look

at commentary on how this work connects with other important areas of mathematics in this

research application area.

6.1.1. Temporal Graph Theory

As we have seen, graphs are one of the fundamental mathematical structures used to study

computer networks. As always, we continue to build upon a simple, finite graph; in this sec-

tion, we distinguish between undirected and directed graphs and we call the former a “graph”

and the latter a “digraph.” Mathematically, an undirected graph identifies (i, j) ≡ (j, i) for

all (i, j) ∈ E, whereas a directed graph does not. This abstract structure allows us to model

relationships between objects, such as connectivity. In the setting of computer networks, an

edge might be a link between two devices.

In this setting, it is natural to study the importance of a device to the network overall. An

example of something that measures this importance is centralitywhich ranks nodes based on

their importance to connecting the graph. It is also natural to study how one optimizes in a

network from an individual, greedy perspective versus from the perspective of the network

overall.

Graphs can also be “decorated” by coloring their vertices, adding directions to the edges,

or weights indicating the capacity or cost of a connection, for example. Once graphs are dec-

orated, algorithms and analysis can be applied to solve several problems, such as single source

shortest path, max flow, or minimum spanning tree, to name a few. There are several well-
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established tools for solving these problems*.

One of the implicit assumptions in the construction of many terrestrial networks is that

there exists a “backbone” of the system that will largely go unchanged as time passes. Another

assumption is that communications can be passed near instantaneously. The way graphs are

used to model these networks for engineering purposes often rely on these assumptions.

Both of these assumptions quickly fall apart in the context of space networks as the assets

are subject to orbital mechanics and may lose line of sight or have a nontrivial one-way light

time. Thus, when designing a networking system in this setting, one needs to consider more

general tools. However, many of the most powerful theorems and algorithms that are use-

ful for networking problems such as max-flowmin-cut or Dijkstra’s algorithm are built to

work with a specific collection of common graph decorations such as directed edges and edge

weights. This begs the question: how can one bridge the gap between our system assumptions

and the tools which have been successful in past network engineering?

One approach taken by the developers of Contact Graph Routing (CGR) is to construct

a graph that represents aspects of our time-evolving network in a way that fits the assump-

tions of a desired mathematical tool (in this case Dijkstra’s algorithm). This approach can be

fruitful but also limited as these representations are not the most natural way to think about

time-varying systems. Thus, robust analysis of these networks is limited†. In light of this, we

consider a different collection of graph decorations which more naturally model the time-

varying nature of our system.

The first tool we consider is a time-varying digraph. These structures are equivalent to dy-

namic graphs, but we use an alternative definition to Definition 2.1.10 for practical reasons

and to simplify the notation within this chapter.

Definition 6.1.1 (Time-varying Digraph). We define a time-varying digraph as a tripleG =

(V,E, T ), where V is a finite vertex set,E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed edges, and T = {Te :

e ∈ E}, where each Te comes from some timing set. In particular, Te expresses the availabil-

*The reader may review19 for some background in these algorithms.
†The reader may refer to a mathematical analysis of CGR94.
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ity of an edge, namely e is available for all times represented by Te. Note that we allow loops,

that is, edges that connect a vertex to itself.

Definition 6.1.2 (Continuous Time-varying Digraph). A time-varying digraph where Te is a

set of intervals.

Definition 6.1.3 (Discrete Time-varying Digraph). A time-varying digraph where Te ⊆ N.

Discrete time-varying digraphs, sometimes referred to as time-evolving or temporal di-

graphs, have been a fruitful subject of study in computer science literature194 192 42. However,

we found scant literature concerning continuous time-varying digraphs as a subject of study.

Discrete time‐varying digraphs

Discrete time-varying digraphs have a discrete set decorating each edge which indicates at

which times that edge is available. We first consider a way of describing how a time-varying

digraph changes over its discrete time steps.

Definition 6.1.4. LetG = (V,E, T ) be a discrete time-varying digraph with times given by

Te for each edge e. LetΛ =
∪
e∈E Te be ordered so thatΛ = {λ1, . . . , λn}where for each i,

λi−1 < λi. Define the static expansion to be the graphH with vertex set VH and edge setEH

such that:

• If u ∈ V , then ui ∈ VH for each i ∈ Λ ∪ {λ1 − 1}.

• If e = (u, v) ∈ E and λi ∈ Te, then (uλi−1
, vλi) ∈ EH .

An advantage of this representation is that it allows us to think of the vertices of this ex-

panded digraph as images of our original vertices in time194.

Dynamic Connectivity

Another way to expand a time-varying digraph into a larger structure is to construct a se-

quence of graphs. The idea is to represent how the network appears at any interval through

discrete steps.
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Definition 6.1.5. LetG = (V,E, T ) be a discrete time-varying digraph with times given by

Te for each edge e. LetΛ =
∪
e∈E Te be ordered so thatΛ = {λ1, . . . , λn} and λi−1 < λi.

Define the digraph sequence to be the sequence of graphs G = {Gλ}λ∈Λ = {(V,Eλ)}λ∈Λ

where the edge sets are given byEλ = {e ∈ E | λ ∈ Te}.

Note that each digraph in the sequence has the same (identifiable) vertices, but the topol-

ogy of the digraph is changing. We could decorate each digraph with edge weights, node col-

orings, etc. However, we do not allow for a change in the number or identity of vertices. The

length of this sequence could be finite or infinite depending on the context.

We now will extend the notion of a path, as seen in Definition 2.1.4 For a sequence of di-

graphs, we can define an s-journey Js.

Definition 6.1.6 (s-Journey). An s-journey is a sequence of vertices, i.e. Js = (vi0 , vi1 , . . . , vik),

such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, (vij−1
, vij) ∈ Es+j−1.

With a notion of a journey, we will now define analogs to shortest path length and the

graph diameter, as seen in Definitions 2.1.5, 2.1.7. From here, we can define s-diameter, which

defines a diameter given a particular timestep s.

Definition 6.1.7 (s-diameter). Given a digraph sequence G, letJ s be the set of all finite s-

journeys andJ s(i, j) be the set of all finite s-journeys where the first vertex is vi and the last

vertex is vj . We define the shortest journey length SJs(i, j) as

SJs(i, j) = min
Js∈J s(i,j)

length(Js)

Therefore, we can now define the s-diameter of G as

diameters(G) = max
i,j∈|V |

SJs(i, j)

Notably, SJs(i, j) can be∞, so the s-diameter can be, too.

We can thus define the following notions of connectivity. A graph is (strongly) connected if it
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has finite diameter. In graph theory for directed graphs, it is common to use strongly connected

if the graph has finite diameter, but we will simply say connected.

A digraph sequence is:

• δ-disconnected if the s-diameter is∞ for all s;

• δ-weakly connected if the s-diameter is finite for some s;

• δ-connected if the s-diameter is finite for all s;

• and δ-uniformly connected if there exists a finiteC such that the s-diameter is at mostC

for all s.

Furthermore, we say a digraph is non-stranding if each vertex has at least one outbound

edge. We say a digraph is holding if each vertex has a loop. We say a digraph sequence is non-

stranding if all digraphs in the sequence are non-stranding. And we say a digraph sequence is

holding if all digraphs in the sequence are holding. Finally, we say a digraph sequence is fixed if

all digraphs in the sequence are the same, i.e. G = {Gk} andGk = G for all k. We say thatG

is the base graph of a fixed sequence.

First, note that we have harmonized the static and dynamic graph properties.

Proposition 2 (Harmonization of Fixed Sequences). A fixed digraph sequence G is connected

if and only if the base graphG is connected. Moreover, such a connected graph sequence is δ-

uniformly connected, and its uniform bound is the diameter d of the base graph. This bound

is in fact tight, i.e. the s-diameter is d for all s.

Proof. The main idea is that for a fixed digraph sequence, journeys on the dynamic graph

coincide with paths in the base graph, which implies all of our results. To see this, we ob-

serve that, for all s, s-journeys in the digraph sequence are paths on the base graph with edge

setE. If a sequence of vertices (v0, . . . , vk) is an s0-journey for arbitrary timestep s0, then

(vij−1
, vij) ∈ Es0+j−1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} by definition of an s-journey. However, since

this is a fixed digraph sequence, we can rewrite this as (vij−1
, vij) ∈ E. This is exactly the
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definition of a path on base graphG. Symmetrically, note that every path onG is a valid s-

journey for every timestep s. Because journeys in G exist for all s if and only if the same path

exists inG, then G is connected if and only ifG is connected.

Finally, inspect the s-diameter. Suppose there is a timestep s0 such that the s0-diameter is

strictly less than d, the diameter ofG. Then, there exists an s0-journey of length less than d

between each pair of vertices. But, since each s0-journey is a path, then there must exist a path

between each pair of vertices of length less than d, which would imply that the diameter ofG

is less than d, which is a contradiction. In the other direction, note that if the diameter ofG is

d, then there exists a path of length at most d between each pair of vertices. Since every path is

an s-journey for every timestep s, then there exists an s-journey of length at most d from each

pair of vertices for every s. Therefore, there is a uniform bound d on the s-diameter.

Next, we note that holding is an important property that links static and dynamic notions

of connectivity.

Proposition 3 (Uniform Connectivity of Connected Holding Sequences). A holding digraph

sequence G where each digraph in the sequence is connected is δ-uniformly connected. In

particular, the number of vertices n is a uniform bound and is generically tight.

Proof. Fix a digraph sequence G. We select an arbitrary starting time t0 and source vertex vs.

We will show that there exists an t0-journey between vs and every other vertex in our finite

vertex set V and each journey has length at most nwhere n = |V |.

To accomplish this, we will show three properties of so-called “reachability sets” of the ver-

tex: weak monotonicity, complementary inclusion, and then strong monotonicity. To start,

note that for a finite journey of length i, we can write the journey as

J = (vt0 , vt1 , . . . , vti)

We say this journey “reaches” or “ends at” vertex vti and “starts at” vertex vt0 . A reachability

set is a set Ui ⊆ V of vertices that can be reached in an t0-journey of exactly length i such that
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the journey starts at vs. We let U0 = {vs}.

We will first show that for a holding digraph sequence, the sequence of Ui satisfy weak

monotonicity, in that

U0 ⊆ U1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Un ⊆ · · ·

Note that with a holding digraph sequence, U1 is non-empty, in that it at least includes vs.

Therefore, suppose that vertex vu ∈ Uk for some k. Then, vu ∈ Uk+1 since (vu, vu) ∈ Ek+s

by the holding property. In other words, we can extend a length k journey that reaches vu to a

length k + 1 journey by appending vu.

Next, we show that for any digraph sequence of connected digraphs, we have complemen-

tary inclusion. In other words, if V \Uk is non-empty, then there exists some vertex vc ∈ Uk+1

such that vc ∈ V \ Uk. First, suppose V \ Uk is non-empty. Because we assumed a holding

digraph, Uk must be non-empty, so there must be at least one vertex in this set. Finally, note

that because our graphs are connected, there must exist some edge (vc−1, vc) ∈ Ek where

vc−1 ∈ Uk and vc ∈ V \Uk. If this were not true, then Uk and V \Uk would be a partition of

the vertices of the graphGk without a path between them, which is a contradiction.

Finally, we combine these properties to get strong monotonicity: either Uk ⊂ Uk+1 or

Uk = V . Moreover, if Uk ⊂ Uk+1, then |Uk| + 1 ≤ |Uk+1|. In other words, the chain

of reachability sets must increase in size by at least 1. Thus, we can conclude that Un−1 =

V , which gives us a uniform bound n. This bound is generically tight, e.g. an unchanging

dynamic network of a base graph that is a cycle with all self-loops achieves this bound.

Finally, we provide a simple result that shows that the dynamic diameter must change incre-

mentally, which establishes another bound on how dynamic networks evolve.

Proposition 4 (Non-Stranding Bound on s-diameter). A non-stranding digraph sequence G

with finite s-diameter has finite t-diameter for all t ≤ s. Moreover, if the s-diameter is some

finite value c, then the (s − 1)-diameter is at most c + 1 and this bound is tight. Finally, note

that if the s-diameter is infinite, then the t-diameter is infinite for all t ≥ s.

Proof. Our main observation is that non-stranding sequences never disconnect paths.
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Let us first begin by assuming that the s-diameter is some value c. Take two vertices u, v.

Starting at time s − 1, we know that umust have one outbound edge, as the sequence is non-

stranding; call this edge (u,w). By the definition of s-diameter, we know the shortest journey

length fromw to v starting at time s is at most c. Therefore, the (s − 1)-diameter is at most

c+1, which is a relatively conservative bound, though we will not examine the tightness claim

in detail.

From here, we can prove the rest of our claim through two immediate observations: first,

since s is just some finite number, the 1-diameter is bounded from above by c + s, which

is certainly finite. Finally, we note that the last statement is simply the contrapositive of our

claim.

6.1.2. Summary Graphs

The time-varying nature of space networks makes it challenging to use traditional graph the-

ory and graph analysis to model delay tolerant networks. Static graphs are simple methods of

conceptualizing networks, but often do not fully represent the heterogeneity of delay tolerant

networks. Static graphs lack the nuance to convey edges that come in and out, extensive traver-

sal time, and lack of end-to-end connectivity that are characteristic of space networks. On the

other hand, while temporal graphs better encapsulate space networks, they are far more com-

plicated to work with and make graph analysis more challenging.

In this subsection, we propose a novel concept of graph summarization. In essence, we

convert a complex, dense data structure (that of a digraph sequence) into a compressed repre-

sentation of a single weighted digraph. Summarization captures essential characteristics of a

digraph sequence, without the overwhelming storage cost of maintaining the full sequence. In

addition, summarization can extract salient information that may not be so obvious from the

full sequence.

We will loosely use the term “summary graph” to refer to a weighted digraph that arises
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from a “summarization” of a graph sequence. As from before, we assume the definition of

a digraph and that of a discrete-time digraph sequence. More precisely, the basic precept of

creating a graph summary is to find a map f that maps a graph sequence G to a single, static

graphG.

Edge Weighting and Completeness

We can also define the concept of an “edge weight” that assigns a weight to each edge. More

precisely, we write a digraphG = (V,E,w), where

w : E → R≥0 ∪ {+∞}.

This weight could represent a variety of things for a static (di)graph. Introductory examples of

edge-weighting techniques include, but are not limited to:

1. The amount of time required to traverse the edge

2. The capacity of the edge

3. The cost of traversing the edge

4. The percentage of time in which the edge is disconnected in a given time interval

5. The percentage of time in which the edge is connected in a given time interval

Notably, we have not placed any conditions so far on the weight function, other than that

it be a non-negative real number or positive infinity. By convention, though, depending on

what the edge weight represents, we may “extend” the domain of the weight function to be de-

fined over all pairings V ×V and assign any pair (i, j) /∈ E the weight 0 or+∞ depending on

context. In this sense, we will consider each (di)graph in a sequence to be a complete (di)graph

to make certain definitions easier to wrangle.

Finally, we must harmonize the definition of the weight function with a digraph sequence,

as it is not immediately obvious how this definition would extend to a graph sequence. We
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define it as follows

G = (Gt = (V,Et)t∈T, w)

where

w : V× V× T→ R≥0.

In other words, the weight function maps from a pair of vertices and the time-indexing set to

a real-number. In our notation, we will writewe : T → R≥0 to refer to the weight function

of a particular pair of vertices e = (i, j). We also impose one additional condition: thatwe be

integrable with respect to the standard measure of the time-indexing set.

Types of Dynamic Networks

Our definitions operate well with different notions of time-indexing and we can define four

different types of graph sequences:

1. An infinite, discrete-time graph sequence: T = Z≥0.

2. An infinite, continuous-time graph sequence: T = R≥0.

3. A finite, discrete-time graph sequence: T = {0, . . . , n} ⊂ Z≥0 for some n ∈ Z≥0.

4. A finite, continuous-time graph sequence: T = [0, T ] ⊂ R≥0 for some T ∈ R≥0.

Graph Summarizations from Different Sources

One class of summarization comes from time-based summary statistics, which do not focus

on the particular weights under a weight function, but rather report the underlying time of

occurrence for various events. In other words, the weights of the summary graph from the

time indexing set, rather than from the domain of the original weight function. Some exam-

ples include:

• percent of time where the connection is present within the discrete time interval
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• average length of time that a connection occurs for within the discrete time interval, in

this case one day

• longest length of time that a connection occurs for within the discrete time interval

Alternatively, we could perform summarization with data-based summary statistics,

which draw values from the original weight function of the sequence. Some examples include:

• Maximum amount of data packets that can be transmitted along an edge within the

discrete time interval

• Maximum amount of data packets that can be transmitted along one connection within

the discrete time interval

• Average amount of data packets that can be transmitted along one instance of a connec-

tion

Centrality Measures

In static graphs, there are similar notions of summarization, one popular form being central-

ity measures that characterize the influence of particular nodes or edges within a graph. We

provide a brief overview of those notions of centrality here.

• Katz Centrality: it measures the relative influence of a node in a network by taking

into account the number of walks between pairs of nodes in a network295. Katz cen-

trality first measures the number of immediate neighbors of a node, and then the other

nodes that can be connected from the immediate neighbors. Each connection is as-

signed a weight based on an attenuation factor a and a distance associated with the

attenuation factor. The Katz centrality of node i:

Ci =
∞∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

ak(Ak)ji (6.1)
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whereAk is the adjacency matrix (cf. Definition 2.1.6). By the structure ofA, each

entry ofAk represents the number of paths of length k between two vertices. A more

central node according to Katz centrality is a node that not only has multiple connec-

tions, but whose neighboring connections are close by. This technique functions well

when we might want to use Katz centrality in the computation of shortest path (or at

least the idea of it).

• Eigenvector Centrality: it assigns scores to nodes based on the relative scores of their

connected nodes. Thus the eigenvector centrality of a node is the weighted average of

the centrality values of its connected neighbors296. In particular, the weight x ∈ R|V |
≥0 is

a vector such that

xu =
1

λ

∑
v∈N(u)

xv (6.2)

whereN(v) is the neighborhood (cf. Definition 2.1.2) of v and xv is the relatively cen-

trality of the vertex v. Because of the structure of the adjacency matrixA, we can write

xu =
1

λ

∑
v

auv · xv (6.3)

Ax = λx (6.4)

This last form gives rise to the term eigenvector centrality; for undirected graphs, the ad-

jacency matrix is symmetric, so by the Spectral theorem and because we require x to be

non-negative, by the Perron–Frobenius theorem, we are guaranteed the existence and

uniqueness of a satisfying eigenvalue λ (i.e. the greatest eigenvalue ofA) and desired

associated eigenvector x, which is exactly our centrality scores.

• Degree Centrality: measures the number of connections a node makes with its neigh-

bors.

• Betweenness Centrality: a measure of howmany times a node lies on the shortest

path between any pair of source and sink nodes.
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Example: Instant‐Graph Path Summarization with Cost

This method is mainly defined for continuous-time graph sequences, though we will also de-

fine appropriate notions for the discrete-time case, as well. We call a graphGt at a particular

timestep an instant graph at instance t. This method focuses on paths defined on weighted

instant graphs where the weights represent the cost of traversing an edge.

We will use the definition of a path introduced as Definition 2.1.4. For the purposes of

this subsection, we will assume that each graph in our sequence is complete; if we had wanted

to exclude an edge, we simply assign the instant cost of those edges to be+∞. Additionally,

we assume that the weights are strictly positive at any instant. The instant weight of a path is

the sum of the instant weight of the edges; if any edge has an instant weight of+∞, then the

instant weight of the path is+∞.

Therefore, given a vertex set, we can define the set of all possible finite paths from one ver-

tex to the next asP(i, j) and the set of all possible finite paths asP . From here, given a graph

sequence, we can define the instant set of shortest paths as a set SPt(i, j) ⊆ P(i, j) such that

a path is an instant shortest path if:

1. its cost is not+∞ at instance t

2. its cost is not greater than the cost of any other path inP(i, j) at instance t

Finally, we say that the set SPt =
∪

(i,j)∈V×V SPt(i, j)

From here, we define shortest path participation ω of a path P for a continuous-time se-

quence as

ω(P ) =
1

T

∫ T

0

1P (t) dt for a finite sequence

ω(P ) = lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0

1P (t) dt for an infinite sequence
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and for discrete-time sequence as

ω(P ) =
1

N + 1

N∑
t=0

1P (t) for a finite sequence

ω(P ) = lim
N→∞

1

N + 1

N∑
t=0

1P (t) for an infinite sequence

where 1P (t) is an indicator function for P ∈ SPt.

One thing to note: each path must have a start edge and end edge; each edge starts and ends

at a particular vertex. Therefore, it is well-defined to say that a path starts and ends at a partic-

ular vertex. Thus, in our definitions ofw, we could have restricted the indicator function to

look at the the shortest path set that originates and terminates at the appropriate vertices; this

would not change the calculation.

In all four cases, we are suggesting a simple idea: take the proportion of time that each path

acts as a shortest path. Each path as a shortest path participation between 0 and 1. If the graph

becomes disconnected, the shortest path set could be empty, which works well with our def-

initions. We call this “instant-graph summarization” because we consider traversal for each

instant graph separately, without really taking into account traversal across time.

Finally, we can define the summary graph as a complete graph with edge weights to be the

shortest path participationwith weight function ω̄, where

ω̄(e) =
∑

P∈P:e∈P

ω(P )

Proposition 5 (Bounds on ω̄, ω). ω̄ is non-negative and finite. ω is non-negative and at most 1.

Proof. ω is non-negative, as it is either the integral over or the sum over a non-negative func-

tion, namely an indicator function. ω̄ is thus non-negative, as it is the finite sum of non-negative

values.

Bound from above, we see that ω is at most 1 because the indicator function 1P (t) ≤ 1.
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For finite-time, we see that

1

N + 1

N∑
t=0

1P (t) ≤
1

N + 1

N∑
t=0

1

=
1

N + 1
(N + 1)

= 1

and that

1

T

∫ T

0

1P (t) dt ≤
1

T

∫ T

0

1 dt

=
1

T
(T )

= 1

To show this for our infinite time definitions, we see that

∫ τ

0

1P (t)dt ≤
∫ τ

0

1dt

and
N∑
t=0

1P (t) ≤
N∑
t=0

1

respectively for all τ and allN . Solving for the right-hand side of both inequalities, we see that

∫ τ

0

1dt = τ

and that
N∑
t=0

1 = N + 1

respectively. Finally, when taking the limit of

lim
τ→∞

1

τ
τ
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and of

lim
N→∞

1

N + 1
N + 1

we yield 1 in both cases. Therefore, we know that ω for any path is at most 1.

Finally, we must show that ω̄ is finite for edges. However, this follows easily from the fact

that the number of finite paths without repeated edges (i.e. without cycles) in a finite, simple

graph is itself finite. Therefore, ω̄ is summing a finite number of values that are at most 1 and

so is finite.

Example: Traversal‐Time DiGraph Journey Summarization with Traversal Time

We already defined a few simple methods of attributing edge weights above. In this subsection

we walk through a more complex example of defining edge weights.

Here, we assume that the weight function on the digraph sequence defines the “traversal

time” of a particular edge, i.e. howmany units of time are required to traverse the edge. For

now, we only consider continuous-time sequences, but our definitions could be easily adapted

to the discrete-time case with a bit of care. Here, by convention, traversal time is+∞ if there

is no edge; therefore, we can assume our digraph sequence is complete.

We define the velocity as νe(t) = 1
we(t)

. We denote the velocity to be+∞ ifw = 0 and

ν = 0 ifw = +∞. Therefore, we can define the notion of s-traversal time of an edge, s(e).

Define the s-traversal completion set*:

tcss(e) =

{
x :

∫ x

s

νe(t) dt ≥ 1

}
(6.5)

with the convention that
∫ y
y
(+∞) dt = +∞. If tcss(e) is empty, then s(e) = +∞; other-

wise,

tts(e) = inf{tcss(e)} − s. (6.6)

*Note that computing this value in practice is tractable, but requires some optimizations to do efficiently.
We do not compute the entire set, but instead directly compute tt. See Appendix A.3.2 for more information on
how this is computed, specifically Algorithm 3.
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What does this definition accomplish? It captures the amount of time (in some time unit)

it takes to traverse one whole edge given that the traversal velocity is given by ν. We define it

through the inf of a set to handle some analytic issues with+∞. As a helper, we define the

s-traversal end time of an edge tets(e) = inf{tcss(e)}, which is defined to be+∞ if tcss(e)

is empty. We will, therefore, define the s-traversal time of a path (using all of the previous defi-

nitions of a path) with the following recursion:

tts(P )1 = tts(e1)

tets(P )1 = tets(e1)

tts(P )2 = tttet
s(P )1(e2)

tets(P )2 = tets(P )1 + tts(P )2

...

tts(P )k = tttet
s(P )k−1(ek)

tets(P )k = tets(P )k−1 + tts(P )k

with the convention that if tt or tet reaches+∞ at any step, then so do the rest. We can write

tts(P ) = tts(P )k.

Thus, we can define the notion of a shortest path SPt(i, j) as the set of shortest paths min-

imum cost with respect to s-traversal time and that have s-traversal time. This set could be

empty. We can, therefore, use the same definitions as before of ω, i.e. shortest path participa-

tion.

As such, we have developed a model for defining summarization functions along edge

weights, where edge weights can represent higher-level changes about the network structure

and connectivity. In instances where the complexity of time-varying graphs proves too com-

putationally heavy for graph analysis, summary graphs could serve as a bridge from static

graphs to temporal graphs.
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6.1.3. Algebraic and Applied Topology

Zigzag Persistence

Persistent homology is a powerful tool in applied topology, of which we have seen some con-

structions in Section 5.181. Zigzag persistent homology allows us to track network connec-

tivity changes80,41. Zigzag persistent homology is based off of standard persistent homology,

a tool from algebraic topology that is used to study features of topological spaces. The main

differences between zigzag and standard persistence stems from the inclusion maps; in zigzag

persistence, the inclusion maps are allowed to go either direction whereas in standard persis-

tence, they are restricted to a single direction. This difference allows us to consider changes in

connectivity as time elapses.

Zigzag persistence is one technique that can assist in analyzing a dynamic network. In par-

ticular, zigzag persistence allows us to extra multiscale information from dynamic networks,

respecting both spatial edges and temporal edges between nodes. Calculating the zigzag per-

sistence summarizes the connectivity information of the network. We introduce zigzag persis-

tence here and then briefly demonstrate an example.

LetXi be a topological space. We define a zigzag sequence of topological spaces as

X1 ↔ X2 ↔ . . .↔ Xn

where↔ is an inclusion map that either mapsXi → Xi+1 orXi ← Xi+1. Recall, the

homology functor (with coefficients in a field) is a functor that maps topological spaces to

vector spaces. Hence, the zigzag module of a zigzag sequence of topological spaces is

Hp(X1)↔ Hp(X2)↔ . . .↔ Hp(Xn).

We can use zigzag persistence (with Z/2Z coefficients) to understand the structure and fea-

tures of a topological space. For example,H1(Xi) describes howmany 1-dimensional holes
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are inXi. In the example below, we see that a 1-dimensional hole is born at t = 2 and dies at

t = 3.

Leveraging our definition of a time-varying network, the most natural way to model a com-

munication network is to treat satellites, ground stations, and other members of the network

as the vertices and treat contacts between members of the network as edges. Thus, for anyGt,

this forms a simplicial complex. From this simplicial complex, for a given time interval [1, n],

letN be the zigzag sequence

G1(V,E1)↔ G2(V,E2)↔ . . .↔ Gn(V,En).

Note, each arrow represents the inclusion map between two graphs. This arrow will change

direction based on the direction of the inclusion. Then, we can apply the homology functor

to our zigzag sequence to get

Hp(G1(V,E1))↔ Hp(G2(V,E2))↔ . . .↔ Hp(Gn(V,En)).

Therefore, we can calculate the pth homology for our zigzag sequence of graphs. Note, for

p ≥ 2, the pth homology of a graph will be zero, so we are specifically interested in p = 0, 1.
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Figure 6.1: A picture of an example satellite network from a simulation tool used atNASA. Note, connections are denoted
by a line between two devices.

The 0-dimensional homology tells us how often we have a communication device that is

disconnected from the network. Further, the 1-dimensional homology captures when all com-

munication devices are connected. This information can be used to group satellites by either

continuous connectivity or by location. We perform this analysis on the system displayed in

Figure 6.1, which features the objects and ground stations at MRO, LRO, TDRS 8, TDRS

10, TDRS 12, TDRS 13, Canberra, Madrid, Goldstone, White Sands, and Guam.

Intuitively, it might make sense to group the four TDRS satellites together, as they are al-

ways connected. Alternatively, we could group each TDRS with the ground station it is clos-

est to. There might be additional groupings not listed, but zigzag persistence might provide in-

sight as to what those groupings are. Over the course of 1 day, the zigzag persistence diagram
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has 110 bars which captures the connectivity of the network for that day. Of note, there are

eight 1-dimensional holes that live for the entire day. Hence, this tells us that some subsection

of satellites are always connected. We can use this information to construct a new network

where those satellites are represented by a single node. Further work will be done to test the

different subnetworking options by recalculating the zigzag persistence of the new network

model and computing the bottleneck distance between the two networks.

6.1.4. Conclusion and Future Work

Here, we have presented several topics that we hope can contribute to a firmer mathematical

foundation for Delay Tolerant Networking. Here we summarize the different approaches

and how they relate to foundational networking aspects. Then, we dive deeper into how this

research may continue with a future works portion for each topic.

Connections across Mathematics

Much like the layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model represent different

layers of abstraction, our mathematical models represent different layers of abstraction in

network understanding. At its core, a network is built on the connections present, and we

present two different methods for modeling connectivity in a time-evolving network. How-

ever, this work also sits in the milieu of a much broader context in this area, which we also

indicate here. All of our interesting approaches come from graph theory, but each presents its

own approach with corresponding pros and cons.

• Temporal graph theory provides precise connection information for time-evolving

networks with a variety of representations. Different representations can be better or

worse as networks grow in size.

• Directed multigraphs are a fruitful data structure for routing algorithms, as demon-

strated by the updated pathfinding algorithm for CGR presented elsewhere.
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• Summary graphs provide useful statistics for comparing connection availability, and

may provide bridges from temporal to more traditional graph theoretic results using

centrality measures. However, summary graphs represent a potential for information

loss, such as ordering of intervals, that could be extremely relevant for different applica-

tions.

Once connectivity is established, being able to analyze connectivity structures and discover

strong subnetworking options is our next layer up. While small networks might be better un-

derstood directly, part of the goal in introducing algebraic objects is to provide support in

returns to scale. Invariants from applied algebraic geometry and topology can be brought to

bear on networks of any size.

• Homology algebraizes connectivity information from a graph enabling computer legi-

bility and returns to scale136.

• Zigzag persistent homology provides a means of tracking continuous chunks of connec-

tivity over time, including joining and separating connections. This provides a strong

foundation for automated subnetworking decisions80.

• Graph varieties provide a different algebraic interpretation of connectivity information

which enables more direct relations to more powerful data structures, such as sheaves63.

Once structures are established and analyzed, optimization is the next layer up. Game the-

ory provides an interesting framework for constructing and comparing network optimization

approaches that may be helpful in addressing congestion in delay tolerant networks.

Temporal Graph Theory

Temporal graph theory is a still young field. While we introduce some of our work in formal-

izing temporal graphs in subsection 6.1.1, there is much more to describe and prove about

temporal graphs and graph sequences in forthcoming papers. This includes studying various

properties of temporal graphs and determining extensions of network properties to temporal
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networks. One direction of exploration in temporal graph theory that could be particularly

fruitful for space networks is the study of periodic temporal networks. The fact that orbits

are often naturally periodic could be leveraged in the study of periodic temporal graphs and

leveraged for the benefit of network analysis.

Another key thing to note is a shift in information available in a temporal graph. In the

cases we are considering in this section, the graphs are pre-determined and known, so global

statistics can be computed. However, in practice we may only know the current configura-

tion of a network without knowing its future configurations – perhaps relying on probability

to provide possible futures. A temporal graph construction that views temporal graphs as a

dynamical system rather than a fixed object, would be extremely valuable to the field. This

would also be remarkably applicable to future space networks.

Another consideration is how local perspectives influence the system. Note that from the

vantage point of any given node at any given time, its imagining of the network will differ

from every other node. As such, constructing network views locally will have great influence

on consistency in routing across different components. It is imperative that tools, such as

sheaves, are utilized to synthesize and validate consistency of data across temporal networks.

This may be useful in the probabilistic or deterministic settings.

Directed Multigraphs

While not described in detail in this work, one method for modeling time-evolving networks

using directed multigraphs, and provided an alternate approach to pathfinding in Contact

Graph Routing based on these multigraphs. Upcoming work in205 will provide more of the

details of this alternate algorithm, including a proof that it requires less than or equal to the

number of iterations taken by the previous Contact Graph Dijkstra Search. It will also in-

clude experiments on simple networks simulated in SOAP that compare the two algorithms.

Future work in this area will likely continue to reformulate CGR in the language of di-

rected multigraphs. As mentioned above, one opportunity for this change in perspective

may be in the implementation of Yen’s algorithm, which uses Dijkstra’s algorithm repeatedly.
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While the existing version of CGR uses a version of Yen’s algorithm for contact graphs, it is

likely this could also be put in the framework of the multigraphs considered here. We hope

that reformulating CGR in the language of multigraphs will not only increase the speed of

computations but also lead to a more transparent approach to routing and serve as a founda-

tion for future algorithms.

Centrality Measures and Summary Graphs

Summary graphs, which we exposit in Section 6.1.2, represent an interesting way to collect

summary statistics for time-varying graphs. Determining which statistics are worth represent-

ing in this structure is a significant future project. Since summary graphs represent a kind of

lossy compression of time-varying graph structures, knowing which statistics are preserving

valuable information from the time-varying graphs is valuable outright. Moreover, if we want

to feed this information into a machine learning algorithm for optimization, summary graphs

seem primed for supplying concise yet relevant information.

Another interesting application of summary graphs comes in the form of network central-

ity measures. Typical network centrality measures are better suited to static graphs rather than

dynamic graphs. So, applying network centrality measures to the summary graph can yield

interesting ways to detect central nodes in a dynamic graph. Also, different summary statistics

will likely correspond to different rankings for the same centrality measures. Such a compari-

son would be of great interest to us.

There are also adaptations of network centrality measures for time-varying networks al-

ready. It would be interesting to compare the results of these dynamic centrality measures

with the same measures applied to different summary graphs. Certainly, this could detect

some of the information loss from compressing to the summary graph.

Zigzag Persistent Homology and Applied Topology

Zigzag persistence is an important topological tool and we provide some foundational infor-

mation and example in Section 6.1.3. One further extension for exploration would be leverag-
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ing the bottleneck distance to compare the persistence diagram of a subnetwork with that of

the larger, original network80. The bottleneck distance can be described in the following way:

Definition 6.1.8 (Bottleneck Distance). Given two finite diagramsD1, D2 ⊂ R2, we define

amatching as a bijectionm such thatm : D1 ∪ L → D2 ∪ L, where L ≜ {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 :

x1 = x2}. (n.b. strictly speaking, diagrams are multisets, but we can assume that all points in

our diagrams are distinct, since this does not alter the rest of our definition.) The cost c of a

matching is

c(m) ≜ sup
x∈D1

max (|x1 −m(x)1|, |x2 −m(x)2|)

Finally, we can say the bottleneck distance d between two diagrams is defined as

d(D1, D2) ≜ inf
m∈M

c(m)

whereM is the set of all matchings between the two diagrams.

The bottleneck distance is indeed a proper metric80. This metric finds the lowest-cost per-

fect matching between two persistence diagrams using the sup norm between points. It ac-

counts for the fact that two diagrams may have a different number of points by augmenting

the matched sets with all points on the diagonal. There are technical reasons why the points

on the diagonal are the “correct” default point to match to, but this information is beyond the

scope of this dissertation and is not salient. Equipped with this metric, we can thus compare

persistence diagrams of subnetworks with each other and with the persistence diagram for the

whole network.

Another way we hope to apply zigzag persistence to space networking is to apply it within

the context of CGR. After constructing the subnetworks, one can construct a contact plan

with this new structure. This reduces the number of vertices which in turn reduces the com-

putation time. Again, we can use the bottleneck distance to compare the two networks and

to see if this small change does not drastically change the underlying structure of the network.

We hope to use this as a way to justify subnetwork construction and show the feasibility of the

groupings.
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The final extension we would like to explore is looking at the clique complex of the network

as opposed to the simplicial complex associated to the network. A collection of vertices with

all pairwise connections is a simplex in a clique complex; if we have three points connected,

we fill in the triangular face, if we have four points connected to each other, we fill in the tetra-

hedron. This provides more information about the level of connectivity and the interaction

between multiple devices.

Graph Varieties and Applied Algebraic Geometry

The theory of graph varieties allows us to model a static network as an algebraic variety. Space

networks, however, are not static. Thus, it is necessary to formulate a theory of graph vari-

eties that can be applied to temporal networks. A naïve first approach to such a theory is to

view a temporal network as a sequence of graphs and simply compute the corresponding se-

quence of graph varieties, which as discussed in Section 1.2, does not work in general. One

possible solution is to leverage cellular sheaves, which are a powerful tool for analyzing net-

works63. Subsequently, an algebro-geometric analogue of the Dijkstra sheaf would, in theory,

give insight into the problem of finding shortest paths in a temporal network204. Dijkstra

sheaves are a specific type of sheaf that corresponds this algebraic topological structure with

Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm on static networks. It is known that Dijkstra’s algorithm

already works on temporal networks with sufficient regularity conditions69; combining this

result with Dijkstra sheaves would potentially deliver a “temporal Dijkstra sheaf” that could

provide insight into the structure of dynamic networks.

Game Theoretic Networking

As space networks become increasingly complex, requiring global communication for decision-

making is likely impossible given propagation delays that outlast windows of opportunity for

real-time feedback. It is clear that new modeling techniques for routing decisions are essential

for further space exploration. Game theory provides a well-developed foundation for under-

standing how decision-making might function in a network with incomplete information.
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It is, however, likely that there are subnetworks that can share enough data to be coop-

erative although between two such subnetworks cooperation is infeasible. Such mixed ap-

proaches have been used to studyWi-Fi congestion in apartment buildings and could be gen-

eralized and reapplied to large-scale DTNs286. It should be investigated if the output could be

used for real-time decision making for routing decisions, for example for load balancing.
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6.2. Routing Problems and Dynamic Graphs

In this section, we consider direct applications of our foundational dynamic graph theory to

Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN). We introduce this important application area, provide

its appropriate mathematical context, and then provide a few code-driven applications (e.g.

an FPGA-based project in tropical geometry and parameterized graphs). Through the lens of

dynamic networks, we see not only how we can solve problems in networking with dynamic

graphs.

6.2.1. Background

Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) is the standard approach to the networking of space sys-

tems with the goal of supporting the Solar System Internet (SSI). Current space networks

have a small scale and often depend on rigorously scheduled (pre-determined) contact oppor-

tunities; this manual approach inhibits scalability. The goal of this section is to recast these

scheduling problems in order to apply the optimization machinery of tropical geometry.

Contact opportunities in space are dependent on such factors as orbital mechanics and

asset availability, which induce time-varying connectivity; indeed, end-to-end connectivity

might never occur. Routing optimization within this structure is classically difficult and typ-

ically utilizes Dijkstra’s algorithm as applied to contact graphs. Alternatively, we follow the

successes of tropical geometry in train schedule optimization, job assignments, and even tra-

ditional networking, by extending this approach to this more general (i.e. disconnected) prob-

lem space.

These successes imply tropical geometry provides a useful framework in the context of

DTNs, starting with applications to queuing theory and long-haul links. Recently, tropi-

cal geometry has been applied to parametric path optimization on graphs with variable edge

weights. In this work, we extend these advances to account for the problem of routing in a

space network, and find that tropical geometry is well-suited to the challenges offered by this
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new setting, including contact schedules featuring probabilities. Our approach leverages the

combinatorial nature of the problem to give feasible shortest path trees in the presence of vari-

able channel conditions and latency, evolving topologies, and uncertainty inherent in space

routing.

We discuss our tropical approach to DTN for two Python implementations, a Verilog

Tropical ALU implementation, tropical frameworks for other parametric graph problems,

and solution stability. Lastly, a program for future work is included to illuminate the path

ahead.

6.2.2. Introduction

One major complication associated with space networking is that the links between assets

are constantly changing. Both in terms of links coming up and down, but also in terms of

channel characteristics. One such characteristic is latency, which is the time it takes for infor-

mation to leave the transmitter and arrive at the receiver. In space, this latency mainly arises

from light travel time, which can be significant (as many as tens of minutes between Earth and

Mars).

In addition, the main form of transmissions being electromagnetic waves means that a

space network will suffer due to the inverse-square law. This law basically dictates that the

power received is inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the transmitter. From

an information theoretic perspective, this severely limits the data rate one could hope to achieve

based on the physics of light alone, even ignoring any complications with modulations or elec-

tronics. Note that both latency and received power depend on distance, a quantity which is

constantly changing for assets in space. subsection 6.2.3 details an algorithm and two imple-

mentations that account for these limitations by casting them as a parametric shortest path

problem.

Below, in Figure 6.2, we see a small example of a space network between the Earth and five

satellites. Despite the relatively ‘small’ size - there are only six assets - the graph is highly depen-
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dent on orbital mechanics and hence time. This emphasizes the need for rigorous approaches

to parametric graphs in space communications.

Figure 6.2: An example space network that connects a system of satellites with communication nodes to Earth.

Parametric graphs are modeled as graphs with variable weights, see Definition 6.2.1. These

weights could correspond to distance (in light-seconds) or bit rate (in Mbps) for applications

to DTN. Regardless of their interpretation, one aims to find optimal paths as a function of

these weight parameters xi, which themselves could depend on time. The complexity of this

problem is reflected in a partition of parameter space, which depends on the topology of the

network as well as given weights. Over each region in this partition, optimal routing is de-

termined using a shortest path tree in the graph, but different regions may have the same or

different trees. Generating these regions and trees is accomplished in the tropical setting using

Joswig’s algorithm147, which is reviewed below. For a concrete example of a parametric graph,

consider Figure 6.3. Depending on the value of x, different routing decisions will be used and

a complete classification of these routing decisions, using tropical geometry, will be provided

later; see Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: An example of a parametric graph.

Another application of these methods comes from a recent analysis of the current standard

of DTN routing, contact graph routing95. Originally, it was thought that contact graphs were

acyclic, but it has recently been shown that they can in fact feature routing loops258. Hence,

one feature of our analysis is the ability to track how topological features - such as loops - both

arise and disappear as the underlying parameters vary. This motivates a more general paramet-

ric approach.

To summarize our contributions, we initiate a more general parametric and tropical geo-

metric approach to time-evolving graphs with variable edge characterizations. We provide a

slight generalization of the tropically inspired method of Joswig147 for solving the parametric

shortest path problem and prove two novel implementations of this algorithm: one in Python

and one using a Verilog 32-bit tropical arithmetic logic unit (ALU). Key to our approach is

the extraction of regions of parameter space where certain shortest path trees are optimal. By
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understanding these, one could design in advance what the routing tables should look like for

portions of a Solar System Internet. We then move beyond the tropical setting of Joswig to

provide a more general mathematical framework for other parametric graph problems and

characterize stability of solutions to these in a novel way. We anticipate that these methods

will be highly applicable to DTN as the characteristics of these networks include not only

time varying capacities, but also other time varying summaries of note, such as centrality.

Tropical Geometry and Max‐Plus Algebra

Before we proceed with the main line of analysis, we offer a quick summary of tropical geome-

try and its application to graph theory. Max-plus algebra and tropical geometry are rich topics

and their application to graph theory is well-studied183,57,12.

Tropical geometry, in broad strokes, can be thought of as a piecewise-linear version of al-

gebraic geometry, which studies solution sets (i.e. zero sets) of systems of polynomials. The

polyhedral view of tropical geometry allows one to phrase things like optimization problems

fairly easily, as we will see in subsection 6.2.3 and beyond.

Whereas ordinary geometry occurs over the ring of real numbersR, tropical geometry oc-

curs over the min-plus* semiringT = R ∪ {∞}where the operations of addition and multi-

plication are redefined as follows:

a⊕ b := min{a, b}

a⊗ b := a+ b

To illustrate how this works, we offer the following examples:

• 5⊕ 7 = 5,

• 5⊗ 7 = 12,
*One can define the max-plus semiring by instead including−∞ and defining the⊕ operation asmax

instead. We will use the min-plus semiring because in our optimization setting we wish to minimize path length.
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• a⊕b = a,

• a⊗b = ba,

• 5⊕∞ = 5, and

• 5⊗∞ =∞.

To see why a⊕b = a, note that a⊕b = min{a, . . . , a} = a, as this is a “added” to itself b

times. To understand a⊗b, observe that for b ∈ Z≥0 we may view exponentiation as repeated

application of the⊗ operation, b times. To extend this definition to all integers, we note that

a⊗−1 = −a since this is the additive (tropical multiplication) inverse of a. For b ∈ Q, we

can observe that (a⊗ 1
n )n = a so n(a⊗ 1

n ) = a, so a⊗ 1
n = 1

n
a. Lastly, we can perform a

process known as completion to get to our extended real values, but this is beyond the scope of

this work, but can be found in the core literature in analysis and related subjects246,161,278,156,

and126.

Generalizing the rules of tropical arithmetic to tropical matrices casts new light on classi-

cal lessons from graph theory. Recall that associated to a (di)graph is the adjacency matrixA,

whereAi,j = 1 if there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j, andAi,j = 0 otherwise. It is well

known that taking the nth power of the adjacency matrix enumerates walks from vertex i to

vertex j of length n.

Analogously, one can perform a similar process for a weighted (di)graph in the tropical set-

ting, where the entries in the matrix are now the weights of the arcs. Taking tropical powers of

this weight matrix now calculates the total weight of the shortest walk from vertex i to vertex

j. See57 207 for a detailed explanation on this process, as well as a proper definition of tropi-

cal matrix operations. These observations have yielded fruitful insights in the study of train

schedules, robotics, and many other applications; see285.
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6.2.3. Joswig Algorithm Generalization

For this subsection, unless explicitly stated, we are working with weighted, parametric di-

graphs, i.e. directed graphs where some arcs have constant values associated with them (weights),

and some arcs have variables associated with them (parameters). Further note that in147, they

work with parametric digraphs satisfying an additional condition which they call “separabil-

ity” which means that each parameter only appears as part of one arc’s parameter expression.

Figure 6.3 satisfies this separability property. For our work, we allow our graphs to not have

this quality so that we can eventually substitute functions of time for our parameters. This

is a minor distinction, but it does limit the claims we can make about our overall solution

spaces at the end of our work. Lastly, we assume that all parameter values and edge weights are

restricted to be non-negative, and that our graphs have a single sink (or source). These are typi-

cal assumptions of Dijkstra’s algorithm, which is employed as a step in the Joswig algorithm.

Definitions

In the subsections that follow, we assume the reader has some familiarity with data structures

and algorithms. For the reader who wishes to gain this background knowledge, we refer to294

and148.

Let T be a spanning tree in a graphG. Define PT (v) as the cost of the unique path from

the source s to the vertex v in T . Furthermore, define d(vw) as the cost of the arc between v

andw, with d(vw) = ∞ if there is no arc. For a general path s = v1, v2, . . . , vn−1, vn = v,

the cost is given by summation, i.e.

P (v) =
n−1∑
i=1

d(vivi+1).
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Figure 6.4: An analytical solution of cell decomposition and associated shortest path trees corresponding to Figure 6.3.
Results from applying the Joswig algorithm described below. Each interval shows the values of parameter x for which each
tree (T0, T1, T2) optimal. Note that there is a fourth tree omitted, which is the same as T0 except with the path to v1
going along the leftmost edge with weight 5. It is omitted because there are no values of x that make it optimal.

A parametric arc is an edge whose weight is given by a variable. We are interested in graphs

with (possibly) multiple parametric arcs and their corresponding parametric shortest path

trees. For emphasis, we recall that we restrict ourselves to non-negative edge weights for both

constant and parametric arcs.

Now that we’ve defined some notation, we can describe how one approaches parametric

graphs like the one in Figure 6.3. See Definition 6.2.1 for a formal definition of a parametric

graph.

Algorithm

The algorithm given in147 can be summarized as follows:

1. Take a weakly connected digraphGwith (variable) edge parameters x1, . . . , xn, ini-

tialized to any non-negative values α1, . . . , αn, fixing a source vertex s. Denote this

initialized graphG(α1, . . . , αn).

2. PerformDijkstra’s algorithm on the initialized graphG(α1, . . . , αn) to generate a

shortest path tree T rooted at s.

3. Now consideringGwith original (un-initialized) edge parameters, iterate through each

edge vw not in T as follows: consider PT (w) and d(vw) + PT (v). If they are incom-

parable, add PT (w) ≤ d(vw) + PT (v) to the system of inequalities associated with T .

Then generate a new tree T ′, obtained by removing the path in T tow and replacing it
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with the path tow through v via vw. If T ′ is not already in the list, and is also a shortest

path tree, append T ′ to the list.

4. Repeat step 3 for each tree until no new trees are generated.

The result is a family of shortest path trees, along with systems of inequalities associated to

each tree that defines the region of parameter space where that tree is the shortest path tree.

A visual representation of this output is shown in Figure 6.4*. This process of taking a para-

metric graph, iterating through its paths, and generating trees along with inequalities is the

essence of the Joswig algorithm. This is in fact tropical because the systems of inequalities can

be viewed as (systems of) tropical polynomial equations, an observation which is explored

in57. Each shortest path tree T in the solution family is encoded as a set of monomials which

minimize a tropical polynomial for a certain subset of parameter space, which is defined by

the inequalities associated to T. Some trees will never be optimal for any value of the parame-

ters, which is reflected by the associated set of inequalities giving an unfeasible solution set (i.e.

bounding an empty region).

Implementations

The algorithm above was implemented† previously by Ewgenij Gawrilow in Polymake as an

optimized extension of Polymake 4.1. In an effort to make the implementation more acces-

sible and applicable to engineering problems, we developed two object oriented implemen-

tations written in Python with minimal dependencies. This not only makes it easier to read

and understand, but also makes things like field programmable gate array (FPGA) implemen-

tations much more feasible. Moreover, the implementation generalizes the algorithm: while

previous impementations required edge functions to be linear, the algorithm implemented

here was modified to apply to arbitrary functions, such as sin(t).

*Although we include dashed lines to indicate edges from our original graph, technically the shortest path
tree only consists of the solid edges.

†Link to implementation: https://polymake.org/extensions/polytropes
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To begin, we should first acknowledge the efficacy of the naive solution: the naive solu-

tion here would be to just sample points in the parameter space of the edge weights and keep

track of which sample points correspond to which shortest path trees. However, without

any good way to pick samples, this severely limits the accuracy to which one can approximate

the boundaries between different regions. Moreover, this approach doesn’t leverage the fact

that the regions in parameter space corresponding to a shortest path tree are all convex: If the

points x and y both yield the same tree T , then any point on the line segment between x and

y must also correspond to T . This observation gives us a good idea of how to start approxi-

mating solutions.

Figure 6.5: An example sequence of steps in the binary search.

Our first implementation is a boundary approximation method based on binary search,

and utilizes convexity of these regions in an essential way. The purpose of approximating is

to verify our other implementation, but also eventually the Polymake implementation. The

problem with this method is that it is inefficient in both memory and time, since it requires

sampling a large number of points. The advantage, however, when compared to the naive so-

lution, is that this approximation can be tuned to arbitrary precision, limited by floating point

accuracy, among other things. So, while it may not be practical for deployment in a space
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network, it will at least be accurate enough to determine the validity of our more efficient

methods.

This method operates recursively. In one dimension, i.e. only one edge weight is variable,

the shortest path tree is found and recorded with the parameter set to the minimum value (e.g.

0). Then another tree is found with the parameter set to the sum of all constant weights (so ig-

noring parameters) in the graph*. If the two trees are the same, then we only have one shortest

path tree feasible and are finished. If they’re not, then one recursively performs a binary search

between these left and right bounds to find the boundary between the two regions, slowly

squeezing these bounds in. In the case that a sample lands on a region with a shortest path

tree not yet sampled, the problem is divided into two binary searches – one between the left

bound and the sample point, and one between the sample point and the right bound. This

process is repeated until the recursion depth reaches a specified limit. This recursion depth

determines the accuracy of the approximation, and depths of 5 or 10 seem to suffice for the

applications we tested.

Here’s an example corresponding to Figure 6.5. The output of this example from our im-

plementation is given in Figure 6.6.

1. Initialize † the search with L = 0,R = 14 = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5, and S = (L+R)/2 = 7.

2. Check containment of L, S, andR from step 1. Generate sample S = 3.5 sinceL = 0

corresponds to T0 andR = 7 corresponds to T2.

3. Repeat above to generate sample S = 1.75.

4. Checking sample S = 1.75 reveals containment in the region for T1, unique from T0

and T2 regions. Generate two new samples for two new searches, one between step 3’s

L and S, and another between step 3’s S andR.

*In one dimension, this is guaranteed to lie in the region extending off to infinity since any path without the
parametric arc, assuming such a path exists, will be better than any path including the parametric arc. That is, for
any value of the parameter above this sum, you will still get the same shortest path tree.

†In one dimension, we can ignore all parameter values above the sum of all constant weights (i.e. not param-
eters). There may be tighter bounds, and in some trivial cases, such as no constant weights, this is actually too
tight as it is.
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...

n.After repeated iterations, end up with a reasonable approximation of boundaries at 1

and 3.

Figure 6.6: Example output of binary (first) implementation applied to Figure 6.3. Note that this agrees with the solution
given in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.7: Example graph with two parameters. Note the separability.

For two dimensions (i.e. two parametric edges), we essentially repeat the one dimensional

process outlined above on a series of lines going through our region of interest. Since we are

working in two dimensions, we no longer have the guarantee that regions are constant beyond

the total weight of the non-parameterized edges. We provide an example in Figure 6.7 with pa-

rameters x and y. For this case, it is easiest to just pick arbitrarily large values, sayM , assuming

one of the boundaries isn’t y = x, and search along all lines between (0, 0), (0,M), (M, 0),

and (M,M). Then, picking a number of sample points n, e.g. n = 5, one draws sets of 5

lines, each set of lines drawn between a vertex and points along one of the opposite edges. An

example of this is shown in Figure 6.8. The intuition here is that we are trying to avoid sam-

pling a line perfectly over a boundary, although this may occur in some cases. Generically, our

sample lines will go through several regions to help ’detect’ as many boundaries as possible,

and this is one approach. The result of this two dimensional binary search is shown in Figure
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6.9.

Figure 6.8: Lines for two parameter binary search, n = 5 sample lines, corresponding to Figure 6.7

Figure 6.9: Example output of binary (first) implementation applied to Figure 6.7.

Our second implementation* is a modified version of the algorithm described above and
*Link to implementation: https://github.com/jacleveland/joswig
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in147. It works by generating a list of all paths possible in the graph, along with the total cu-

mulative weight along each path, as well as whether or not there are variable edges along that

path. For each path not on the tree being considered, it solves for the boundary between two

regions. One region corresponds to the tree with the original path. The other other region

corresponds to the tree with the new path. For example, consider Figure 6.4 which shows the

tree T0. Fix v4 and v2 and consider the two paths between them, one going through v3 with

weight x + 3, and one directly between v4 and v2 with weight 4. We know the boundary be-

tween the region for T0 and the region for T1 is exactly when x + 3 = 4, i.e. x = 1, since we

are fixing the other edges, namely the path going from v4 to v1 through v3. Lastly, we would

find the boundary between T1 and T2 by noting that the boundary between them is exactly

when x + 2 = 5, i.e. x = 3. For our example, in Figure 6.4, since there is only one parameter,

our boundaries are fixed values. The output of this implementation applied to the graph in

Figure 6.3 is shown in Figure 6.10, which shows that our boundaries between regions are at

x = 1 and x = 3. In two parameters, the boundaries between cells are lines. The dashed lines

between the regions in Figure 6.8 are such boundaries.

Figure 6.10: Example output of our Joswig (second) implementation applied to Figure 6.3. Note that this agrees with the
solution given in Figure 6.4.
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More generally, for a graph with d-dimensional parameter space, these boundaries* are d−1

dimensional affine subspaces ofRd. Assuming separability, i.e. all of the variable edge weights

are represented by unique xi, we know that there will only be coefficients of±1 or 0 in front

of each parameter, along with a constant representing the shifting of the affine subspace.† In

essence, we are solving for this constant, and the sign of the coefficient of each variable, which

will depend on which path each variable appears on, if at all‡.

Figure 6.11: Waveform associated with the Verilog Tropical ALU implementation.

*Note that points on the boundary represent parameter values associated with multiple trees that are equally
optimal. One may convince themselves of this fact by observing that in Figure 6.4, when x = 1, both T0 and T1
are optimal because x+ 3 = 4when x = 1.

†Even if one didn’t have separability for the parametric graph, one could force separability by a relabeling
process where x on two different arcs would be replaced by y and z, and the process would be performed on this
more general graph.

‡It is important to note, however, that some of these inequalities will be superfluous, if for example you have
two parallel arcs (i.e. same source and sink) with the same exact variables, but the constants of one path add up
to a smaller weight than the other. This issue can be solved by pruning the graph to begin before performing the
computations, or alternatively, applying separability and treating the variables separately.
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R0 = 0x00000000; //register file

R1 = 0x80000000; //initialization

R2 = 0xFFFFFFFF;

R3 = 0x7FFFFFFF;

R4 = 0x00000001;

R0 = R1 & R2;

R0 = R1 | R2;

R0 = min(R3,R4); //oplus

R0 = R3 + R4; //otimes

R0 = min(R1,R2);

Figure 6.12: High level representation of program being demonstrated in the waveform of Figure 6.11.

Verilog Implementation

In addition to working on Python implementations, great strides were also made in creating

our Verilog implementation* of a 32-bit tropical arithmetic logic unit (ALU). This tropical

ALU is capable of executing instructions for the⊕ and⊗ as well as the logical AND and OR

operations. The 32nd bit indicates the∞ of the tropical semiring, i.e.

32’b1xxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx_xxxx.

The arithmetic operations here represent the usual operations as defined in §6.2.2. Note that

for⊗, overflowing results in finite values for simplicity, as demonstrated by the waveform in

Figure 6.11. An alternative is to have⊗ overflow to∞ since any value larger than 231 − 1

could be considered to be∞. As a compromise, future revisions could include an overflow

mode that selects between overflowing normally and overflowing to infinity.

*Verilog implementation available here: https://github.com/jacleveland/tropicalu.
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6.2.4. Parameter space decompositions for weighted graphs

In this subsection, we discuss several natural mathematical extensions of the framework intro-

duced in147. First, we discuss what happens when one changes the problem under considera-

tion from the single source shortest path problem to other problems of interest for a weighted

graph. Second, we consider how the parameter space perspective allows us to characterize

some of these problems, even when they don’t yield tropical formulations. One upshot of this

subsection is the ability to define a principled notion of stability of solutions to these para-

metric problems. The results of this subsection are outside the purview of traditional tropical

geometry, though the perspective taken is heavily inspired by the tropical geometric approach

to parametric routing.

Tropical Graph Problems

To formally describe more general parametric problems on graphs, we introduce some termi-

nology:

Definition 6.2.1. LetG be a graph with n nodes V and k edgesE. LetE ′ ⊂ E be a subset

of edges of sizem ≤ k, and suppose that we assign to each e ∈ E ′ an affine function in the

real variable xe, and all other edges s ∈ E \ E ′ a constant weight. We call weighted graphs as

defined above parametric graphs. We refer toRm, wherem = |E ′|, as the parameter space of

G, and identify each x ∈ Rm with a fixed choice of parameter values onG.

For a fixed parametric graphGwithm ≤ k parametric edges, every point x in parameter

spaceRm corresponds to a different choice of weights forG.

Definition 6.2.2. A parametric problem P on a weighted graphGwithm parametric edges

is described by the following:

• A set of discrete objects called the solution set J ;

• An assignment h : Rm → P(J), whereP(J) is the power set of J .
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Example 1. The parametric all-pairs shortest path problem on a weighted graphG = (V,E)

has as its solution the set of all paths U where:

• For each x, y ∈ V , U contains a unique path pxy from x to y;

• If pxy has a subpath from u tow, then puw is given by this subpath.

The assignment h : Rm → J maps each weight vector to the set(s)* of lowest weight paths in

J .

Example 2. The parameterized max-flow problem on a weighted graphGwith source vsrc

and sink vsk has as its solution set all graph cuts separating vsrc from vsk, i.e. the set of all min-

imal sets of edgesQ = {e1, e2, . . . , el} such that whenQ is removed fromG, vsrc and vsk are

in different connected components ofG. The assignment h : Rm → J maps each weight

vector to the minimal weight cut(s) in J .

Definition 6.2.3. LetG be a parameterized graph withm parameterized edges. Let P be a

problem onGwith a discrete solution set J . Let h : Rm → J be the assignment function

for P . For each α ∈ J , let Uα := h−1(α) be the region inRm assigned to α. We say that

UJ := {Uα | α ∈ J} be the decomposition ofRm induced by J .

Following through the definitions, one quickly sees that the decomposition ofRm induced

by the all-pairs shortest path problem on a graphGwithm parameterized edges is in fact the

same tropical hypersurface introduced in147. We observe that many natural parametric prob-

lems on graphs may also be phrased in terms of tropical equations, and hence will decompose

parameter space into cells given by a tropical hypersurface. We will term such problems as trop-

ical graph problems. We now give a (certainly non-exhaustive) list of tropical graph problems:

• Single source shortest path

• All-pairs shortest path

*Note that two paths pxy and sxy can be equivalent in terms of having optimal path length and allowing
equivalently optimal paths to branch off of them as well. Recall that in subsection 6.2.3, any point on the bound-
ary between two cells had at least two equivalent shortest path trees. Hence some weight vectors will map to
multiple equally optimal solutions.
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• Minimum spanning tree

• Traveling salesman

• Max-flow

Knowing that a problem is a tropical graph problem immediately provides a lot of infor-

mation about the parameter space decomposition. This is due to the regularity of tropical

hypersurfaces: for instance, we are guaranteed that for any solution α ∈ J the region assigned

to α is a convex,m-dimensional set with piecewise linear boundary, i.e. convex polytopes. Fur-

thermore, we know almost all parameter vectors have a unique solution.*

This structure makes such decompositions of parameter space much easier to determine

with algorithms, using for instance the algorithm described in the previous subsections, or

with substantial modification.

We are also guaranteed that if we take natural “combinations” of such problems, the result-

ing parameter space decomposition is once again tropical. In particular, consider the natu-

ral definition of a product of problems, i.e. a problem with solution set given by a Cartesian

product of solution sets for other problems. As natural examples of problems that can be

phrased as products of simpler problems, note that shortest path spanning tree may be written

as a product of instances of shortest path with fixed endpoints, and that all pairs shortest path

may in turn be written as a product of instances of shortest path spanning tree. The follow-

ing lemma is trivial from a tropical geometry perspective, but is worth mentioning in our new

language:

Lemma 6. Suppose that PI , PJ are problems with assignments given by tropical polynomials

hI , hJ : Rm → T. Then the assignment for PI × PJ is given by the tropical polynomial

hI
⊗

hJ .

Though one may always define such a product regardless of whether the problems are trop-

ical, it is comforting to know that tropical problems are closed under this operation.

*Note that parameter vectors on the boundary between two cells will correspond to two or more different
solutions in J .
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More General Problems

From the above discussion, one might be inclined to think that all natural parameterized

graph optimization problems are tropical. This is not the case, and a prominent example of

problems that do not have this property arise from various centrality measures, which are in-

troduced in Section 6.1.2.

Example 3. A parameterized centrality problem on a weighted graphG has as its solution set

all orderings of vertices, where we allow for orderings where two or more vertices to “tie”. The

assignment h : Rm → J maps a parameter vectorw to the ordering on vertices induced by a

chosen centrality measure computed onGwith weights given byw.

Commonly used centrality measures include eigenvector, Katz and betweenness centrality,

see29. For a given centrality problem with assignment h, we may consider the decomposition

induced by orderings on the vertex set. However, we find that the cells in this decomposition

are in general no longer convex with piecewise linear boundaries.

Example 4. Consider parameterized eigenvector centrality on a parameterized graphG. Sup-

pose thatG hasm parameterized edges, and consider the parameterized adjacency matrix

AG(w), which is a function ofw ∈ Rm. Then we see that both the maximum eigenvalue

and the corresponding maximal eigenvector

AG(w)v = λmax(w)v

depends onw. Notice that by definition of the adjacency matrix, the ith entry of the eigen-

vector vi may be identified with the ith vertex ofG. The eigenvector centrality of a graph is

defined to be the ordering imposed on the vertices by the “score function” given by the entries

of v, which in the parametric regime is a function of our parameter vector.

We see that solution regions are defined by the (in)equalities of the form

∑
j

aij(w)vi = λmax(w)vi
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vi(w) ≥ vk(w), i ̸= k.

These (in)equalities almost look like the defining (in)equalities of a semi-algebraic set, and

indeed if λmax were constant this would be the case. However, λmax depends on the paramet-

ric characteristic polynomial of the matrixAG(w) and hence is (generically) not a polynomial.

Example 5. Despite the difficulties presented by the general case, for certain graph architec-

tures one is able to compute the corresponding eigenvector centrality decomposition without

too much difficulty. For instance, consider the star graph with n edges, i.e. the graph with

n + 1 vertices such that there is an edge from the first vertex to all other vertices, and no other

vertices are connected by edges. The parameter space of the weight space isRn. The principal

eigenvector is given by (1, w1

||w||2 ,
w2

||w||2 , . . . ,
wn

||w||2 )where ||w||2 =
√
w2

1 + w2
2 . . .+ w2

n. Thus

we see that every possible permutation σ ∈ Sn+1 that fixes 1 is a possible solution for this

problem, as the ranking is ordered by the ordering on the weights, apart from vertex 1 which

is always central. The set of these are in bijection with the symmetric group Sn, and hence we

define the set of regions

Uσ = {(w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ Rn |wσ(i) ≥ wσ(j), σ ∈ Sn},

which define the regions of parameter space for which σ is the ordering induced by the eigen-

vector.

The situation for Katz centrality is similarly complicated. It is interesting to note that Katz

centrality depends on a parameter such that when one takes an appropriate limit, eigenvector

centrality is recovered, and hence we expect their respective parameter space decompositions

to converge as well. In contrast, the betweenness centrality decomposition yields a description

that, while not tropical, can be constructed using convex polytopal regions:

Theorem 7 (Betweenness Centrality is a Polytope Complex). Let β∗ be the assignment in-

duced by betweenness centrality. Then for all α ∈ J the region h−1(α) is a union of convex

polytopal regions, glued along (potentially empty) faces. In other words, h−1(α) is a polytope

complex.
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Proof. Wemay record the betweenness ofN nodes as a vector in β(w) ∈ RN , which we

write this way to emphasize thew ∈ Rm dependence. From this, we obtain a solution (for

parameterw) to the betweenness centrality problem by considering the ordering of entries of

β(w), which we have denoted β∗(w).

Consider the betweenness of a vertex v ∈ V , which we denote β(w)v. Recall that this is

given by the formula ∑
s ̸=v ̸=t

σst(v)

σst
.

The key observation is that both σst and σst(v) are determined solutions to the all-pairs-

shortest path problem, as both quantities are given by the size of subsets of the set of n(n−1)
2

optimal paths for a given weight vector. Hence, we see if β(w)v ≥ β(w)q for v, q ∈ V ,

then this inequality holds for all vectorsw in the same region asw in the all-pairs shortest path

problem. Thus, β∗(w) : Rm → J defines a face-wise constant function on the decomposi-

tion induced onRm by the all-pairs shortest path problem onG. There may be multiple cells

of the all-pairs shortest path problem that induce the same ordering α, hence (β∗)−1(α)may

be a union of polytopes, which are necessarily glued along (possibly empty) faces as they are

chosen from a decomposition where all regions have this property.

Graph Symmetries and Parameter Space Decompositions

A challenge with constructing or even sampling parameter space decompositions is that for

any graph of reasonable size one is quickly confronted with a high dimensional problem.

However, if the graph topology in question has nontrivial automorphisms, we may be able

to leverage the additional symmetry to simplify the decomposition, provided that the particu-

lar problem in question respects these symmetries. For simplicity, we will assume that all edges

ofG are parametric.

Definition 6.2.4. LetG = (V,E) be a graph. A graph automorphism ψ is a bijection from

G to itself such that if v andw are adjacent inG then ψ(v) and ψ(w) are also adjacent. The

automorphisms of a graph form a group, which we denoteAut(G).
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Lemma 8. LetG be a graph withm edges, all of which are parameteric. Then for all suchG

(outside of 3 cases), ψ ∈ Aut(G) induces an automorphism on parameter spaceRm, where

the automorphism is given by permuting the coordinates ofRm.

Proof. For all graphs (excluding 3 cases that are outlined in Corollary 3.3 of243), the vertex

automorphism group of a graph is isomorphic to the edge automorphism group of the graph

(i.e. automorphisms of its line graph). Edge automorphisms are bijections from the edge set to

itself satisfying certain conditions, and hence they induce bijections on the edge variables.

Proposition 9. Let P be a problem in the following set of parametric graph problems: End-to-

end shortest path, shortest path tree, traveling salesman tour, all pairs shortest path, between-

ness centrality, Katz centrality, eigenvector centrality. Let h : Rm → J be the assignment

for P . Then there is an action ofAut(G) on J that commutes with the action ofAut(G) on

Rm, i.e. such that ψ(h−1(x)) = h−1(ψ(x)) for all ψ ∈ Aut(G).

Proof. Wewill prove the results for all-pairs shortest path and for eigenvector centrality and

comment that the other cases follow similarly.

Suppose that x is a solution to the end-to-end shortest path problem between vertex i and

vertex j with respect to parameter vectorw = (w1, w2, . . . , wm). Then x is a path pij =

vi1vi2 . . . vil. ψ ∈ Aut(G) acts on paths inG, by mapping pij to ψ(pij), where

ψ(pij) =ψ(vi1)ψ(vi2) . . . ψ(vil)

=vψ(i1)vψ(i2) . . . vψ(il),

where we have written the action in a way to emphasize the fact that graph automorphisms

can be viewed as certain relabelings of the vertex set. We denote the induced action on labels as

ψ. It is clear that pij is optimal forw iff ψpij is optimal for (wψ(1), wψ(2), . . . , wψ(n)), which

shows that h−1(ψ(x)) = ψ(h−1(x)) and proves the result for end-to-end shortest path. Now

let x be a solution to all-pairs shortest path. Hence x is a union paths pij for each i, j ∈ V ,
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and by defining the action of ψ to be the diagonal action on the union of these paths, we see

that the same result holds for all-pairs shortest path.

For eigenvector centrality, note that the action of ψ ∈ Aut(G) onG permutes the columns

and rows of the adjacency matrixA ofG. Hence we see ifAx = λx then ψ(Ax′) = λx′,

where x′ is the vector with x′i = xψ(i). Thus we may define an induced action ψ on eigenvec-

tors ofA, and see that this commutes with the action of ψ onG.

Corollary 1. Let v ∈ V , and let h(w) = σw denote the solution to any of the parameterized

centrality problems in the above proposition, i.e. σw is the induced ordering from V to [n].

Then if σw(v) is constant as a function ofw, then v is fixed by all automorphisms ofG.

An example demonstrating the above corollary is the central vertex in the n-star graph. A

similar result holds for solutions to the various routing problems in the Proposition 3.13, and

more sophisticated statements relating the action ofAut(G) to the symmetries of parame-

ter space exist. In theory, incorporating these symmetries into algorithms such as the one de-

scribed in147 should result in faster computations, as it will only be necessary to compute a

subspace of the total decomposition, and then use the action ofAut(G) on parameter space

to reconstruct the rest.

6.2.5. Stability of solution sets

Recall that h : Rm → J . Considering the geometry of h−1(x)* gives rise to new perspec-

tives for parametric problems on graphs. In some sense, the size and shape of the set h−1(x)

corresponding to a solution x ∈ J should reflect how “stable” to perturbation this optimal

solution is. Consider for instance a convex solution set h−1(x) = U with large volume and

“small” boundary measure. Then one can reasonably assume that small perturbations of most

vectors in U will stay inside U . In contrast, if U has small volume, or has large volume but

with a comparably large boundary (e.g. if U looks like a tree) then we lose such guarantees.

*Called the fiber of h at x.
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Tomake these ideas precise, we will need to appeal to the language ofmeasures. Informally,

a measure is a function that assigns a mass to a set. One of their primary applications is in

probability theory, where a (normalized) measure on a space of possible events provides a way

of assigning a probability to a subset of events occurring. With this in mind, consider the fol-

lowing definitions:

Definition 6.2.5. Let µ be a measure on a measurable space, and let f : X → Y be a measur-

able map. The pushforward measure f∗(µ) is defined by setting f∗µ(A) = µ(f−1(A)) for all

measurableA ⊂ Y .

Definition 6.2.6. Let µ be a compactly supported measure onRm, letG be a graph withm

parameterized edges. Let h : Rm → J be the assignment for a problem P with solution set J .

Then we say h∗µ is the measured induced by h relative µ.

Before proceeding, we explain two natural ways one may obtain measures induced on pa-

rameter space in a networking setting. For concreteness, suppose our system of interest is

modeled by n agents arranged on a graph with fixed topology, but possibly changing edge

weights, which may represent for instance distance or available channel capacity.

Example 6. Suppose that our edge weights are subject to uncertainty, due to environmental

factors or to account for the possibility transmission errors. This can be modeled by assigning

a probability measure µi to the edge i, and letting µ =
∏m

i=1 µi. For instance, in the standard

white noise model for communication channels, each µi is a one-dimensional Gaussian distri-

bution, and µ is thus anm-dimensional Gaussian. µ induces a measure on each cell h−1(x) in

our decomposition, corresponding to how often x is the optimal solution given the presence

of uncertainty modeled by µ.

Example 7. Even in a completely deterministic system, time-evolving edge weights induce a

measure on parameter space. For instance, suppose that our edge weights evolve periodically

in time. We may view then view the evolution of this system as a closed loopC : R → Rm

with period T inRm. This defines a measure µC on our solution set J , such that for any x ∈
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J we have

µC(h
−1(x)) =

∫
h−1(x)

C(t) dt,

i.e. the measure induced by the amount of time our system spends in the region h−1(x).

We now offer two different definitions of stability for a solution set h−1(x), relative to an

induced measure h∗µ.

Definition 6.2.7. Let h : Rm → J be a parameterized problem onG, and let µ be a com-

pactly supported measure onRm. Then for x, y ∈ J , we say that x is more stable than y if

h∗µ(x) ≥ h∗µ(y).We call x∗ = argmaxx∈J{h∗(µ)(x)} the maximally stable solution.

Definition 6.2.8. Let h : Rm → J be a parameterized problem onG, and let µ be a com-

pactly supported measure onRm. For each x ∈ J and ϵ > 0, letWϵ(x) be the subset of

h−1(x) of all y such thatBϵ(y) ⊂ h−1(x). Then for x, y ∈ J , we say that x is more ϵ-stable

than y if µ(Wϵ(x)) ≥ µ(Wϵ(y)). x∗ = argmaxx∈J{Wϵ(x)} is the maximally ϵ-stable solu-

tion.

Stability describes the optimality of a solution up to uncertainty captured by the probabil-

ity distribution µ. ϵ-stability also captures this, but additionally accounts for the possibility of

a small perturbation of the inputs. This more closely mimics the stability described in the be-

ginning of this subsection, in that sets with relatively small boundary measure are necessarily

more stable. Notice that as ϵ→ 0, ϵ-stability recovers stability.

Even for tropical graph problems, determining stability and ϵ-stability is computationally

nontrivial. Exact solutions to this problem in full generality is at least as difficult as comput-

ing the volume of an n-dimensional polytope, which is known to be computationally chal-

lenging36. However, there are known to be more efficient approximation schemes (e.g.79),

and it would be interesting to see how such schemes perform on computing stability or ϵ-

stability from systems arising from data.
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6.2.6. Conclusion and Future Work

Tropical geometry offers a new potential avenue for approaching delay tolerant networking.

The main potential comes from the fact that tropical geometry is a natural setting for study-

ing optimization problems, many of which can be expressed tropically146. As demonstrated

above, some normally intractable problems become feasible in the tropical setting. Moreover,

tropical approaches have been verified to work for scheduling trains285 which are similar to

delay tolerant networks in many ways. One similarity is that trains may have to wait in certain

stations, similar to how some bundles have to be buffered at certain nodes. Another similarity

is that a train may travel along a path without end to end connectivity, similar to the nature of

delay tolerant networks.

The algorithms and framework detailed in this section extend the utility from trains and

traditional linear optimization towards the temporal setting of DTNs, and can be used to

analyze current and future networks. For example, given a network metric, one may ask for

the optimal way to add another communication node.

Because tropical geometry lends itself to computation, including by FPGA, local algo-

rithms that use a tropical-geometric approach to decision-making are feasible, offering a direct

path to implementation.

We have also shown how the perspective of studying a parametric problem on a graph

through the geometry of its parameter space bears fruit even outside the strict tropical frame-

work. To our knowledge this perspective is underdeveloped in the temporal graph literature.

We end with suggestions for future directions:

Future Work

• Solving temporal networking problems could be made possible through the application

of parametric graph optimization. One way to demonstrate this would be to simulate

a space network using orbital analysis software, and then attempt to make routing deci-

sions based on the state of the network over time.
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• Determine stability of an optimal solution for mild perturbations of the associated

graph in parameter space. Howmuch error are we allowed to have in a given network

to still meet a threshold quality of service?

• Study the case when edge weights are unpredictable, and instead when edge stability

follows a probability distribution with respect to time. What modifications are needed

to our approach for this case?

• Study what factors (e.g. bit rate, latency, network demand) are appropriate for analysis

as parameters in the context of our approach.

• Finish off Verilog Tropical ALU by adding signed arithmetic, logical and arithmetic

shifts, pipeline, flow control (branches, jumps), branch prediction, co-processors, and

cache. Implement companion Python matrix multiplication programs for driving an

FPGAwith several instances of a Tropical ALU (CPU) onboard.

• Investigate the behavior along boundaries of cells in the single source shortest path case.

Define a (co)sheaf over the cells and their boundaries that maps trees over these cells.

• Extend the Joswig implementation to higher parameter dimensions, arbitrary graphs,

and the ability to solve for trees in time intervals when the parameters are given by arbi-

trary continuous functions in parameter space.
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6.3. Final Notes

The study of space networking is an exciting and crucial field that has captivated the imagi-

nation of people across the globe*. Over the past century, we have made incredible strides in

exploring the vast and mysterious expanse of space. Developing space networks will be instru-

mental in unlocking the secrets of the cosmos and achieving our goals of exploring the final

frontier. One of the critical components of space networking is long-distance communication,

which is vital for communicating with the International Space Station and probes that travel

beyond our Solar System. Dynamic networks play a significant role in this process, providing

a framework for studying communication in this unique and valuable environment.

This chapter has explored the structure and nature of space networks, including lunar net-

works and routing issues in broader settings. It has provided a comprehensive theoretical

framework for studying dynamic networks in the context of space networking and showcased

examples, data, and other empirical results of their effectiveness. Moreover, this chapter high-

lights the critical role that mathematical and computational tools play in space networking.

These tools help researchers better understand the dynamics of space networks and design

new, innovative solutions to the challenges that arise.

The potential benefits of space networking are vast and far-reaching, from developing new

technologies and unlocking the mysteries of the universe to advancing our understanding of

the origins of life. As we continue to explore the cosmos, the development of space networks

will be instrumental in achieving our goals and taking humanity to new heights.

The study of space networking is essential and fascinating; it has the potential to revolu-

tionize our understanding of the universe. By leveraging the power of dynamic networks and

cutting-edge mathematical and computational tools, researchers can continue to advance our

understanding of space communication and design the next generation of space networks.

With these tools at our disposal, the possibilities for space exploration are truly limitless.

*This section was partly written by ChatGPT218, inspired by our study in machine learning in Section 5.2.
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Part III

Looking Forward
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An equation has no meaning for me unless it expresses a

thought of God.

Srinivasa Ramanujan Aiyangar

7
Conclusion

N
etworks are all around us, all the time. In this dissertation, we have traversed the

labyrinthine landscape of dynamic networks, uncovering part of their fascinating

nature. Systems of dynamic networks are non-local, yet analyzable; natural, yet abstract; and

computationally tractable, yet hard*. As we stand on the precipice of this intellectual journey,

we are afforded the opportunity to reflect upon the profound implications of our findings

and the potential they hold for reshaping our understanding of these remarkable systems.

*Though, they are sometimes too hard and sometimes evenNP-hard.
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7.1. Overview of Results

Dynamic networks, as we have demonstrated, transcend the boundaries of traditional spa-

tial and temporal constraints. Their non-locality lends a certain elegance to the underlying

mechanisms of dynamic networks, allowing them to adapt and evolve in response to the ever-

changing environments they inhabit. Their modeling power renders them as natural phe-

nomena that seamlessly integrate with the very fabric of our world, reflecting the inherent

dynamism and interconnectedness that define the complex tapestry of life.

Our exploration of these networks began in earnest with Chapter 4, where we delved into

the realm of viral models of spread. Through our examination of these models, we gained in-

valuable insights into the intricate dynamics governing the proliferation of ideas, diseases, and

information. The lessons we gleaned from these models hold the potential to inform public

health strategies, foster the dissemination of beneficial innovations, and catalyze the advance-

ment of social and technological progress.

In this chapter, we also explored the various factors influencing the spread of contagions

in both physical and virtual realms. By evaluating the role of network topology, information

diffusion, and human behavior, we provided a comprehensive understanding of the mecha-

nisms that drive the spread of viral phenomena. This understanding, in turn, has implications

for the design of effective intervention strategies, targeted at reducing the negative impact of

undesirable contagions while promoting the propagation of ideas and technologies that can

foster global prosperity.

In Chapter 5, we ventured forth into the world of fast-moving networks, examining their

unique properties and the powerful implications they hold for the future of communication,

logistics, and rapidly-evolving systems. While we focussed on the analysis of sports-based net-

works, our techniques have promise to generalize beyond their current application areas. As

our society continues to evolve at an unprecedented pace, these fast-moving networks will play

a pivotal role in fostering rapid adaptation, enhancing global connectivity, and shaping the

trajectory of human progress.
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From the fluid formations of teams to the rapid transitions in basketball, we explored how

the principles of dynamic networks can be applied to enhance our understanding of the strate-

gies and tactics employed by athletes and coaches. By examining the role of network topology,

implicit information diffusion, and individual and team behaviors, we provided a comprehen-

sive understanding of the mechanisms that drive success and failure in the context of sports.

This understanding, in turn, has implications for the development of innovative training

methodologies, performance analysis tools, and game strategies that can elevate the athletic

performance of individuals and teams alike. We also provided a framework for leveraging off-

the-shelf neural network architectures through the appropriate featurization, which results in

quick development time and optimized compute.

Moreover, our exploration of dynamic networks in sports served as a powerful testament to

the ubiquity and versatility of these systems, demonstrating their ability to provide valuable

insights across a diverse range of domains. The principles gleaned from our investigation of

fast-moving networks in sports can be extended to other areas of human endeavor, offering a

rich and fertile ground for future research and applications.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we took our inquiry to the stars, collaborating withNASA to investi-

gate the uncharted territory of space networks. As humanity embarks upon the next chapter

of its cosmic odyssey, the knowledge we have garnered about the behavior and properties of

these networks will be crucial to our success in exploring and harnessing the boundless poten-

tial of the universe that lies before us.

The study of dynamic networks has opened a gateway to a deeper understanding of the

complex, interconnected systems that underpin our world. As we gaze into the future, we are

reminded that our collective journey has only just begun, and that the continued exploration

of dynamic networks holds the promise of untold discoveries and unprecedented advance-

ments. It is our hope that this dissertation serves as a beacon, illuminating the path forward

and inspiring future generations of scholars to continue unraveling the enigmatic and won-

drous nature of dynamic networks, ultimately unlocking the secrets that lie at the heart of the

cosmos itself.
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7.2. The Bridges of Kaliningrad

The city of Königsberg is now Kaliningrad, located between Lithuania and Poland. It is a

peculiar city, as it is part of Russia, but surrounded by non-Russian territory. Königsberg

suffered extensive bombing duringWorldWar II, and all seven bridges were destroyed by the

Allies. There are now five rebuilt bridges and, with this new topology, it is now possible to

find an Euler path266. The practical relevance of this solution is unclear, but the principles of

graph theory continue to function after centuries, world wars, and the rise and fall of nations.

It is the inherent marvel of mathematics that our theorems continue to function beautifully

long after their discoverers have passed.
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We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see

plenty there that needs to be done.

AlanMathison Turing

8
Future Directions

H
opefully, your interest has been captivated in dynamic graphs. Part of the fascination

with these structures is their connections to other areas of study, as well their natural

occurrence in a wide range of important applications. In this chapter, we will take a brief tour

through some (but far from all) potential future areas of studies. Some of the sections cover

unpublished and active areas of my or my collaborators’ work, while other sections focus on

open questions that would be interesting for the next generation of researchers and students

to study.
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8.1. Theoretical Considerations

8.1.1. Open Questions

There are a wide range of open theoretical questions that have vexed me throughout my re-

search in this area. One particular issue is the lack of necessary conditions for certain impor-

tant dynamic connectivity properties of networks.

Linking Static and Dynamic Properties

Wewould like to link static and dynamic notions of connectivity. So far, the best results we

have are Propositions 2, 3, and 4. These Propositions provide only sufficient conditions for

dynamic connectivity, which means that we must either find the necessary conditions or

we need to provide a laundry list of sufficient ones. From practical experience, it seems un-

likely that we will be able to find clear necessary conditions that generally work, but we may be

able to restrict ourselves to particular cases or provide results in expectation or probability for

stochastic cases. It would also be nice to demonstrate a much more sophisticated link between

static graph properties and their dynamic counterparts.

Therefore, we are working towards a theorem that would connect these properties. One

observation we have is that it seems as though periodic, repeating structures can be hurtful.

We would like to show, then, the following conjecture or some variation thereof:

Conjecture 1 (Dynamic Connectivity from Local Bounding). There exists anΩ(n) such that

a graph sequence that is non-stranding, connected, and non-excessively repeating, with at least

Ω(n)× n2 edges is δ-connected.

What does this conjecture say? First, it requires several properties of the sequence:

1. Non-stranding: so that the sequence of graphs does not become trivially disconnected

2. Connected: so that there always exists a path from one vertex to another
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3. Non-excessively repeating: an edgeset cannot be repeated in the sequence until all other

possible edgesets have occurred; this guarantees good “mixing” of the sequence

4. At leastΩ(n) edges: this guarantees that the graph has enough possible paths to fight

against pathological behavior.

Notably, these properties are all properties of the individual graphs, with the only global prop-

erty being “non-excessively repeating.” Therefore, this type of conjecture would connect the

static graph properties to a dynamic one. To prove this conjecture, there are two foreseeable

steps: first, it must be shown that there is non-trivial behavior, i.e. that if there are only n

edges, we can always find a disconnected sequence and that if there are n2 edges, we are al-

ways connected. Second, it must be shown that a threshold exists, in that if we know that this

property holds with τ(n) edges, that it holds with σ(n) edges, where σ(n) > τ(n).

In the stochastic case, we would like prove something like Conjecture 2.

Conjecture 2 (Bound in Stochastic Setting). We fix T to be our discrete, infinite time-indexing

set, e.g.N, and V as some (finite) vertex set. Let µti be a probability measure indexed over V ×

T

µti : P(V )→ [0, 1]

whereP(V ) is the powerset of V and we assume the typical axioms of a probability measure.

This probability measure indicates the likelihood of a particular set of outgoing edges from

edge i at time. In other words, we can define a stochastic graph sequenceGt = (V,Et)with

the probability of a particular edge as

P((u, v) ∈ Et) =
∑

S∈P(V ):v∈S

µtu(S)

We place the additional restriction that µ(∅) ̸= 1.

We can now state our conjecture: given a measure such that the graph is almost surely con-

nected except at finite timesteps and the existence of each edge is independent (and somewhat

equiprobable) at each timestep, then our dynamic graph is almost surely dynamically con-
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nected.

Notably, Conjecture 2 certainly does not provide necessary conditions, only sufficient ones.

The ultimate theorem would be to prove a theorem that provides both sufficient and neces-

sary conditions on a measure for almost sure dynamic connectivity. Interestingly, equiprob-

ability is not on its own enough to guarantee dynamic connectivity, but independence is al-

most certainly too strong of a condition. Almost sure connectivity is also not necessary. How-

ever, we need some way to force edges to “shift” over time in a sufficiently uncorrelated man-

ner that our system cannot be “stuck” in some odd state (e.g. the alternating sequence seen in

Figure 1.3). With dynamic networks, there are many pitfalls, since all dynamic networks are

inherently directed (with respect to time).

Summary Graphs

The notion of graph summarization is introduced in Section 6.1.2, but very little is known

about summary graphs. In this work, we have presented a few ideas about certain particular

summarization techniques, but we do not have a general operating theoretical framework to

construct or analyze summarization and its further connections to linear algebra or analysis.

The general idea of graph summarization has perhaps too little structure to generate meaning-

fully interesting results. Given a particular summary function f , there are many questions to

ask:

1. How efficiently can we compute a summary?

2. Can we do summary in an online manner, i.e. as update our summary as we process

new graphs?

3. What are the intrinsic invariants that are preserved by a summary function?

4. How sensitive is a summary function to the input sequence?

5. What is the physical or natural interpretation of a summary given the underlying graph

system?
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Even solving some of these problems with particular classes of summary functions would

provide insight into this potentially rich area of study.

Hypergraphs

Our systems are intricately tied to hypergraphs and we did not provide a treatment of these ab-

stract structures (essentially set systems) in this dissertation. However, there are a wide range

of open questions about hypergraphs that provide insight into systems of dynamic graphs.

For our purposes, we can define a hypergraph as follows:

Definition 8.1.1 (Finite Hypergraph). Let V be some finite vertex set.

A hypergraphH is a tupleH = (V,E) such thatE ⊆ P(V ), whereP(V ) is the power-

set of V .

From here, we can equip our hypergraph with attributes to create the attributed hyper-

graph. This structure, as seen in Definition 8.1.2, provides a more general way of reasoning

about temporal structures. We have a very general framework of what constitute vertices,

edges, and attributes; perhaps unsurprisingly, it is hard to something in general about these

structures. However, there are mainly particular constructions, like line graphs, that are use-

ful175.

Definition 8.1.2 (Attributed Hypergraph). An attributed hypergraph is a system

H = (V,E,X, ϕ, Y, ϵ)

where (V,E) is a hypergraph,X,Y are the vertex attribute and edge attribute sets respectively,

and ϕ : V → X, ϵ : E → Y are attribute functions.

The next major area of research in hypergraphs within the context of dynamic networks

would be to construct a consistent mechanism for classifying and characterizing the differ-

ent types of dynamic structures. As seen in Section 6.1.2, there are many types of dynamic
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networks. Hypergraphs may be a useful mathematical structure to unify the different charac-

terization of dynamic networks113.

8.1.2. Graph Renormalization

As in other dynamic systems, one interesting strategy of clustering for dynamic networks

is through renormalization. Stemming from a sequence of work47,48,49, I implemented the

renormalization algorithm in49 to ascertain its clustering capability. While it is not a mature

practical technique, the results of clustering a dynamic graph are interesting.
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Figure 8.1: A simple graph sequence parsed via renormalization.

We can see in Figure 8.1 that renormalization produces a tree (or graph) of graphs, where

each node is itself a filtered version of a parent graph. This technique allows us to see impor-
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tant temporal changes like a phylogenetic tree: the substantial changes are grouped together.

Figure 8.2: The alternating graph sequence with eight nodes (analogous to the graph in Figure 1.3)
parsed with renormalization.

The alternating graph produces the renormalization in Figure 8.2, which nicely extracts

the periodicity of this graph. In all, this technique may be a way to achieve a coherent and

stable clustering of dynamic networks, which would fit into a larger scope of research into

spatiotemporal clustering techniques.

One particular technique of interest is spatiotemporal k-means75, which may have a natural

extension to dynamic networks. In particular, this technique can cluster spatiotemporal data,

but it may have promise for data with an underlying dynamic network structure or where the

underlying data itself is a set of dynamic networks.

8.2. Connections to Related Disciplines

8.2.1. Connections to Applied Topology

Spatiotemporal data is fundamental to applied topology, especially with the Topological Data

Analysis (TDA) literature81. Much work has been done to create both theoretically sound
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and practically useful algorithms in analyzing, clustering, parsing, and understanding spa-

tiotemporal data. At its core, TDA techniques uncover the homologies of a well-chosen

simplicial complex, but there is much ingenuity in the particular implementations. Certain

constructions produce triangulations that shift over time (which are inherently dynamic net-

works) and underpin the techniques in Section 5.1. However, there are many opportunities

for further connections to current developments in TDA.

While each is its own exciting research area, the key thematic areas of interest for dynamic

networks within TDA are multiparameter persistence, sliding window embeddings, and tra-

jectory analysis. Additionally, these techniques also provide featurizations for downstream

technique like machine learning202.

8.2.2. Connections to Machine Learning

While we demonstrated applications of machine learning to dynamic networks in Section 5.2,

we have much work to do in this area. Indeed, graph neural networks are an important class

of machine learning models, but are not fully studied, especially for spatiotemporal networks.

There is no general featurization system of dynamic networks and even recent approaches are

ad hoc.

The next step in this area of research would be to focus on the creation of large and general

embedding models for graphs, just as exist in natural language processing (NLP) and computer

vision (CV) as disciplines. Indeed, we could imagine some generic and large model that can

extract relevant features within a dynamic network system. From there, we could apply this

large network to generate embeddings for some data that could then be used in some fine-

tuned, zero-shot, or few-shot downstreammodel.

One approach that we do not explore here is reinforcement learning (RL). It would be in-

teresting to have a study on a dynamical system defined over dynamic networks and to solve

some optimization problem within this context. Indeed, RL is a general approach that can

be applied to both NLP and CV problems, but its application to dynamic networks may be
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able to quickly resolve difficult optimization problems over spatiotemporal networks. One

particular area of application would be in network design: the objective would be to design a

dynamic network that drives some communication or signaling network.

8.3. Application Areas of Interest

There are a wide variety of applications of interest: societally interesting or otherwise popular

areas of study that could benefit from their contextualization in dynamic networks. While

this dissertation is mute on some of these subjects, there are many areas worth of exploration

that could be of interest. Some of these areas have been studied in the course of producing

this work, but are not yet explicitly represented.

8.3.1. Applications to Biology

One application area of interest is in embryology. As a mammalian embryo develops, cells split

and shift. In particular, we can induce a dynamic network where each cell is a node and, when

a cell splits, we generate two new nodes. Then, we can create a heterogenuous set of edges that

capture

1. If two cells are physically adjacent or touching

2. Any chemical signals sent from one cell to another

3. The ancestral information from a parent cell to its descendants

A snapshot of this system can be seen in Figure 8.3. Indeed, this setting is quite difficult as

there are a variable number of nodes and there are three types of networks. However, this sys-

tem is usually small and presents a natural example of a dynamic network with heterogenuous

data across edges. It is a fascinating application with potentially rich mathematics behind it.
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Figure 8.3: A snapshot of a mouse embryo in development. It displays a variety of cells in color and their estimated geom‐
etry. Although difficult to discern from this image, it is possible to tell which cells physically adjoin each other and which
cells may have inter‐cell signaling. Furthermore, it is possible to track cells across time and, as they split, retain ancestry
information.

8.3.2. Applications to Opinion Dynamics

Opinion dynamics260 is a large and ever-growing field in network analysis122,96,200 and math-

ematics51,247. The work in Section 4.1 fits into this literature. One of the key contributions

is that it explicitly models a dynamic network, as opposed to dynamics that sit atop a static

network. Currently, it is relatively difficult to provide a full mathematical analysis of the dy-

namics induced by a dynamic network system. If we could develop techniques to analyze a

large class of these systems with more general tools, this type of framework would be a major

contribution to the field of opinion dynamics.
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8.3.3. Applications to Transit Networks

One of the most interesting types of dynamic network is the transit network. TheGeneral

Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is a system for reporting consistent transit data and is used

by more than 1 800 transit agencies*. Indeed, this system is a powerful tool for a wide range of

engineering applications, e.g. automated transit-based directions.

Figure 8.4: A snapshot of the subway system in New York City. Each line represents a subway line and the colors with
varying intensity display the congestion across these pathways.

Figure 8.4 gives an example of this data for New York City. Using this type of data, we can

develop routing techniques that handle dynamic transit networks. In particular, the dynamics

of this network come from:

• Different transit frequencies at different times of the day, different days of the week,

and different parts of the year.

• Variable transit frequencies based on traffic and congestion.

*See: https://gtfs.org/about/
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• Closures, exceptional cases, delays, and other practical changes in network frequency.

• Any route changes, updates, or modifications.

While this network may not evolve as rapidly as those seen in Chapter 5, transit networks are

still an example of a dynamic network. In particular, transit networks tend to exhibit periodic

and quasi-periodic behavior that are certainly an interesting property that arises naturally in

this context. Moreover, transit networks have ample data, which may make them tractable to

voluminous experimentation and machine learning.
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I visualize a time when we will be to robots what dogs are

to humans, and I’m rooting for the machines.

Claude Elwood Shannon

A
Code

F
ormal language theory has a distinguished legacy at Princeton University, including

contributions from Gödel, Church, and Turing. In contemporary applied mathe-

matics, beyond the written word of proofs, the pre-eminent formal language is code. Much

of the content of this dissertation has been generated with code; we would like to represent

that work here. In this Appendix, we provide insight into both the function and form of our

engineering efforts, as well as links to repositories where all of the code can be found. It would

be unhelpful to replicate every line of code in the text of this document, so we instead take

this opportunity to demonstrate some concept, idea, or design pattern within each package

to illustrate how our code is generally structured. The full code is available within the linked

repositories.
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As a general matter, we try to maintain best practices for managing software-based projects.

We use source control (git), Github, automated documentation, testing, and static analysis

tools (e.g. linters). With the advent of sophisticated language models, we also heavily relied

on GPT-4218 and Github Copilot101 for code-writing assistance. (In fact, GPT-4wrote the Bib-

TeX for citing itself!) Using these tools, we are able to maintain consistent, relatively readable

codebases that can be shared and maintained beyond the scope of the original projects.

We also use compute power from a variety of sources. Some of the simulations in this work

are performed on computational resources managed and supported by Princeton Research

Computing, a consortium of groups including the Princeton Institute for Computational

Science and Engineering (PICSciE) and the Office of Information Technology’s High Perfor-

mance Computing Center and Visualization Laboratory at Princeton University. Addition-

ally, we leverage Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Compute, in addition to local comput-

ing resources, for our computing needs.

Note: in the following code snippets, a hyphen - appears as a tilde ~ for readability.
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A.1. Viral Networks

A.1.1. fb-paper

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/fb-paper

We have produced two packages for analyzing the spread of viral information. The first

contains the figures and original paper seen in Section 4.1.

A.1.2. trasir

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/trasir

This package leverages current paradigms in python development. It is managed via poetry

and contains the latest (as of this writing) stack of tools, as seen in Listing A.1. It powers the

work in Section 4.2.

Listing A.1: pyproject.toml file to control the project.

[tool.poetry]

name = "trasir"

version = "0.1.0"

description = "TraSIR analysis"

authors = ["Dev Dabke <dev@dabke.com>"]

[tool.poetry.dependencies]

python = "^3.10"

pandas = "^1.5.0"

numpy = "^1.23.3"

jupyterlab = "^3.4.8"

ipykernel = "^6.16.0"

scipy = "^1.9.2"
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torch = "^1.12.1"

dvc = {extras = ["all"], version = "^2.29.0"}

bcrypt = "^4.0.0"

rich = "^12.6.0"

ipywidgets = "^8.0.2"

matplotlib = "^3.6.1"

pydantic = "^1.10.2"

networkx = "^2.8.7"

tqdm = "^4.64.1"

pqdm = "^0.2.0"

wandb = "^0.13.5"

snakeviz = "^2.1.1"

wandb~osh = "^1.0.0"

[tool.poetry.dev~dependencies]

black = "^22.10.0"

pylint = "^2.15.3"

mypy = "^0.982"

pytest = "^7.1.3"

pytest~cov = "^4.0.0"

[build~system]

requires = ["poetry~core >=1.0.0"]

build~backend = "poetry.core.masonry.api"

[tool.pyright]

ignore = ["old"]
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Our general approach to coding is to use classes to encapsulate data, parameters, and nat-

ural objects that reflect the structure of our mathematical tools. We have a declarative API to

accessing these mathematical objects. We also leverage parallel and matrix-compute optimized

code, as seen in Listing A.2.

Listing A.2: An example of parallel code using our object‐oriented, declarative style of coding.

” ” ”

A s c r i p t t o run s w e e p s ,

i . e . t e s t i n g ou r e s t i m a t o r on a r an g e o f p a r am e t e r s .

” ” ”

from typing import Tuple, List

import sys

import os

import traceback

import itertools

import torch

from pqdm.processes import pqdm

import pandas as pd

import wandb

sys.path.append(os.getcwd())

from trasir.model.value.hyper import Hyper

from trasir.model.value.param import Param

from trasir.model.value.initializer

import SinglePointInitializer

from trasir.model.yoke.runner import RunnerStaticFast
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from trasir.model.estim.estimator import LossType

from trasir.model.estim.flexible_grid_estimator

import FlexibleGridEstimatorStatic

from trasir.model.lossy.masker import OnlyCMasker

from trasir.model.lossy.loser import (

Loser,

MseLoser,

MseLogLoser ,

ScaledMseLoser ,

L1Loss,

ScaledL1Loss ,

CrossEntropyLoss ,

AbsSubsetMseLoss ,

RelSubsetMseLoss ,

AbsSubsetL1Loss ,

RelSubsetL1Loss ,

)

GRID_SIZE = 4

N_JOBS = 38

N_NODES = 100

T_MAX = 1000

GRID_POINTS_EXP = 16

if __name__ == "__main__":

print("|> EXPERIMENT: Started")

time_stamp_as_int = int(pd.Timestamp.now().timestamp())
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print(f"|> EXPERIMENT: timestamp {time_stamp_as_int}")

print(

"|> EXPERIMENT: Config",

"N_NODES",

N_NODES,

"T_MAX",

T_MAX,

"GRID_SIZE",

GRID_SIZE ,

"GRID_POINTS_EXP",

GRID_POINTS_EXP ,

"N_JOBS",

N_JOBS,

)

base_hyper = Hyper(

N=N_NODES,

t_max=T_MAX,

alpha=1,

delta=0.5

)

betas = torch.linspace(0.2, 0.8, GRID_SIZE).tolist()

rhos = torch.linspace(0.2, 0.8, GRID_SIZE).tolist()

gammas = torch.linspace(0.2, 0.8, GRID_SIZE).tolist()

loss_fns = [

MseLogLoser(),

L1Loss(),

MseLoser(),
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RelSubsetMseLoss(0.2),

AbsSubsetMseLoss(0.02),

]

test_points = [

(time_stamp_as_int , i, base_hyper , p)

for i, p in enumerate(

list(itertools.product(

betas,

rhos,

gammas,

loss_fns

))

)

if p[0] > p[2]

# b e t a > gamma

]

print(f ” ” ”

| > EXPERIMENT : { l e n ( t e s t _ p o i n t s ) } t o t a l p o i n t s

” ” ” )

print(f ” ” ”

| > EXPERIMENT : Running Sw e e p s

w i t h {N_JOBS } j o b s

” ” ” )

results_raw = pqdm(

test_points , run_one_sweep , n_jobs=N_JOBS

)
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print("|> EXPERIMENT: Sweeps Complete")

print(f ” ” ”

| > EXPERIMENT : Wri t ing R e s u l t s t o

‘ r e s u l t s ~ { t im e _ s t am p _ a s _ i n t } . c s v ‘

” ” ” )

results_for_pd = [

{

"N": base_hyper.N,

"t_max": base_hyper.t_max,

"alpha": base_hyper.alpha,

"delta": base_hyper.delta,

"m": base_hyper.m,

"p": base_hyper.p,

"beta": p[0],

"rho": p[1],

"gamma": p[2],

"loss_fn": str(p[3]),

"beta_hat": est.beta,

"rho_hat": est.rho,

"gamma_hat": est.gamma,

"loss": loss,

}

for p, est, loss in results_raw

]

df = pd.DataFrame(results_for_pd)

df.to_csv(f"results~{time_stamp_as_int}.csv")
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A.2. Basketball

We use a few packages for our analysis of basketball data.

A.2.1. bbda

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/bbda

Written in python3, this package “BasketballDataAnalysis” leverages mostly functional

programming constructs to conduct the work in Section 5.1. We chain together pure trans-

forms on various parts of our datasets, as might be found in contemporary frameworks like

Airflow or Prefect. These transforms can be parallelized and fanned out. Listing A.3 gives an

example of a transform.

Listing A.3: A pure transform for manipulating data

” ” ”A t r a n s f o rm t h a t e x t r a c t s f r am e s from hfpd

Giv en a l i s t o f hfpd , t h i s t r a n s f o rm can g e n e r a t e

a c o r r e s p o n d i n g l i s t o f f rame s , i . e . t h e p o s i t i o n

o f a l l p l a y e r s f o r e v e r y team a t a p a r t i c u l a r t im e .

The l i s t i s s t r u c t u r e d game c l o c k > f r ame s .

” ” ”

def validate(hfpd):

” ” ”

The v a l i d a t i o n method f o r t h e F r am eE x t r a c t i o nT r a n s f o rm

Arg s :

h f pd ( L i s t ) : s ome h f pd

R e t u r n s :

b o o l : True i f da ta i s v a l i d . F a l s e o t h e r w i s e .

” ” ”
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return isinstance(hfpd, list)

def apply(hfpd):

” ” ”

The a p p l i c a t i o n method f o r t h e F r am eE x t r a c t i o nT r a n s f o rm

Arg s :

h f pd ( L i s t ) : s ome h f pd

” ” ”

return _extract_time_changes(hfpd)

def _extract_time_changes(frames):

” ” ”

E x t r a c t s f r am e s by t im e f o r a g i v e n l i s t o f f r am e s

” ” ”

time_change_mask = [

_does_time_change(prev, curr)

for (prev, curr) in zip(frames, frames[1:])

]

# We n e ed t o c a p t u r e t h e f i r s t and l a s t e n t r y ,

# s o manual l y add t h o s e in

first_idx = 0

last_idx = len(frames)

new_time_idx = (

[first_idx]

+ [

idx
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for idx, value in enumerate(time_change_mask)

if value

]

+ [last_idx]

)

time_pairs = zip(

new_time_idx ,

new_time_idx[1:],

)

frame_sets = [

(

frames[start_idx:end_idx],

_get_game_clock(frames[start_idx]),

_get_game_clock(frames[end_idx ~ 1])

)

for (start_idx , end_idx) in time_pairs

if _is_number_of_frames_valid(start_idx , end_idx)

]

return frame_sets

def _is_number_of_frames_valid(start_idx , end_idx):

” ” ”

U s ua l l y , t h e r e s h o u l d b e e x a c t l y 14 f r am e s

in a frame s e t , wh i c h c o r r e s p o n d t o t h e number
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o f p l a y e r s on t h e c o u r t ( p l u s s ome e x t r a s ) .

T h e r e f o r e , we s h o u l d t h r ow away any da ta t h a t

d o e s n o t me e t t h i s c r i t e r i o n .

” ” ”

return (end_idx ~ start_idx) == 14

def _does_time_change(hfpd_entry_a , hfpd_entry_b):

” ” ”

D e t e rm in e s , g i v e n two h f pd e n t r i e s

i f t h e t im e c h a n g e s .

” ” ”

return _get_time(hfpd_entry_a) != _get_time(hfpd_entry_b)

def _get_time(hfpd_entry):

” ” ”

Giv en an h f pd e n t r y

i t e x t r a c t s t h e t im e .

” ” ”

return int(hfpd_entry[3])

def _get_game_clock(hfpd_entry):

” ” ”

Giv en an h f pd e n t r y , i t e x t r a c t s t h e game c l o c k .

” ” ”
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return float(hfpd_entry[11])

FrameExtractionTransform = type(

’FrameExtractionTransform’,

(),

{’apply’: apply, ’validate’: validate}

)

To actually run an experiment, we can apply and map transforms, as seen in Listing A.4.

Listing A.4: An example experiment that applies the map‐reduce transform paradigm.

” ” ” An e x p e r im e n t ” ” ”

def main():

” ” ”Main e x p e r im e n t ” ” ”

from bbda import Transformer

from bbda import CsvImportTransform

from bbda import PossessionSegmentationTransform

from bbda import FrameExtractionTransform

from bbda import FramePossessionAggregationTransform

from bbda import PossessionPlayerVelocityTransform

transformer = Transformer()

path = ’./data/events.csv’

events = transformer.transform_apply(
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path,

CsvImportTransform

)

possessions = transformer.transform_apply(

events,

PossessionSegmentationTransform

)

paths_hfpd = [’./data/Q1.csv’, ’./data/Q2.csv’]

hfpd = transformer.transform_map(

paths_hfpd ,

CsvImportTransform

)

frames = transformer.transform_map(

hfpd,

FrameExtractionTransform

)

aggregation = transformer.transform_apply(

(possessions , frames),

FramePossessionAggregationTransform

)

transformer.transform_map(

aggregation ,

PossessionPlayerVelocityTransform

)
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if __name__ == "__main__":

main()

A.2.2. grasket

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/grasket, https://github.com/DbCrWk/grasket-learn,

and https://github.com/DbCrWk/neograsket.

A portmanteau of “graph” and “basket,” we have three packages to represent the work

done in Section 5.2, which extends the functionality of our basketball data analysis tools. The

original grasket package is written in Javascript (with flow) and uses object-oriented patterns.

We have a full set of computational geometry tools, as seen in Listing A.5.

Listing A.5: An example of the computational geometry tools implemented in grasket.

// @flow

import { errorLib as errorGn } from ’../util/logger’;

import Point from ’./Point’;

import Circle from ’./Circle’;

import areFloatsEqual from ’../util/areFloatsEqual’;

const namespace = ’Object > Line’;

const error = errorGn(namespace);

c l a s s Line {

slope: number;

intercept: number;

areFloatsEqual: (number, number) => boo l e an ;
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static byPoints(a: Point, b: Point): Line {

if (a.equals(b)) {

throw error(

’.byPoints’,

’Points cannot be identical’,

{ a, b }

);

}

if (a.x === b.x) {

return new Line(Infinity, a.x);

}

const rise = b.y ~ a.y;

const run = b.x ~ a.x;

const slope = rise / run;

const intercept = b.y ~ (slope * b.x);

return new Line(slope, intercept);

}

constructor(slope: number, intercept: number) {

t h i s .slope = slope;

t h i s .intercept = intercept;

t h i s .areFloatsEqual = areFloatsEqual(0.001);

}
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equals(line: Line): boo l e an {

return (

t h i s .areFloatsEqual( t h i s .slope, line.slope)

&& t h i s .areFloatsEqual(

t h i s .intercept ,

line.intercept

)

);

}

hasPoint(p: Point): boo l e an {

if ( t h i s .slope === Infinity) {

return t h i s .areFloatsEqual(

p.x,

t h i s .intercept

);

}

return (

t h i s .areFloatsEqual(

p.y,

t h i s .slope * p.x + t h i s .intercept

)

);

}

getPerpendicular(p: Point): Line {

const getNewSlope = (): number => {
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if ( t h i s .slope === Infinity) return 0;

if ( t h i s .areFloatsEqual( t h i s .slope, 0)) {

return Infinity;

}

return ~(1 / t h i s .slope);

};

const newSlope = getNewSlope();

const newIntercept = newSlope === Infinity ?

p.x : p.y ~ (newSlope * p.x);

return new Line(newSlope , newIntercept);

}

getLineIntersectionPoint(line: Line): Point {

// If the lines are the same ,

// then they do not have a unique i n t e r s e c t i o n point

if ( t h i s .equals(line)) return new Point(0, 0);

// If the lines are parallel , but not the same

// then they do not have an i n t e r s e c t i o n point

if ( t h i s .areFloatsEqual( t h i s .slope, line.slope)) {

throw error(

’.getLineIntersectionPoint’,

’Lines are parallel, but not equal

and do not have an intersection point’,

{ l: t h i s , r: line }

);

}
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// If this line is vertical ,

// then the i n t e r s e c t i o n is simple ; we also

// know that both lines cannot be v e r t i c a l

// because this c o n d i t i o n has

// already been checked

if ( t h i s .slope === Infinity) {

const x = t h i s .intercept;

const y = line.slope * x + line.intercept;

return new Point(x, y);

}

// Same case above , but flipped

if (line.slope === Infinity) {

const x = line.intercept;

const y = t h i s .slope * x + t h i s .intercept;

return new Point(x, y);

}

// The d i f f e r e n c e in slope is well ~ defined

// and this c o m p u t a t i o n is valid

const x = (

(line.intercept ~ t h i s .intercept) /

( t h i s .slope ~ line.slope)

);

const y = t h i s .slope * x + t h i s .intercept;
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return new Point(x, y);

}

getEndPointByTravel(start: Point, travel: number): Point {

if (! t h i s .hasPoint(start)) {

throw error(

’.getEndPointByTravel’,

’Start point not on line’,

{ l: t h i s , start, travel }

);

}

if ( t h i s .slope === Infinity) {

return new Point( t h i s .intercept , start.y + travel);

}

const xTravel = (

travel /

(Math.sqrt(1 + t h i s .slope * * 2)

);

const x = start.x + xTravel;

const y = t h i s .slope * x + t h i s .intercept;

return new Point(x, y);

}

getClosestPoint(p: Point): Point {
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const r = t h i s .getPerpendicular(p);

return t h i s .getLineIntersectionPoint(r);

}

getCircleClosestPoint(circle: Circle): Point {

return t h i s .getClosestPoint(circle.center);

}

getCircleIntersectionPoints(

circle: Circle

): Array<Point> {

const closestPoint = t h i s .getCircleClosestPoint(

circle

);

const lengthFromClosestPoint = (

closestPoint.euclideanDistanceTo(

circle.center

)

);

if (lengthFromClosestPoint > circle.radius) {

return [];

}

if ( t h i s .areFloatsEqual(

lengthFromClosestPoint , circle.radius)

) {

return [closestPoint];
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}

const travel = Math.sqrt(

circle.radius * * 2

~ lengthFromClosestPoint * * 2

);

return [~travel, travel].map(

t => t h i s .getEndPointByTravel(

closestPoint ,

t

)

);

}

}

expo r t default Line;

While the code in Listing A.5 represents most of the work in this dissertation, the neograsket

package is an updated version of this code written in python3. It includes a license, code of

conduct, and other modern package utilities for open-source code. It similarly uses poetry.

Finally, note that we did train a neural network for our results in Section 5.2. We generally

leveraged contemporary tools, e.g. pytorch and its corresponding lightning system. This

type of code can be seen in Listing A.6.

Listing A.6: An example of the machine learning tools implemented in grasket-learn.

” ” ” L i t Tra T r an s f o rm e r

Th i s modul e c o n t a i n s t h e l i g h t n i n g im p l em e n t a t i o n

o f o u r t r a t r a n s f o rm e r s y s t e m .

” ” ”
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from argparse import ArgumentParser

import torch

import pytorch_lightning as pl

import torch.nn.functional as F

from tramodel.tra_transformer import TraTransformerModel

class LitTraTransformer(pl.LightningModule):

@staticmethod

def add_model_specific_args(parent_parser):

parser = ArgumentParser(

parents=[parent_parser],

add_help=False

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~num_tokens’,

type=int,

default=2000

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~embedding_dimension’,

type=int,

default=20

)
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parser.add_argument(

’~~n_head’,

type=int,

default=2

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~n_hidden_dimension’,

type=int,

default=200

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~n_layer’,

type=int,

default=2

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~dropout’,

type=float,

default=0.2

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~learning_rate’,

type=float,

default=1e~4

)

parser.add_argument(

’~~hidden_frames’,

type=int,
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default=20

)

return parser

def __init__(self, conf):

super().__init__()

self.model = TraTransformerModel(

conf.num_tokens ,

conf.embedding_dimension ,

conf.n_head,

conf.n_hidden_dimension ,

conf.n_layer,

conf.dropout

)

self.hparams = conf

def forward(self, src, tgt):

return self.model(src, tgt)

def training_step(self, batch, batch_idx):

src, tgt = batch

shift = 1

tgt_input_start_idx = 0

tgt_input_end_idx = (

self.hparams.sequence_length
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~ shift

)

tgt_output_start_idx = shift

tgt_output_end_idx = self.hparams.sequence_length

cast_tgt = tgt.float()

tgt_input = cast_tgt[

:,

tgt_input_start_idx:tgt_input_end_idx ,

:

]

tgt_output = cast_tgt[

:,

tgt_output_start_idx:tgt_output_end_idx ,

:

]

output = self(

src.transpose(0, 1),

tgt_input.transpose(0, 1)

)

loss = F.mse_loss(

output.transpose(0, 1),

tgt_output

)

self.log(’train_loss’, loss)

return loss
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def validation_step(self, batch, batch_idx):

src, tgt = batch

cast_tgt = tgt.float()

loss = 0

for i in range(self.hparams.hidden_frames):

tgt_input = cast_tgt[

:,

i:(

self.hparams.sequence_length

~ self.hparams.hidden_frames

+ i ~ 1

),

:

].transpose(0, 1)

tgt_output = cast_tgt[

:,

(i + 1):(

self.hparams.sequence_length

~ self.hparams.hidden_frames

+ i

),

:

].transpose(0, 1)

output = self(src.transpose(0, 1), tgt_input)

frame_loss = F.mse_loss(output, tgt_output)
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loss += frame_loss

self.log(’val_loss’, loss)

return loss

def configure_optimizers(self):

optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(

self.parameters(),

lr=self.hparams.learning_rate

)

return optimizer
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A.3. Code in Space

AtNASA, we used several codebases to produce the results in Chapter 6.

A.3.1. TropicALU

See: https://github.com/jacleveland/tropicalu

This project implements a tropical geometry ALU, based in verilog. The implementation

is relatively straightforward, but the key idea is that even exotic mathematical structures can

be directly instantiated in hardware. The important lesson with this project is that hardware

acceleration could provide a viable path forward for making what would ordinarily expensive

in software much faster with a direct hardware implementation.

A.3.2. sumgraph and Network Tools

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/sumgraph and https://github.com/jacleveland/joswig.

The Joswig Algorithm described in Section 6.2.3147 is implemented in the joswig codebase.

The sumgraph codebase is the reference implementation of the techniques described in Sec-

tion 6.1.2. The sumgraph codebase implements graph summarization in a modern, functional

way. It builds upon lessons learned in other codebases referenced in this dissertation and is

written entirely in python3. It includes modern practices and robust testing, e.g. as seen in

Listing A.7.

One important problem we have to solve is finding a particular integration bound to solve

Equations 6.5, 6.6. In particular, given a non-negative, integrable function f , a lower bound

of integration a such that
∫∞
a
f(t) dt = ∞, and a target value τ > 0, we want to find b such

that ∫ b

a

f(t) dt = τ

To do this, we use Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 An algorithm to find the upper bound of integration

procedure FindUpperBound(f, a, τ )

F (x) ≜
∫ x
a
f(t) dt

b′ ← a, b← a ∗ 2

while F (b) < τ do

b′ ← b

b← b ∗ 2

while F ((b+ b′)/2) ̸≈ τ do

if F ((b+ b′)/2) > τ then

b← (b+ b′)/2

else

b′ ← (b+ b′)/2

return (b+ b′)/2

We introduce three lemmata about this algorithm.

Lemma 10 (Existence of Bound). Given a non-negative, integrable function f , a lower bound

of integration a such that
∫∞
a
f(t) dt = ∞, and a target value τ > 0, there exists a b such

that ∫ b

a

f(t) dt = τ

The function F (x) ≜
∫ x
a
f(t) dt. If f is positive, then b is unique.

Proof. This result follows from the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, the definition of an

integral, and the Intermediate Value Theorem.

Lemma 11 (Algorithm 3 Correctness). Algorithm 3 is correct.

Proof. The proof sketch is simple: the integral is monotonically increasing (weakly or strongly),

we use exponential backoff to find a maximum upper bound, and then binary search to find

the exact bound. Binary search works because F is monotonic from Lemma 10.
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Lemma 12 (Algorithm 3 isO(log (b− a))). Algorithm 3 runs inO(log (b− a)) assuming a

constant-time integration solver*.

Proof. Exponential backoff will find an upper bound on bwithin time proportional to the log

of b − a. We then perform binary search between some value at most twice b and some value

between a and b.

Listing A.7: An example of the robust testing implemented in sumgraph.

” ” ”

Th i s modul e t e s t s t h e f i n d _ i n t e g r a l _ b o u n d f u n c t i o n .

” ” ”

from math import sqrt, inf

from typing import Callable

import pytest

from sumgraph.helper.find_integral_bound

import find_integral_bound

def test_basic():

” ” ”

P e r f o rm a s im p l e t e s t

” ” ”

integrable_function:

Callable[[float], float] = lambda x: x

*This assumption is not very reasonable, but we cannot control the time of an integration solver. Therefore,
our runtime gives the overhead of just our algorithm. There are many numerical methods to solve an integral
with the simplest being the Trapezoid Rule with Tai’s Method272,196 or some much more complicated quadtra-
ture technique.
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lower_bound = 0

target_value = 1

expected_upper_bound = sqrt(2)

actual_upper_bound = find_integral_bound(

integrable_function=integrable_function ,

lower_bound=lower_bound ,

target_value=target_value ,

numerical_options={

"tolerance": 0.0000001

},

)

assert (

pytest.approx(actual_upper_bound)

== expected_upper_bound

)

def test_indicator_fn():

” ” ”

Ch e c k an i n t e g r a b l e i n d i c a t o r f u n c t i o n

” ” ”

def integrable_function(

input_x: float

) ~> float:
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” ” ”

A b a s i c i n d i c a t o r f u n c t i o n

” ” ”

if 5 <= input_x <= 10:

return 1

return 0

lower_bound = 0

target_value = 1

expected_upper_bound = 6

actual_upper_bound = find_integral_bound(

integrable_function=integrable_function ,

lower_bound=lower_bound ,

target_value=target_value ,

numerical_options={

"tolerance": 0.0000001

},

)

assert (

pytest.approx(actual_upper_bound)

== expected_upper_bound

)

def test_infinite_bound():
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” ” ”

En s u r e t h a t i n f i n i t y i s r e t u r n e d when

t h e bound would e x c e e d t h e max bound

” ” ”

integrable_function:

Callable[[float], float] = lambda x: x

lower_bound = 0

target_value = 100

bound = find_integral_bound(

integrable_function=integrable_function ,

lower_bound=lower_bound ,

target_value=target_value ,

numerical_options={

"max_upper_bound": 5

},

)

assert bound == inf

def test_max_iterations():

” ” ”

En s u r e t h a t a p r o p e r warn ing i s r a i s e d

when max i t e r a t i o n s wou ld b e r e a c h e d

” ” ”
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integrable_function:

Callable[[float], float] = lambda x: x

lower_bound = 0

target_value = 100

with pytest.raises(RuntimeWarning):

find_integral_bound(

integrable_function=integrable_function ,

lower_bound=lower_bound ,

target_value=target_value ,

numerical_options={

"max_iterations": 1

},

)

The sumgraph package is open-sourced and contains proper licensing information, con-

tributing guidelines, and documentation.
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A.4. Exploratory Code

The last two codebases worth highlighting are for exploratory code.

A.4.1. graph-norm

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/graph-norm.

Again, this codebase follows the best practices for developing code as seen in other code-

bases. However, this codebase also defines well-structured JSON-based schemas for annotating

data structures and type information. This technique allows for the easy interchange and vali-

dation of data, especially in transit. This type of schema can be found in Listing A.8. Modern

tools, e.g. VS Code, can automatically detect URLs to these schemas and parse them for power-

ful automated validation.

Listing A.8: An example of a well‐defined JSON schema for defining data types.

{

"$schema": "http://json~schema.org/draft~07/schema#",

"$id": "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/

DbCrWk/graph~norm/development/schema/

parse.tree/1.1.0.json",

"version": "1.1.0",

"title": "Grano Parse Tree",

"description": "A grano file to describe a parse tree",

"type": "object",

"properties": {

"label": {

"description": "An identifiable text identifier

for this tree",

"type": "string"
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},

"version": {

"description": "The version that the

parse.tree should be checked against",

"type": "string",

"enum": [

"1.1.0"

]

},

"vertices": {

"description": "A set of vertices to add

to all entries of the graph sequence",

"type": "array",

"items": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/vertex"

},

"minItems": 0,

"uniqueItems": true

},

"graphs": {

"description": "A set of graphs that

can be easily referenced",

"type": "object",

"patternProperties": {

"^[A~Za~z~][A~Za~z0~9_~]*$": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/graph"

}

},
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"uniqueItems": true

},

"sequence": {

"description": "The graph sequence",

"type": "array",

"items": {

"oneOf": [

{

"$ref": "#/definitions/graph_with_label"

},

{

"$ref": "#/definitions/graph_label"

}

]

},

"uniqueItems": false

},

"temporal": {

"$ref": "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/

DbCrWk/graph~norm/development/schema/

temporal.tree/1.0.0.json"

},

"topological": {

"$ref": "https://raw.githubusercontent.com/

DbCrWk/graph~norm/development/schema/

topological.tree/1.0.0.json"

},

"$schema": {
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"type": "string",

"enum": [

"https://raw.githubusercontent.com/

DbCrWk/graph~norm/development/schema/

parse.tree/1.1.0.json"

]

}

},

"definitions": {

"vertex": {

"description": "A single vertex",

"type": [

"number",

"string"

]

},

"edge": {

"description": "A single edge",

"type": "array",

"items": [

{

"$ref": "#/definitions/vertex"

},

{

"$ref": "#/definitions/vertex"

}

],

"minItems": 2,
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"maxItems": 2,

"additionalItems": false

},

"graph_label": {

"description": "A string identifier

for a graph",

"type": "string"

},

"graph": {

"type": "object",

"properties": {

"label": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/graph_label"

},

"edges": {

"description": "A set of edges for

a particular graph",

"type": "array",

"items": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/edge"

},

"minItems": 0,

"uniqueItems": true

},

"vertices": {

"description": "A set of vertices for

this graph",

"type": "array",
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"items": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/vertex"

},

"minItems": 0,

"uniqueItems": true

}

}

},

"graph_with_label": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/graph",

"required": [

"label"

]

}

},

"required": [

"label",

"version",

"temporal",

"topological",

"vertices",

"graphs",

"sequence"

],

"additionalProperties": false

}
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A.4.2. Omnibus

See: https://github.com/DbCrWk/omnibus

The Omnibus package leverages contemporary techniques in data analysis and our mathe-

matical tools to analyze transit data. What started as a simple set of code tools to analyze MTA

bus data for New York City has morphed into a general tool to study data in theGeneral Tran-

sit Feed Specification (GTFS). GTFS is a generic system for reporting transit data. The novely

of this codebase is that it introduces a helpful CLI and includes tools for manipulating large

data files.
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